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List of Acronyms-1 of 4

AEJ African Easterly Jet

ALMIP AMMA Land surface Inter-comparison Project

ARTS AMIP2 mesoscale River RouTing Scheme

AMETHYST Assessment of changes in MEdiTerranean HYdro-resources

AMMA African Monsoon Multidisciplinary Analysis

AMMA-

CATCH

AMMA-Couplage de l’Atmosphère Tropicale et du Cycle Hydrologique

AMSR-E Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer for Earth Observing System

ANOVA ANalysis Of VAriance

ANR L’Agence Nationale de la Recherche

AROME Applications of Research to Operations at Mesoscale

ARPEGE Action de Recherche Petite Echelle Grande Echelle

CABLE Community Atmosphre Biosphere Land Exchange model

CAM Community Atmospheric Model (NCAR)

CEN Centre d’Etude de la Neige (Météo-France)

CERFACS Centre Européen de Recherche et de Formation Avancée en Calcul Scientifique

CESBIO Centre d’Etudes Spatiales de la BIOsphère

CHS Continental Hydrologic System

CLM Common Land Model

CMEM Community Microwave Emission Model

CMIP Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase

CNES Centre Nationale d’Etudes Spatiales

CNRM Centre National de Recherches Meteorologiques

CPU central processing unit

CROCUS detailed multi-layer snow process model developed at CEN, Météo-France

DA Data Assimilation

DWI deep water infiltration

ECMWF European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts

ECMWF-FC ECMWF ForeCast

ECOCLIMAP ECOlogical CLImate MAP physiographic database

EKF Extended Kalman Filter

ERA ECMWF Interim Re-Analysis

ESM Earth System Model
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List of Acronyms-2 of 4

FLake freshwater lake model

GCM Global Climate (or Circulation) Model

GEWEX Global Energy and Water Cycle Exchanges project

GLASS Global Land-Atmosphere System Study

GLDAS Global Land Data Assimilation System

GMGEC Groupe de Météorologie de Grande Echelle et Climat (at CNRM)

GRACE Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment

GSWP Global Soil Wetness Project

HIRLAM High Resolution Local Area Modelling for numerical weather prediction

HWSD Harmonized World Soil Database

HYDRO-WEB Produits/Services d’Observations et d’Archives/Hydrologie (LEGOS)

HyMAP The Hydrological Modeling and Analysis Platform

IGBP International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme

INRA Institut National de la Recherche Agronomique

IOP Intensive Observing Period

IPCC Inter-governmental Panel on Climate Change

ISBA Interactions between the Surface Biosphere Atmosphere

ISBA-3L ISBA 3-layer Force Restore hydrology option

ISBA-Ags ISBA photosynthesis option

ISBA-DIF ISBA soil multi-layer diffusion option

ISBA-ES ISBA multi-layer Explicit Snow option

ISBA-MEB ISBA Multi-Energy-Balance (explicit vegetation canopy) option

JAS July-August-September (average)

JJAS June-July-August-September (average)

JULES Joint UK Land Environment Simulator

LAG Lagrangean rainfall product

LAI Leaf Area Index

LDAS Land Data Assimilation System

LEGOS Laboratoire d’Etudes en Géophysique et Océanographie Spatiales

LERMA Laboratory for Studies of Radiation and Matter in Astrophysics et Atmo-

spheres
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List of Acronyms-3 of 4

LMTG Laboratoire des Mécanismes et Transferts en Géologie

LGGE Laboratoire de Glaciologie et Géophysique de l’Environnement

LS3MIP Land Surface, Snow and Soil Moisture Model Intercomparison Project

LSA-SAF Land Surface Analysis Satellite Applications Facility

LSCE Laboratoire des Sciences du Climat et l’Environnement

LTHE Laboratoire d’études des Transferts en Hydrologie et Environnement

LULC Land Use Land Cover

LULCC Land Use Land Cover Change

LSM land surface model

MEB ISBA Multi-Energy-Balance (explicit vegetation canopy) option

MEB-L ISBA-MEB option with forest Litter

MELDAS Mexican Land Data Assimilation System

MEM Microwave Emission Model

Meso-NH Mesoscale-Non-Hydrostatic model

MIP Model Inter-comparison Project

MOCAM-UA Multiobjective Complex Evolution optimization algorithm

MODCOU Distributed Groundwater model

MOSAYC Modélisation surface-atmosphère-hydrologie couplées team at CNRM

MOSES U.K. Meteorological Office Surface Exchange Scheme

MSE Laboratoire HydroSciences Montpellier

NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration

NASA-GSFC NASA Goddard Space Flight Center

NASA-JPL NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory

NASA-MAP NASA-GSFC Mesoscale Atmospheric Processes branch

NCAR National Center for Atmospheric Research (USA)

NRMSE Normalized Root Mean Square Error

NS Nash-Sutcliff statistical metric

NSIDC National Snow and Ice Data Center (USA)

NWP Numerical Weather Prediction

ORCHIDEE Organising Carbon and Hydrology In Dynamic Ecosystems

OSSE Observing System Simulation Experiment

PILPS Project for the Intercomparison of Land surface Parameterization Schemes
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PLACE Parameterization for Land-Atmosphere-Cloud-Exchange

PAPIT Programa de Apoyo a Proyectos de Investigacion e Innovacion Technologica

PLUMBER The Plumbing of Land Surface Models

RAPID the Routing Application for Parallel computatIon of Discharge

RCA Rossby Centre Regional Climate Model

RCM Regional Climate Model

RMSE Root Mean Square Error

Rhône-AGG Rhône AGGregation land surface model intercomparison project

ROSES NASA Research Opportunities in Space and Earth Sciences

SAFRAN Système d’Analyse Fournissant des Renseignements Atmosphériques Ã la

Neige

SCFA Snow Covered Fractional Area

SIM SAFRAN-ISBA-MODCOU distributed hydrometeorological model

SiSPAT Simple Soil Plant Atmosphere Transfer

SMHI Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute

SnowMIP Snow Model Intercomparison Project

SOP Special Observing Period

SURFEX SURFace EXternalisé (surface offline and coupling platform)

SVAT Soil-Vegetation-Atmosphere Transfer scheme

SWOT Surface Water Ocean Topography satellite mission

THI Thiessen (nearest-neighbor) rainfall product

TOSCA Terre, Océan, Surfaces continentales, Atmosphère (CNES research opportuni-

ties)

TRIP Total Runoff Integrating Pathways

TRMM Tropical Rainfall Measuring satellite Mission

UCLA University of California at Los Angeles, USA

UNAM Universidad Nacional Autònoma de México

VIC Variabile Infiltration Capacity model

WAM West African Monsoon

WAMME West African Monsoon Modeling and Evaluation

WCRP World Climate Research Programme

WMO World Meteorological Organization

WRF non-hydrostatic Weather Research and Forecast model
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Parameterizing the land surface

My research thematic focuses on the improved representation and understanding of land surface

and hydrological processes and their coupling with the atmosphere. To accomplish this goal, the

strategy is to improve the surface component (the land surface model or LSM) of atmospheric

and hydrological numerical models and the coupling, notably for those models used at Centre

National de Recherches Meteorologiques (CNRM), for research, operational weather forecast-

ing, climate research, regional scale operational hydrological analysis and for building surface

reanalysis datasets for research and applications. The main function of the LSM in this context

is to partition the incoming solar and longwave atmospheric radiation and precipitation fluxes

into the different storage and flux components of the surface energy and water budgets. As such,

it represents vadose-zone hydrology, snowpack evolution, soil heat transfer and freeze-thaw cy-

cles, and vegetation mass, heat and chemical (e.g. Carbon) exchanges with the soil, snow and

the atmosphere. When confronted with, forced by or incorprating observations, LMSs can be

used as a basis to improve our understanding and, as a result, prediction.

The LSM is both a conceptual and a mathematical representation of those surface processes

for which we have a basic fundamental understanding. In addition to adequately describing

the processes, the problem of constructing a LSM parameterisation must be approached across

scales, where processes are resolved in such models from the local (or the parcel, as small as

on the order of 10s of m), to the mesoscale (100m to several km), regional (km to 10s of km),

to global (10s to 100s of km). Of course, the aforementioned discrete scale definitions are

somewhat artificial and result either from historical reasons and/or for convenience, as the ac-

tual processes are continuous across scales. The research community is supporting the idea of

seamless prediction, in which a single earth system model can be applied over all of the afore-

mentioned scales. This requires new thinking and model development since many models have

been designed in the past with a specific range of scale in mind. Thus, such parameterizations

must account for scale change either statistically, through scaled input parameters, or a combi-

nation of both. Therefore, a combination of theory, modeling, analysis and observations (data

from field campaigns, re-analysis data-sets and satellite-based data) at multiple scales have been

used to address the essential science questions posed within my research.

9



1.1. PARAMETERIZING THE LAND SURFACE 10

Generally speaking, the research community has a fundamental knowledge of how to model

certain surface processes using very detailed approaches, however, progress is made seemingly

slowly at times in fully coupled or spatially distributed models since such numerical modeling

must strike a sometimes delicate balance between computational usage or efficiency, the ability

to accurately define input parameters, and the complexity of the physical parameterization. Such

factors weigh heavily for both operational applications (where tight schedules for getting prod-

ucts to end users must be respected) and climate research (where simulations can take months of

CPU time, which is a resource in itself to be shared among researchers). And of course, academic

research sometimes requires simulations over large domains using dense computational grids for

significant integration periods. In order to strike a balance, researchers use the strategy of devel-

oping a parameterization which only considers what are deemed to be the first order processes

(or even only those for which we have reasonable estimates of input parameters). Such models

are usually developed and bench-marked based on more complex process-based schemes. As

our understanding of processes, computational resources and the availability of observational

or satellite data sets all increase, complexity can be added. This is the approach I have taken

(as do many researchers in both the French and inter-national communities) in my work at both

National Aeronautics and Space Administration-Goddard Space Flight Center (NASA-GSFC)

and CNRM.

It is widely accepted that the best way to improve our understanding of a given system using

models is to adopt a multi-model approach, since each particular model (whether it be an LSM,

hydrological or even a fully coupled atmospheric model) has its particular biases and deficien-

cies, or conversely, strengths. For this reason, I have participated in and lead several international

multi-model intercomparison studies. The mains goals have been both to identify where LSMs

might have weaknesses for (or even an absence of) certain critical processes and then to provide

advice for improvements, and to get a more robust multi-model vision (by considering LSM

uncertainty) of surface states and fluxes for a particular region over a given time frame.

Finally, In the face of climate change, improved simulations by earth system models are

needed to better understand the potential feedbacks for both mitigation and adaptation strate-

gies to be developed for society, since such model simulations are the basis for the reports by

the Inter-governmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). A part of the needed improvements

resides in obtaining a better understanding of which land surface and hydrological processes

have potentially the largest feedback with the atmosphere, and the nature of the coupling itself.

For example, some of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5: Taylor et

al., 2012) models did not include interactive vegetation, which removes one of the potentially

important feedback mechanisms (via changes in vegetation coverage on climate and Carbon

sinks). Part of the problem is that such models introduce considerable degrees of freedom in

terms of numerous additional (and sometimes difficult to define) parameters, and that potential

feedbacks in a global climate model (GCM) can be exaggerated or even false owing to inter-

actions with other parameterizations in the model which have their own biases or other errors.

Therefore, considerable work has been done in the international and national communities, no-

tably at CNRM, to improve the Carbon cycle in the SURFace EXternalisé (SURFEX: Masson

et al., 2013) platform used in the Action de Recherche Petite Echelle Grande Echelle climate

(ARPEGE-Climat) model. Part of this work also necessitates improving the representation of
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vegetation in a consistent manner, and its coupling with soil and snow processes. This has been

one of the core subjects of my research. Finally, climate warming in the lower atmosphere is

predicted to be largest in high latitude regions, where feedbacks with the snow cover and the

permafrost are critical. Significant effort has been undertaken at CNRM to improve the snow

and soil parameterizations and their interactions with vegetation in the Interactions between the

Surface Biosphere Atmosphere (ISBA) LSM in the SURFEX platform.

1.2 Research Themes

The work presented in this dissertation is broken into three sections covering the following

topics:

1. land surface model physics developments and evaluation

2. improved process understanding and modeling within the context of both offline and on-

line model intercomparison studies

3. the use of satellite-based data to improve large scale hydrological and land surface mod-

eling and estimates of surface states and fluxes.

Chapter 2 presents an overview of the different LSM development work that I have done,

mainly within the ISBA LSM at CNRM. Four improvements and new parameterizations were

made during my thesis, a sub-root zone soil layer (ISBA-3L) which is currently used in the oper-

ational weather forecast model AROME at Météo-France, a multi-layer soil diffusion option for

soil heat and liquid water transfer (ISBA-DIFfusion) which has undergone continuous improve-

ments since its development and is now used in the ARPEGE climate model at Météo-France,

a scheme to model soil ice (which can be used with ISBA-DIF or with the Force-Restore soil

option), and a multi-layer snow process model (ISBA-ES: Explicit Snow) which has also un-

dergone continuous improvements and is used in ARPEGE-Climat. All of the aforementioned

schemes are also available for use within the Mesoscale research model Meso-NH. I have con-

tinuously worked on improving and evaluating these schemes, not to mention using them in

numerous diverse applications, with different researchers both at CNRM and other laborato-

ries. Most recently, I have lead an initiative to develop an explicit vegetation scheme which

separates the vegetation canopy from the soil and also includes an explicit forest litter scheme.

This scheme represents the culmination of the aforementioned physics improvements in moving

away from the conceptual Force-Restore approach to a more explicit representation of surface

processes. The vegetation scheme is at the heart of the LSM as it is coupled to all of the aforemt-

nioned parameterizations. This part of my research is part of the ongoing community-wide effort

to continually improve the representation of and surface and hydrological processes which are

of importance towards obtaining a better understanding of the fully coupled atmosphere-land-

ocean system with the ultimate goal of improving prediction from short (hours to days), medium

(7 days to seasonal) to climate (annual to hundreds of years) time scales.

Chapter 3 presents a summary of my work as a part of different international model intercom-

parison projects (MIPs). During my career, I have participated in or lead multiple international
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LSM MIPs in offline mode: Project for the Intercomparison of Land surface Parameterization

Schemes (PILPS), Global Soil Wetness Project (GSWP), Snow Model Intercomparison Project

(SnowMIP), Rhône-AGGregation project (Rhône-AGG), ALMIP, and The Plumbing of Land

Surface Models (PLUMBER), or coupled with the atmosphere: West African Monsoon Mod-

eling and Evaluation (WAMME) and African Monsoon Multidisciplinary Analyses (AMMA).

These projects addressed a number of scientific issues, among which are related to i) the ability

of LSMs to simulate surface and below-surface states and fluxes for a range climate conditions

and surface characteristics, ii) the coupling with hydrology, iii) the influence of land surface pro-

cesses on the atmosphere and the attendent feedbacks, and the iv) the scaleability of certain sim-

ulated surface processes. For example, the focus of the international African Multidisciplinary

Monsoon Analysis (AMMA) LSM Intercomparison Project (ALMIP), which I have been run-

ning since 2006 (ALMIP phase 2 since 2009 with a French core group of 5 other researchers), is

to improve our understanding and modeling of land surface and hydrological processes in West

Africa, in particular, in regions where the combination of water scarcity, population growth and

potential climate change are posing big challenges to regional resource managers and decision

makers. In addition, when forced by satellite products, notably rainfall and physiographic data,

multi-model land surface models product outputs that are akin to a reanalysis and can be used

to gain a more accurate view of a particular system, obtain a measure of model uncertainty, and

even help improve the representation of surface processes in fully coupled models.

In Chapter 4, an overview of methodologies to optimally combine satellite data and the

hydrological component of land surface models is presented. I have lead several studies as a

part of the upcoming joint CNES-NASA Surface Water Ocean Topography (SWOT) satellite

mission, which will provide global estimates of inland surface water storage change as products

or by combination with models (e.g. using calibration or data assimilation) using altimetry.

Thus, models must be prepared to ingest SWOT data by launch. Once the satellite is launched,

near-real time hydrological analysis systems will also need to be ready in gest this data in an

optimal fashion at the global scale.

In the final chapter, Chapter 5, I present a brief prospective of my research priorities and how

they attempt to address scientific issues and questions identified by the French and international

communities.



Chapter 2

The improved representation of land

surface and hydrological processes

2.1 Introduction

Land surface models (LSMs) were originally implemented in numerical weather prediction

(NWP) models to provide interactive lower boundary conditions for atmospheric radiation and

turbulence schemes, therefore they compute the fluxes of heat, mass and momentum between the

land and the atmosphere. In the past two decades, LSMs have evolved considerably to include

more physical processes in order to meet the growing demands of both the research and the

user communities. Processes such as photosynthesis and the associated Carbon fluxes, aerosol

emissions, soil moisture prediction (estimate of drought severity, initial values for flash flood

prediction), vegetation phenology (biomass evolution, net primary production), surface runoff

and exchanges with ground water, atmosphere-lake exchanges, snow pack dynamics and cov-

erage, and near surface urban meteorology. The LSM parameterization treats unresolved scale-

dependent processes as a function of some grid-average state variable though a combination of

conceptual models, empirical relationships, theory and fundamental mathematical laws.

I began my research career in 1992 at NASA-GSFC working on improving and develop-

ing a coupled 1D land surface-PBL model (Wetzel and Boone, 1995; Boone and Wetzel, 1996)

called the Parameterization for Land-Atmosphere-Cloud-Exchange (PLACE). My work cen-

tered on improving the representation of soil heterogeneity (e.g. Boone and Wetzel, 1999), soil

heat and mass transfer, and cold-season processes. PLACE was then incorporated into two re-

search mesoscale models to study the influence of soil moisture conditions on deep convection.

Since my arrvial in France in 1997, I have been working with researchers at CNRM, Météo-

France with the main objective of improving the Interactions between the Surface Biopshere

Atmosphere (ISBA: Noilhan and Planton, 1989; Noilhan and Mahfouf 1996) LSM, as part of

the SURFac Externalisé (SURFEX: Masson et al., 2013) platform, for operational numerical

weather prediction, climate simulations, hydrological monitoring systems, land surface reanaly-

sis and research applications. Several new schemes were developed within ISBA during my PhD

work (Section 2.2), but since that time, considerable work has been ongoing by PhD students,

post-doctoral fellows and CNRM researchers to continuously update, evaluate and improve the

13



2.1. INTRODUCTION 14

schemes presented herein, along with testing the schemes in operational hydrometeorological

modeling systems and various numerical weather prediction models. This will be described in

this Chapter. In addition, a new development is also presented (Section 2.3), which will be the

focus of a considerable amount of my research activity in upcoming years. An illustration of

the modeled processes which I have developed and have continued to collaborate on is shown in

Fig. 1.

Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of the surface processes modeled within ISBA as a part

of SURFEX. My model development work centers around the natural land surface, including

vadose zone soil hydrology, soil heat transfer and freeze-thaw processes, snow, and vegetation.
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2.2 Surface hydrological processes

2.2.1 Improved vadose-zone water transfer

The original two-layer Force-Restore hydrological model (Noilhan and Planton, 1989) consists

in a single bulk soil layer (generally having a thickness on the order of 50 cm to several m)

coupled to a superficially thin surface soil layer which is meant to represent the daily cycle of

drying and moistening at the surface. Thus, the model simulates so-called fast processes which

occur at sub-diurnal timescales which are pertinent to short term numerical weather prediction, a

realistic simulation of soil evaporation, and provides a longer term water storage reservoir which

provides a source for transpiration and a certain degree of memory in the ground. This scheme

was based on the pioneering work of Deardorff (1977, 1978). However, limitations to this two-

layer approach were found through participation in the international land model intercomparison

Global Soil Wetness Project (GSWP: Dirmeyer 1997). It was determined that the computation

of the soil water index (SWI) and the partitioning of precipitation between runoff and evapo-

transpiration within ISBA should be improved by distinguishing between a plant root-extraction

layer and a sub-root zone soil layer (Douville 1997). As a result, a third hydrological soil layer

was added to ISBA (Boone et al., 1999) which included a root zone diffusion force-restore co-

efficient (to permit capillary rise into the root zone) which was parameterized as a function of

soil texture and calibrated based on the results of an explicit multi-layer soil model. A root-zone

gravitational drainage term based on Mahfouf and Noilhan (1996) was also added. This option is

named ISBA-3L (three hydrological layers). This option became the default for hydrology and

was used in numerous research projects. For example, tt has been used up until the present time

within the operational version of the hydrometeorological model SAFRAN-ISBA-MODCOU

(SIM: Habets et al., 2008) and it is currently used in the non-hydrostatic operational numerical

weather prediction system AROME at Météo-France (Seity et al., 2010).

Development of the ISBA-3L scheme has essentially ended (although it will continue to

be a model option under the SURFEX for the foreseeable future) in favor of the explicit soil

diffusion scheme called ISBA-DIFfusion (ISBA-DIF: Boone et al., 2000; Decharme et al., 2011;

Decharme et al., 2016). This option consists in an explicit multi-layer diffusion scheme for heat

transfer, and the Richard’s equation for vertical soil water transfer. Compared to the Force-

Restore approach, this model can represent the sometimes significant near surface gradients

of heat and moisture, permits the use of an explicit vertically varying root zone distribution,

facilitates the use of satellite data and computing various soil moisture diagnostics since the soil

grid geometry is explicitly defined, and allows for consideration of a heterogeneous soil property

(texture) profile. ISBA-DIF was originally developed as a detailed reference for the Force-

Restore approach, and it became an ISBA option for specific research projects. But since that

time, efforts have been initiated to implement this scheme into operational hydrometeorological

models (such as SIM), the basis for road condition forecast modeling (Bouilloud et al., 2009)

and coupled to the detailed snow scheme CROCUS used for operational avalanche forecasting

(Brun et al., 2012) at Météo-France. Efforts have also been undertaken to include it within

numerical weathr prediction models (such as the Mesoscale-Non-Hydrostatic model, Meso-NH:

Lafore et al. 1998). For example, it will be the default scheme used in Action de Researche

Petite Echelle Grande Echelle (ARPEGE: Courtier and Geleyn 1988) Climat, notably for the
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upcoming Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 6 (CMIP6) exercise.

Since its original development, the scheme has been improved upon and undergone extensive

evaluation at the local (Decharme at al., 2011; Best et al., 2015; Haughton et al., 2016), the

regional (Habets et al., 2003; Boone et al., 2009a,b; de Rosnay et al., 2009) and the global scale

(Decharme et al., 2016). The main improvements compared to the original model of Boone

et al. (2000) are increased vertical resolution, the addition of a Green-Ampt based infiltration

scheme (needed owing to the combination of higher vertical resolution and potentially larger

time steps, such as those use in ARPEGE-Climat), and a simplified vertical interpolation scheme

for computing inter-facial fluxes (owing to the higher vertical resolution). These improvements

have been shown to improve results in terms of local scale soil moisture, turbulent fluxes and

river discharge (when coupled to a lateral transfer scheme: a recent example is Getirana et al.,

2014b).

As a final note, in terms of processes, ISBA-DIF only considers (explicitly) vertical mass

transfer along the liquid water gradient (expressed as matric potential) and gravitational drainage

(i.e. flow induced owing to departures from hydrostatic equilibrium), and heat transfer along the

thermal gradient. LSMs exist which model a much more complete set of soil heat and mass

vertical transfer processes (such as the Simple Soil Plant Atmosphere Transfer LSM, SiSPAT,

Braud et al., 1995) based on the work of Philip and De Vries (1975) and Milly (1982), but the

inclusion of such processes makes the model more complicated for large scale (in the limit,

global scale) applications (in part, owing to defining needed parameters) and data assimilation

for operational weather forecasting. But, such problems are not absolute limits. It is likely that

ISBA-DIF will continue to include more such processes in the future as further advances are

made in terms of assembling needed spatially distributed input parameters and data assimilation,

and as fully coupled earth system models incorporate an ever increasing range of processes.

2.2.2 Soil phase changes

Soil water freezing processes are critical for numerical weather prediction over cold regions.

The most evident example comes from simulating future projections of the climate: permafrost

changes could be brought on by climate change, thereby causing significant feedbacks between

the surface in terms of water storage, snowpack evolution, greenhouse gas release, and heat

transfer and storage. Cox et al. (1999) incorporated soil freezing physics into the U.K. Me-

teorological Office Surface Exchange Scheme (MOSES) LSM coupled to a climate model and

obtained improved atmospheric simulations for high-latitude regions, primarily from the latent

heating from soil water phase changes. Giard and Bazile (2000) obtained improved forecast

scores from the inclusion of a soil ice scheme in the operational NWP model ARPEGE. How-

ever, the ability to generalize those results (from single LSMs) needed to be examined, thus the

first LSM-community wide effort to study this problem was initiated by Schlosser et al. (2000).

They analyzed simulations by 21 research and operational LSMs under the auspices of the

Project for the Intercomparison of Land-Surface Parameterization Schemes (PILPS; Henderson-

Sellers et al. 1995) for an 18-yr off-line simulation for a cold continental site (Valdai, Russia).

It was determined that the parameterization of frozen soil (or lack of such a parameterization)

was a cause for considerable model disagreement in predicted soil moisture and surface fluxes.
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The treatment of soil freezing processes was also shown to have substantial effects on model

simulated variability (over the 18-year period considered).

Soil phase changes (herein referring changes between solid and liquid phases of water) were

neglected in the original version of ISBA used for atmospheric modeling. In response to the need

to incorporate some notion of soil freeze-thaw into ISBA, soil water phase changes were added

to both the ISBA 3L (Force-Restore) and DIF options in Boone et al. (2000), and this method

was based on soil temperature falling below the freezing point for simplicity. At roughly the

same time, Giard and Bazile (2000) also included soil freezing in the Force-Restore operational

version of the NWP version of ARPEGE, and some exchanges were made with this group,

notably on the minimum number of layers required (two) and on the definition of a characteristic

timescale for freezing. But in addtion to the thermal effects modeled in Giard and Bazile (2000),

Boone et al. (2000) also included the hydrological impact of ice (decreasing pore-space for

liquid transfer) owing to the objective of improving hydrology for long term integrations. This

scheme was tested in conjunction with the explicit snow scheme option at the regional scale

for the first time by Habets et al. (2003). It was also used to simulate soil temperatures and

permafrost coverage over Siberia in Boone et al. (2006). This study showed that the inclusion

of ancillary data into a satellite data-based snow retrieval algorithm, such as LSM-simulated

soil temperatures, can significantly improve derived snow depth computed from Special Sensor

Microwave/Imager (SSM/I) data.

In the last few years, the Gibbs free-energy method has been added to the soil freezing

scheme (as discussed in Decharme et al., 2016). This method is more physically realistic, in that

water can exist in the liquid state at lower temperatures (below freezing) for more fine grained

soils. For example, this scheme was recently evaluated in offline mode driven by ERA-Interim

(European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts, ECMWF, Interim Re-Analysis: Dee

et al., 2011) reanalysis data (using ISBA-DIF) over Eurasia coupled to the detailed snow model

CROCUS (Brun, 1989, 1992; Vionnet et al., 2012), and was shown to produce robust estimates

of the soil temperatures at a 20 cm depth for 96 stations over a multi-year period extending from

1979-1993 (Brun et al., 2013). In addition, the soil freezing front is influenced by model grid

resolution, thus for an accurate modeling of freeze thaw it is of interest to have a relatively high

soil grid vertical resolution near the surface where gradients of temperature are generally the

largest. This was one of the motivations for recently increasing the soil-grid vertical resolution in

ISBA-DIF (Decharme et al., 2016) as discussed in Section 2.2.1. As a result of this work, ISBA-

DIF with soil-freezing using the Gibbs-free energy concept (and hydrological modifications)

will be used in several applications: i) ARPEGE Climat for the CMIP6 and related projects, ii)

the new default in the operational SIM platform, iii) the Global Soil Wetness Project phase 3

(GSWP3: Ek and Boone, 2015) 100-year multi-model surface reanalysis, among others.

2.2.3 Explicit physically-based snowpack

The snow cover is known to have a profound effect on the land surface primarily through modifi-

cation of the surface albedo, roughness, and the insulating capacity of the snow. Snow coverage

varies greatly in both time and space and modulates the radiative fluxes and the fluxes of heat,

momentum, and moisture between the surface and atmosphere. The hydrological cycle also is
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influenced, because a large component of the precipitation enters the soil significantly lagged in

time because of storage by the snow cover.

Several snow-scheme intercomparison studies were done around the turn of the last cen-

tury to address issues related to the current state of snow modeling used by the atmospheric

research community. Slater et al. (2001) inter-compared 18-yr local scale simulations by 21

Soil-Vegetation-Atmosphere Transfer (SVAT) models that represented the full range of snow

scheme complexity for a cold continental region in Russia under the auspices of PILPS. They

found that considerable model variability exists for the snow simulations, with sublimation being

one of the major sources of differences at this site. Essery et al. (1999) compared simulations

of snow at a micro-meteorological site by two climate model snow schemes, a model for hy-

drological forecasting and an operational avalanche prediction model. They found the models

simulated similar snow cover duration but differed with respect to the timing and amount of peak

snow mass and the temporal distribution of runoff. These projects laid the groundwork and pro-

vided much of the motivation for the Snow Model Intercomparison Project phase 1 (SnowMIP:

Etchevers et al., 2004), which focused on multi-model simulations for different climates over

multi-year periods. The overall conclusion of these studies (along others) was that considerable

disparity exists in terms of the simulation of the snowpack among LSMs, and there is a need to

make progress in understanding the key processes the improving the models.

In response, an initiative was undertaken at Météo-France to improve upon the relatively

simple LSM snow schemes used for spatially distributed hydrometeorological modeling and

coupled atmospheric applications. Three general model complexity classifications can be used

to describe the LSM snow component that are used by the atmospheric research community.

• The first class consists of relatively simple so-called force-restore schemes in which the

snow is modeled using composite snow-soil layer(s) (e.g., Douville et al. 1995; Yang et al.

1997). There is also another group of schemes that falls into this relatively simple class,

which uses a single explicit snow layer to differentiate the thermal properties and surface

fluxes of the snow cover from that of the soil (e.g., Verseghy 1991; Slater et al. 1998; Sud

and Mocko 1999).

• The second class of schemes consist of detailed internal-snow-process schemes such as

those of Anderson (1976), Brun et al. (1989, 1992), Jordan (1991), and Lehnings et al.

(1998). These models use multiple layers with a relatively fine vertical resolution and have

detailed physical parameterization schemes. Their use in atmospheric models, however,

has been limited by their relatively large computational expense.

• A third class of so-called intermediate-complexity schemes are based on the internal-

snow-process (class 2) models. However, they use simplified versions of the physical

parameterization schemes describing what are deemed to be the most important processes

from the complex models and the minimum number of layers required to resolve the large

thermal and density gradients within the snow cover (Loth et al. 1993; Lynch-Stieglitz

1994; Sun et al. 1999). The intended application of these schemes is for full coupling

within atmospheric models.
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The third strategy was used to develop the ISBA Explicit Snow (ISBA-ES: Boone and Etchevers,

2001; Decharme et al., 2016) scheme.

ISBA-ES has had several improvements added in recent years, the sum of which are de-

scribed in Decharme et al. (2016). These improvements were inspired by the CROCUS snow

process model developed at the Centre d’Etudes de la Neige (CEN), Météo-France (Vionnet et

al., 2012). The original ISBA-ES scheme consisted in 3 layers, which was determined to be

the minimum necessary to be able to model key features of the snowpack, with an upper thin

layer to resolve the diurnal cycle, a deep layer which could be saturated by liquid water for

extended time periods, and an intermediate layer which is characterized by a potentially signif-

icant number of freeze-thaw events (and has a memory of a day to weeks). The scheme also

enabled the retention (and potential refreezing) of liquid water, which proved to be especially

important for distributed hydrological applications (Boone et al., 2004). New improvements in-

clude increased vertical resolution, especially at the snowpack base (owing to potentially large

temperature gradients which can sometimes arise in lower portions of the snowpack), the same

method to compute compaction and the thermal conductivity as CROCUS, snow sublimation by

the wind (an option), and an improved multi-spectral representation of the snow albedo. This

latter change is based on a simplified treatment from CROCUS, but it has been shown to give

the same basic (improved) response. In addition, this multi-spectral albedo approach enables a

full radiative coupling with the new explicit vegetation scheme (see Section 2.3).

ISBA-ES is currently still better adapted for operational weather forecasting and climate

prediction than CROCUS owing to its relative simplicity and computational efficiency, however,

CROCUS is better adapted for detailed snow process studies and operational avalanche fore-

casting. In the future, it is possible that the two schemes will eventually merge into a single

multi-option scheme within SURFEX. In terms of applications, ISBA-ES has been used in the

operational version of SIM for several years already (Habets et al., 2008), in addition to numer-

ous research (e.g. Boone et al., 2006; Biancamaria et al., 2009) and intercomparison projects

with a focus on snow and cold season processes (e.g.s Boone et al., 2004; Habets et al, 2003;

Etchevers et al., 2004; Rutteri et al., 2009). As is the case for ISBA-DIF, ISBA-ES will be used

in the same upcoming applications (listed at the end of Section 2.2.2). Finally, ISBA-ES was

also recently incorporated into the Organising Carbon and Hydrology In Dynamic Ecosystems

(ORCHIDEE) land surface model (Wang et al., 2013). The model was re-coded and adapted to

the ORCHIDEE coding rules and certain physics, and was shown to give results very close to

ISBA-ES for multiple local scale sites.

2.3 Multi-Energy Budget: MEB

There is continuous work to improve the representation of the land surface processes in the ISBA

LSM within SURFEX. The so-called composite soil-vegetation Force-Restore approach used

within the atmospheric models at CNRM, Météo-France approach has proven its value since

its inception by Noilhan and Planton (1989): it was necessary to have a relatively simple and

economical approach since both CPUs and the availability of spatially distributed parameters

needed by the land surface model (LSM) were limited compared to today. But now, most LSMs

are pushing towards improved realism in terms of snowpack, soil and vegetation processes, ow-
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ing to an increasing number of observations at the local scale, constantly improving satellite

data-sets and the associated methodologies to best exploit such data, improved computing re-

sources, and in response to the user community via climate services (and seasonal forecasts,

drought indexes, etc...). The representation of bio-geochemistry has also become much more

sophisticated in recent years, so that we have reached the conceptual limits of using of a bulk

soil-vegetation scheme for the coupled Carbon and dynamic vegetation options now available

with ISBA-SURFEX.

In response to these issues, a collaboration began in 2008 in which several research groups

have engaged in developing an explicit representation of the vegetation in ISBA. The main part-

ners are the French laboratories CNRM and Centre d’Etudes Spatiales de la Biosphère (CES-

BIO), and the Swedish Meteorological and Hydrological Institute (SMHI), through a collabo-

ration under the auspices of the High-Resolution Limited Area Model (HIRLAM) international

consortium. The vegetation parameterization has become a focal point for improvements for

several reasons:

• for data assimilation, it is known that it is best to distinguish the soil, vegetation canopy

and snow surface temperatures since they can have very different amplitudes and phases

in terms of the diurnal cycle

• it has become evident that the only way to simulate the snowpack beneath forests in a

robust and a physically consistent manner (i.e. lessening the dependence of forest snow

cover on highly empirical and poorly constrained snow fractional cover parameterizations,

among other things) and including certain key processes (such as canopy interception and

unloading of snow) is to include a forest canopy above or buried by the ground-based

snowpack

• for accurately modeling canopy radiative transfer, within or below canopy turbulent fluxes

and soil heat fluxes

• to make a more consistent photosynthesis and dynamic vegetation model (including ex-

plicit Carbon stores for the vegetation, litter and soil in a consistent manner)

• the explicit treatment of litter layer, which has a significant impact on ground heat fluxes

and soil temperatures (and freezing), and by extension, the turbulent heat fluxes.

A new parameterization has been developed called the ISBA Multi-Energy Budget (MEB: Boone

et al., 2017; Napoly et al., 2017) scheme, in order to account for all of the above issues.

2.3.1 MEB model

MEB is based on the classic two-source model for snow-free conditions which considers ex-

plicit energy budgets (for computing fluxes) for the soil the vegetation. The vegetation canopy

is represented using the so-called big-leaf method which lumps the entire vegetation canopy

into a single leaf for computing energy budgets and the fluxes. A reference model using this

representation in France is SiSPAT (Braud et al., 1995), which has been used extensively for
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offline local scale process-based studies (e.g. Boulet et al., 2004; Velluet et al., 2014). This

approach has been implemented with success within coupled land-atmosphere models (e.g. Xue

et al., 1991; Sellers 1996; Dickinson et al., 1998; Lawrence et al., 2011). But in contrast to the

aforementioned models, when snow is present on the ground, MEB is extended to a three-source

model using the same basic principles for resistance pathways. Finally, in the limit as the snow

becomes deep enough to bury the vegetation, MEB collapses to a single snow energy budget

which is coupled directly to the atmosphere (the notion of a canopy air space vanishes as the

canopy becomes totally buried by snow).

ISBA-MEB has been developed taking the same strategy which has been used historically

for ISBA: inclusion of the key first order processes while maintaining a system which has min-

imal input data requirements and computational cost while being consistent with other aspects

of ISBA (with the ultimate goal of being used in coupled numerical weather forecast and cli-

mate models, and spatially distributed monitoring and hydrological modeling systems). The

original vegetation canopy model was taken from the SMHI regional climate model (RCM), and

reformulated (to be as consistent as possible with existing ISBA parameterizations) and then

incorporated onto ISBA. SMHI had already been using such a model for forests owing to the

importance of modeling explicit snow-canopy interactions in Nordic regions for both meteorol-

ogy and hydrology. The canopy turbulence scheme, longwave radiation transmission function

and snow interception formulations are taken from the Rossby Centre Regional Climate Model

(RCA3) LSM used at SMHI as described by Samuelsson et al. (2006, 2011). ISBA-MEB has

several new features compared to the original SMHI scheme:

• a snow fraction which can gradually bury the vegetation vertically thereby transitioning

the turbulence coupling from the canopy air space directly to the atmosphere (using a fully

implicit numeric scheme)

• the use of the detailed solar radiation transfer scheme from ISBA-Ags which is a multi-

layer model that considers two spectral bands, direct and diffuse flux components and the

concept of sunlit and shaded leaves (Carrer et al., 2013)

• a more detailed treatment of canopy snow processes and a coupling with the ISBA physically-

based multi-layer snow scheme,

• a reformulation of the turbulent exchange coefficients within the canopy air space for

stable conditions

• a fully implicit Jacobean matrix for the longwave fluxes from multiple surfaces (snow,

below-canopy snow-free ground surface, vegetation canopy)

• an explicit forest litter layer model (which also acts as the below-canopy surface energy

budget when litter covers the soil)

In terms of numerical aspects, all of the energy budgets are implicitly coupled with each other,

and with the atmosphere using the coupling method by Best et al. (2004) which was first pro-

posed by Polcher et al. (1998). Scientific papers have been submitted which describe in detail

the overall model concept, assumptions, mathematics and numerics (Boone et al., 2017), the
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new litter option and local scale evaluation (Napoly et al., 2017) and the evaluation for sites with

a significant snow component (Samuelsson et al., 2018). In this chapter, a brief overview of

results and key differences with the default ISBA scheme are given. Two schematics are shown

in Fig. 2.2 to illustrate the main conceptual differences between the classic composite ISBA

scheme and ISBA-MEB. The composite soil-vegetation ISBA scheme with an explicit snow-

pack is shown on the left-hand side of the schematic, while that corresponding to ISBA-MEB

is on the right-hand side. The figure illustrates the maximum possible of three fully (implic-

itly) coupled surface energy budgets for the bulk vegetation canopy, Tv, snow-free surface (soil

or litter), Tg, and snowpack, Tn, and the various resistance pathways for the turbulent fluxes.

Compared to the resistances for the classic two-source model (snow-free ground surface and

canopy air, rag−c, non-snow buried vegetation canopy and canopy air, ravg−c, and canopy air

with the atmosphere, rac−N), ISBA-MEB includes up to three additional resistances in the pres-

ence of ground-based snowpack corresponding to; i) the snow surface and canopy air, ran−c, ii)

the snow-covered part of the canopy and the canopy air, ravn−c, and iii) the snow surface directly

with the overlying atmosphere, ran−N .

The ground surface in forest regions is generally covered by a litter layer consisting of dead

leaves and or needles, branches, fruit, and other organic material. It is generally on the order of

several to 10s of centimeters thick (based on a literature survey in Napoly et al., 2017). In reality,

the thickness can vary in time and space owing to numerous factors (decay and compression

rates, wind transport, etc.), but such data is not currently a part of standard spatially distributed
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Figure 2.2: A schematic representation of the composite soil-vegetation ISBA scheme with an

explicit snowpack (ISBA-ES): left-hand side. The ISBA-MEB schematic is shown on the right.

The turbulent resistance pathways are shown. State variables are in purple, and resistances are in

red. Snow is indicated using turquoise. Atmospheric variables (lowest model level) are indicated

using the N subscript.
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input data for LSM schemes. Therefore, in the current study, this layer is modeled by default

using a constant thickness (although it can be specified as a monthly varying input parameter if

the required observational data exists). This layer is generally accepted to have the following

properties:

• has a strong insulating effect (thereby having a strong impact on the energy exchanges

with the soil below) owing to its particular thermal properties (leading to a relatively low

thermal diffusivity)

• causes a significant reduction of ground evaporation (capillary rise into this layer is negli-

gible)

• constitutes an interception reservoir for liquid water (rainfall, snow melt and canopy drip)

which can also lose water by evaporation

Indeed, the impact of this layer has been shown to have substantial impact on hydrological

(Putuhena and Cordery 1996, Guevara-Escobar et al. 2007, Gerrits et al. 2007) and thermal

(Andrade et al. 2010) processes. For simplicity, no radiation transmission through this layer is

currently modeled, thus all net radiation at the surface is available for turbulent or ground heat

fluxes.

Some LSMs have introduced parameterizations for litter (Enrique et al., 1999; Ogé et al.

2002, Wilson et al. 2012), but the approach can be very different from one to another depending

on their complexity. The simplest approach is to modify or add an additional ground resistance,

while the alternative is to model the litter using an explicit single or multi-layer model. All of

these approaches were initially tested for ISBA-MEB, and in keeping with both the explicit na-

ture of the model and to improve coupling with the Carbon module (which considers a Carbon

storage by litter), it was decided to use an explicit litter layer approach. But in an effort to just

model the first order effect as simply as possible, and because the typical litter thicknesses re-

ported in the literature are sufficient to resolve the diurnal cycle, currently a single layer approach

is used. Litter thickness sensitivity testing is described in Section 2.3.2.

2.3.2 Evaluation at the local scale

Part of the ongoing ISBA-MEB evaluation is for local scale sites which are characterized by a

comprehensive set of observations and detailed site descriptions. In this section, some results

for three such forested French sites which encompass a range in climate conditions is presented.

A short summary of basic characteristics is shown in Table 2.1, a more detailed description can

be found in Napoly et al. (2017). There is very little snow at these sites, thus this impact is

not discussed herein (and the evaluation for cold sites is the subject of an ongoing evaluation by

Samuelsson et al., 2016). ISBA-MEB results are compared to the baseline composite version

of ISBA, and using two MEB options. The first corresponds to the classic two-source (MEB:

in the absence of snow) model with a vegetation canopy overlying a bare-soil. The second

option includes a ground based litter layer (MEB-L). All of the results reported here use the

most recent version of ISBA-DIF (Decharme et al., 2016) for the soil, the ISBA-Ags scheme

(Calvet et al., 1998) for computing photosynthesis and canopy resistance, and the Carrer et al.
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(2013) shortwave radiative transfer scheme. Vegetation parameters were determined using the

SURFEX default ECOCLIMAP land cover (save for variables measured at each site, such as

Leaf Area Index, LAI, etc.) and the Harmonized World Soil Database (HWSD) soil data bases

(see Napoly et al., 2017 for more details).

Finally, the idea is to validate the model using prescribed or observed parameters as much

as possible. The only adjusted (compared to values not prescribed by ECOCLIMAP or from

field measurements) parameters were: the wilting point and field capacity water contents were

estimated using observed soil moisture, and the shortwave radiation parameters were adjusted

slightly to increase absorption for all three of the sites. The only calibrated parameter was the

litter thickness since its value was uncertain for two of the three sites. Generally speaking, this

parameter is currently not defined in global databases such as ECOCLIMAP, thus it must be

determined as a secondary parameter (i.e. defined empirically based on existing parameters), or

as a new class specific parameter for look-up tables. Thus, sensitivity tests were carried out on

litter thickness and they are discussed later in this section.

Site Bray Puéchabon Barbeau

Years 2006-2008 2006 and 2008 2013

Vegetation type Maritime pine, Grass Green Oak Sessile Oak

Climate Maritime Mediterranean Temperate

Forest type Evergreen Needle-

leaf

Evergreen Broadleaf Deciduous Broadleaf

Mean vegetation

height (m)

18 5.5 27

Mean T (Co) 12.9 13.5 10.7

Rainfall (mm y−1) 997 872 680

Location 44.7N, 0.7W 43.7N, 3.5E 48.4N, 2.7E

Altitude (m) 62 270 90

Table 2.1: Summary of the vegetation characteristics, climate, location and altitude of each of

the three local scale sites.

Flux evaluation

Extensive analysis was undertaken for each of the three sites in Napoly et al. (2017). As an

example, the monthly average diurnal cycle turbulent and ground fluxes simulated by ISBA,

MEB and MEB-L are shown in Fig. 2.3 for the Puéchabon site for 2006. The thick black solid

curves indicate the observed sensible, H , latent, LE , and ground, G heat fluxes, while the dashed

black curves represent the Bowen-ratio adjusted observed LE and H values. This adjustment

method essentially assumes that the et radiation error is relatively small, and that the Bowen

ratio computed from the un-adjusted observations is relatively accurate (see Napoly et al., 2017,

for further discussion). Thus, simulated values falling within the gray zone are considered to be

within the error of the measured fluxes. Overall, ISBA and the two MEB versions perform fairly

well for this site (and the other two, not shown) in terms of H and LE . But several results were
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consistent across the sites and can be summarized from Napoly et al. (2017) as:

• latent heat flux is generally well simulated for all model versions despite being slightly un-

derestimated. While the total evapotranspiration, E , is somewhat similar between ISBA,

MEB and MEB-L, the partitioning of E into transpiration, Etr, evaporation of canopy-

intercepted water, Er, and ground evaporation, Eg, differ. With MEB and MEB-L, Etr

makes up a larger portion of E

• the shading effect of the canopy layer (MEB) in addition to the low thermal diffusivity

of the litter layer (MEB-L) greatly reduced and improved the ground heat flux and soil

temperature amplitudes. The improvement in G for all three sites is shown in Fig. 2.4,

with MEB-L consistently giving the best results by a significant margin

• the standard ISBA model is found to underestimate the amplitude of the sensible heat flux

and to have a peak too late in the day. The two versions of MEB give a better phasing of the

simulated and observed H (closer to the solar diurnal cycle) owing to the reduced canopy

heat capacity (which only represents the vegetation in MEB, but is a larger composite

value in ISBA)

• the reduced ground heat flux in MEB and MEB-L compared to ISBA mainly lead to

increased and improved sensible heat fluxes, while having relatively less impact on evap-

otranspiration. This effect can be seen in Fig. 2.3 at Puéchabon in February through June,

for which LE is very low thus the decreased MEB-L G translates mostly into increased H

compared to ISBA

• the main difference between ISBA and MEB-L occurs during spring for the deciduous

forest site where the litter layer acts to significantly limit soil evaporation, whereas ISBA

(and to a lesser extent MEB without explicit litter) overestimate evapotranspiration due

to strong ground evaporation. In fact, MEB-L therefore reduces a known long standing

problem with ISBA (at least in terms of the forested sites studied herein)

• the litter layer improved the simulation of surface soil moisture for several cold events

in which ISBA and MEB both simulated soil freezing through several layers. MEB-L

simulated warmer soil temperatures and negligible soil freezing, which was consistent

with the observed liquid water content. This will be further explored for cold forest sites

which have the needed observations

As mentioned above, MEB and MEB-L simulate considerably lower Eg than ISBA. Part of

the reason is the lower (and more conceptually consistent) roughness length used by MEB in

the explicit computation of this flux, since ISBA uses an aggregated surface roughness (which

can be well over 10s of cm in forests). In addition, measurements of transmitted energy through

the canopy compare well to values simulated by MEB (as seen in Napoly et al., 2017), which

strongly conditions the maximum possible ground evaporation. ISBA often simulates ground

evaporation exceeding these values (ISBA Eg generally exceeds the surface Rnet simulated by

MEB for example), which doesn’t seem realistic. Indeed, it has long been suspected that ISBA
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overestimates ground evaporation in forests. Indeed, an attempt to fix this was done by fixing

large values of the vegegtaion cover fraction for forest covers in ECOCLIMAP, veg, to somewhat

tuned values to limit this excessive Eg. MEB does not use the veg concept, as it is used to

partition E into Eg and Ev in ISBA (where vegetation evapotranspiration is expressed as Ev =

Er +Etr). So this can be seen as an improvement and further validation of this will be pursued.

Litter thickness sensitivity tests

There are currently only two new primary parameters introduced by MEB (all of the other param-

eters, such as vegetation canopy height, separate soil and vegetation albedo for different spectral

bands, etc...are already computed in ECOCLIMAP, but were aggregated as a pre-processing

step for ISBA). They are the longwave transmission coefficient (which is currently fixed as a

constant for all vegetation classes) and the litter layer thickness (when using option MEB-L).

After surveying the literature, there seems to be relatively little agreement on the value for this

parameter, and further, assigning it as a class dependent value (for different forest types) seems

dubious currently: thus we simply inherit the nominal constant value from RCA3 (Samuelsson
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Figure 2.3: Composite diurnal cycles by month at Puéchabon in 2006. MEB-L is in red, MEB

in blue, ISBA (composite) in green, the measurements are represented by the dashed black line

and Bowen-ratio adjusted measurements are represented by solid black curves.
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et al., 2011). For the litter thickness, however, a literature survey (Napoly et al., 2017) revealed

that values tend to be in the range of 1 to 10 cm. Thus, sensitivity tests were undertaken to see

how sensitive the model is to values within (and slightly outside of) this range. The results of

these tests are shown in Fig. 2.5, where the RMSE of G (W m−2) for each site is plotted as a

function of litter thickness (for values ranging from 0 (corresponding to MEB) to 10 cm, using

increments of 1 cm. Consistent with the results shown in Fig. 2.4, G is improved with MEB

compared to ISBA, and further improved with MEB-L for any value of litter thickness over the

tested range (as seen in Fig. 2.5). And as mentioned, these improved G values translated con-

sistently into improved H as discussed in Section 2.3.2. Note there are two curves for each site,

using different (extreme) values of one of the key shortwave radiation transmission parameters.

These results results show that above approximately 3 cm, the errors are relatively low and only

slightly increase as thicknesses approach 10 cm. Indeed, it is possible that for values above 6 to

10 cm, a multiple layer model might be better than the bulk approach, thus current, the default

is set to 3 cm. But overall, it can be seen that as a first order effect, the inclusion of a litter

layer improves results compared to no-litter for a nominal thickness value which can be approx-

imated as a constant across the sites. Future work will continue in order to determine whether

this parameter should be varying as a function of vegetation cover and time.

2.3.3 Evaluation for multiple climates, forest types

Another local scale offline evaluation of MEB has been done using the recently developed bench-

mark tool developed at Météo-France. It uses a quality controlled subset of flux data from the

FluxNet network (Baldocchi et al . 2001). The FluxNet database has been used for LSM eval-

uation by several widely used models: some examples for widely used LSMs are Stockli et al.

(2008) with CLM, Blyth et al. (2009) with JULES, and Ukkola et al. (2015) with CABLE. It

has also been used in the recent Plumbing of land surface models (PLUMBER) international
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Figure 2.4: Ground heat flux plotted on Taylor diagrams for (from left to right) for the LeBray,

Puéchabon and Barbeau sites. The points correspond to ISBA (composite: triangle), ISBA-MEB

(square) and ISBA-MEB-L (circle).
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multi-LSM intercomparison project (Best et al., 2015; Haughton et al., 2016). An overview

of the benchmark evaluation is presented herein: it is described in more detail in Napoly et al.

(2017).

Many sites are available within the FluxNet database, however in the current study, only

those sites and years with an energy balance closure of 20 % (or less) before adjustment of the

turbulent heat flux are retained. Ground heat flux was assumed to represent 3% of net radiation

when not available (this is close to the average value over the three French sites and is consistent

with the estimate given by Monteith, 1973). After screening, 39 forested sites remain which

gives a total of 179 years of observations for the sites shown in Fig. 2.6. The method used to gap

fill missing atmospheric forcing data is described in Vuichard et al. (2015). The three French

sites used in Section 2.3.2 have been removed in this analysis.

ISBA and MEB-L were both run using ECOCLIMAP parameters and a fixed litter thickness

for MEB-L of 0.03 m: no calibration or tuning was performed for either model version. The

same model options were used for the benchmark as for the three French sites: the most recent

version of ISBA-DIF (Decharme et al., 2016) for the soil, the ISBA-Ags scheme (Calvet et al.,
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Figure 2.5: Root mean square error (RMSE) in G (ground heat flux) as a function of litter

thickness (m) for MEB-L. A thickness of 0 corresponds to MEB (nl=No litter), and results for

ISBA are shown for comparison. Each site is represented by a color: Le Bray (red), Puéchabon

(green) and Barbeau (blue). Finally, there are two curves for each site, and each corresponds to

a different parameter value for shortwave transmission through the canopy.
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1998) for computing photosynthesis and canopy resistance, and the Carrer et al. (2013) short-

wave radiative transfer scheme. A summary of the simulation statistics are shown graphically in

Fig.s 2.7-2.8. The root mean squared error (RMSE: W m−2), explained variance (or correlation

squared, R2), and absolute error (AE: W m−2) are shown as MEB-L verses ISBA for each site

for LE (Fig. 2.7) and H (Fig. 2.8). The average value over all sites is shown as a dashed hori-

zontal line for MEB-L and a vertical line for ISBA. A point falling within the grey shaded area

in Fig.s 2.7-2.8 indicates that the score is better for MEB-L than ISBA, and the corresponding

percentage of points in the gray zone is shown at the top of each panel (for the given statistic).

In terms of LE , there is a slight improvement in terms of R2 and RMSE for MEB-L, but the

gains are nearly offset by points for which the simulation is worse using MEB-L: overall, the

results are nearly neutral. There is a slightly worse bias using MEB-L, however, the average bias

is quite small for both models. In terms of H , however, the results are considerably improved

using MEB-L. Not only are considerably more points showing improved results in terms of R2

and RMSE, the values are considerably improved for MEB-L. The average bias is nearly zero.

The important point is that these results are very consistent with what was seen in Section 2.3.2

for the three well-instrumented French sites: MEB-L results in a fairly consistent and significant

improvement in H , while impacting the total LE less. The recent PLUMBER project (Best et al.,

2015; Haughton et al., 2016) showed that LSMs generally have the most difficulty simulating

H . The inclusion of an explicit litter layer significantly and consistently improved H (owing to

the lower vegetation heat capacity in MEB, but seemingly more-so to the improved G) for the

French sites and for the FluxNet sites with ISBA-MEB-L, so this might be one possible solution

to the general H problem.

Finally, note that many of the identified improvements in MEB compared to ISBA described

in this section and listed in Section 2.3.2 are not related to a problem with ISBA per say, but more
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Figure 2.6: The location of the FluxNet sites used in the ISBA-MEB evaluation. Sites corre-

spond to forests with an energy budget closure error less than 20 %.
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to the inclusion of more explicit processes (in favor of composite and aggregated approaches) in

MEB. The next step is to see how these modifications translate to fully coupled atmospheric and

Carbon processes, where ISBA has already proven its value and good performance.
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Figure 2.7: Scatter plot of RMSE, R2 and AE computed with the latent heat flux (LE) for each

site and year. The abscissa corresponds to the ISBA model and the ordinate to the MEB-L. The

intersection of the dashed lines corresponds to the average of all sites/years. Figures over each

graphs correspond to the number of years MEB-L has statistical results superior to ISBA. Each

point corresponds to a given year for each site shown in Fig. 2.6, for a total of 118 years.
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Chapter 3

Land surface Model Inter-comparison

Projects

3.1 Introduction

There have been a significant number of international land surface inter-comparison projects,

most of which have operated under the auspices of the Global Energy and Water EXchanges

(GEWEX) project, which is supported by the World Climate Research Programme (WCRP)

within the World Meteorological Organization (WMO). These projects have been run in offline

mode (i.e. decoupled from an atmospheric model), mainly in order to avoid the additional com-

plexity of including the feedbacks with the atmosphere. Model parameterization development

has greatly benefited in the past two decades from these international collaborative efforts. Also,

model simulations form a tpye of multi-model analysis, the basic idea is that given the high-

est quality estimate of atmospheric forcing, what are the best estimates of the fluxes and state

variables. Such ensembles also provide a measure of LSM uncertainty. These projects were

done in so-called stand-alone mode (uncoupled with an atmospheric host model) using a blend

of observational and model output data as (input) time varying boundary conditions.

The first international offline land MIP was the Project for the Intercomparison of Land

surface Parameterization Schemes (PILPS: Henderson-Sellers et al., 1993, 1995) which began

in the 1990s using climate model generated atmospheric forcing at a grid point. PILPS then

continued in multiple phases, and evolved to use observed atmospheric forcing with evaluation

data comprised of observed surface fluxes and state variables, such as soil moisture for mid-

latitude sites (Chen et al., 1997). Additional PILPS experiments were extended to cold regions

in order to evaluate soil freezing and snow parameterizations in LSMs (Schlosser et al., 1999). In

latter experiments, PILPS was extended to the basin scale using spatially distributed atmospheric

forcings and river discharge to evaluate the models for mid (Wood et al., 1998) and high latitude

catchments (Bowling et al., 2003).

In the spirit of PILPS, the Global Soil Wetness Project (Dirmeyer, 2011) was initiated with

simulations covering the entire globe. Results from this project represented the first offline multi-

model analysis of land surface state variables and fluxes. The most recent phase of GSWP (3) has

been initiated, and I am currently participating in this project using ISBA with several colleagues

31
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at CNRM. In addition, several other GEWEX supported intercomparison projects have been

done with specific focus, such as the Snow Model Intercomparison Project (SnowMIP: Etchevers

et al., 2004; Rutteri et al., 2009) which focused on snow processes for multiple local scale sites

and annual cycles, the Rhône-AGGregation project (Rhône-AGG: Boone et al., 2004) which

focused on the regional scale water budget and coupled land surface hydrological processes

across a range of spatial scales, and the African Monsoon Multidisciplinary Analyses (AMMA:

Redelsperger et al., 2006) Land surface Model Intercomparison Project (ALMIP: Boone et al.,

2009a) which sought to improve the understanding of critical land surface processes over west

Africa at the regional scale. Owing to the success of ALMIP, a second phase was initiated

(ALMIP2: Boone et al. 2009b) which focused on land surface processes along an eco-climatic

gradient in west Africa, again as a part of the AMMA project. During the course of my research,

I have participated in every PILPS study but one, all three GSWP phases, and both SNOWMIP

experiments. I have lead or co-lead two of the aforementioned international offline projects; the

Rhône-AGG and ALMIP (phases 1 and 2).

Offline studies have their limitations, since the impacts of such parameterizations on the

coupled system can not be fully understand in offline mode. In response, there is a growing

effort in the scientific community to promote efforts to evaluate such schemes in fully coupled

mode (van den Hurk et al., 2011), despite the additional complexity. I have also done work

to examine the feedbacks between the land surface (soil moisture) and the atmosphere using

fully coupled models in terms of PBL cloud development (Wetzel and Boone, 1997), convection

(Lynn et al., 2001; Baker et al., 2001), and the feedback of the land surface and the atmosphere

over West Africa using a 2-D idealized West African Monsoon (WAM) model (Peyrille et al.,

2016). Owing to these experiences and the ALMIP work within AMMA, I co-lead a MIP within

the international West African Monsoon Modeling and Evaluation (WAMME: Xue et al., 2010,

2016) in which the impact of land-use land cover change (LULCC) on the WAM was studied

(Boone et al., 2016).

In this chapter, I will give a brief overview of the Rhône-AGG and WAMME-LULCC MIPs,

and a more in depth overview of ALMIP, since this project involved a large number of interna-

tional and French colleagues and was the catalyst for my participation in WAMME.
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3.2 Coupled Land-hydrology MIP: The Rhône AGGregation project

The Rhône-Aggregation (Rhône-AGG) LSM intercomparison project (Boone et al., 2004) was

an initiative within the GEWEX Global Land-Atmosphere System Study (GLASS) panel of the

WCRP. It was a intermediate step leading up to GSWP2. This project made use of the Rhône

modeling system, which was developed by the French research community in order to study

the continental water cycle on a regional scale. Many French laboratories participated in the

development of the Rhone modeling system (see the listing in Boone et al., 2004). There were

two main goals of this study, the first was to investigate how multiple state-of-the-art LSMs

simulate the water balance for several annual cycles compared to data from a dense observation

network consisting of daily discharge from over 145 gauges and daily snow depth from 24 sites.

LSM runoff was fed to the MODCOU distributed hydrological model for computing the river

discharge. The second goal was to examine the impact of changing the spatial scale on the

simulations. The basin domain and the location of the main river gauges and snow observation

sites are shown in Fig. 3.1.

This project differs from the aforementioned PILPS projects owing to the much higher spa-

tial resolution of the gridded atmospheric forcing and surface parameters, the large within-basin

range in vegetation types (Mediterranean, maritime-continental, and alpine), the large grid-box

average altitude gradient (3000 m over a horizontal distance of approximately 300 km), and the

comparatively large quantity of observational data for evaluating the schemes. A list of the 15

participant LSMs is given in Table 3.1.

3.2.1 Project Objectives

The objective of exploring LSM-scaling issues addresses one of the key questions to come out

of the La Jolla International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (IGBP)/GEWEX workshop (Dol-

man and Dickinson 1997): How are the simulations from a wide range of LSMs - currently used

in Global Climate Models (GCMs), atmospheric models, or for local-scale studies - impacted

by changing the spatial resolution? The Rhône-AGG project attempts to address this issue along

with others, and so the main scientific questions of this project are:

1. How do the various LSMs simulate the discharge compared to the observed values for the

entire basin and for various sub-basins for several annual cycles

2. Are the sub-grid parameterizations for surface runoff and drainage scale-dependent

3. How do the varying aggregation or explicit tiling methods impact the results

4. How does soil moisture scale in the LSMs

5. What is the impact of grid resolution on the simulated snow water equivalent (SWE) and

the associated snow melt runoff

Three sets of experiments designed to examine the impact of scaling. The control experiment

(Exp1) consists of running the LSM on the default high-resolution grid (8x8 km) In Exp2a,
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simulations are run at a 1o resolution (approximately 69 km) which roughly corresponds to a

GCM grid box size. The purpose of these simulations is to examine the impact of up-scaling on

the water and energy budget components. In Exp2b, the schemes are run as in Exp2a, but for 57

boxes defined by overlaying a 1/2o x 1/2o grid. The purpose of this experiment is to examine an

intermediate spatial scale, which might be more typical of a NWP model.

3.2.2 Main Conclusions

A total of 60 3-year simulations (3 resolutions and 20 model configurations since 5 models

performed 2 runs with different options: see Boone et al., 2004, for more details) were analyzed.

Figure 3.1: The Rhône model domain with gridded topography at 500 m intervals. The 145

gauging station locations (filled triangles) and the snow observation sites (filled red circles). The

major rivers are shown in blue. The three sub-basins given special treatment in Rhône-AGG are

outlined, along with two used for model calibration. (upper right) The basin location relative to

France.
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LSM Country Institute, Acronym

ISBA France CNRM Interactions between Soil Biosphere Atmosphere

NOAH USA NCEP, Oregon State Univ., Air Force, NWS Hydrologic Res.

Lab.

COLA-SSiB USA Center for Ocean Land Atmosphere Studies, Simple Biosphere

Model

MOSES-

PDM

UK Met Office Surface Exchange Scheme Probability Distributed

Moisture

ECMWF UK European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts scheme

NSIPP USA NASA Seasonal to Interannual Prediction Project Catchment

Model

VIC USA Varible Infiltration Capacity Model

MECMWF UK Modified ECMWF scheme

SWAP Russia Soil Water Atmosphere Plants

VISA USA Versatile Integrator of SurfaceâAtmospheric processes

SPONSOR Russia Semidistributed Parameterization Scheme of Orography Induced

Hydrology

CLASS Canada Canadian Land Surface Scheme

ORCHIDEE France Laboratoire de Meteorologie Dynamique (LMD) surface model

SIBUC Japan Simple Biosphere Model Including Urban Canopy

CHASM Australia Chameleon Surface Model

Table 3.1: The Rhône-AGG participant LSMs.

Some of the key results were:

• LSMs generally have the highest spatial variability in the more water-stressed southern

portion of the basin where the most significant inter-LSM differences occur: LSMs with

saturated sub-grid fractions have the largest spatial variability (since some part of the grid

box is always evaporating at the potential rate, even if for a small region)

• No significant systematic inter-model differences in the overall water budget or surface

energy balance components in the control experiment can be attributed to the use of single

tile versus multiple tiles except for snow cover (which was improved using the special tile

case of explicit sub-grid elevation banding)

• The statistically best snow simulations, compared to data at 24 observation sites were

obtained by LSMs having so-called explicit snow schemes

• The LSMs simulate the total flow volume and the monthly discharge at Viviers, which

comprises over 80% of the total Rhone discharge, reasonably well on the monthly timescale.

However, at the daily timescale, LSMs using sub-grid runoff formulations generally per-

form better than schemes without sub-grid runoff. However, an overestimation of this

quantity was found to be far more detrimental to the simulation accuracy than an under-

estimation
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• sub-grid runoff was found to be especially important for discharge at the daily timescale

and for smaller scale basins.

• Only five of the LSMs are able to simulate the discharge with some skill on a monthly

basis for a high Alpine basin (the Durance), all of them having explicit snow schemes

which produce the best depth simulations for the six observation sites within this basin.

Composite snow schemes generally simulate too much snow melt before the observed

springtime discharge peak (peak runoff generally occurs 2 to 4 weeks early)

• LSMs that only permit runoff when the soil water is above the holding capacity (two

LSMs; therefore there is no slow runoff component) or those which simulate most of the

runoff as fast-response or surface runoff (three LSMs) generally did not simulate the daily

discharge as well as the other LSMs for the Rhône sub-basins

• The magnitude of the response of LSMs to up-scaling varies greatly among models, al-

though the trends tend to be similar for most schemes. Several basin-averaged quantities

scale reasonably well, such as evapotranspiration and drainage, with total relative differ-

ences generally less than 10% when moving from 8 km to 1o (approximately 69 km)

• Surface runoff is significantly decreased with increasing grid resolution in most LSMs

primarily because of the up-scaling of the precipitation forcing. Thus there is a need for

the implementation and improvement of sub-grid precipitation algorithms in large-scale

LSM applications.

• Soil moisture scales very well (to within 5% at the 1o resolution for 13 of the 15 LSMs)

because evaporation changes are generally offset by runoff changes with the opposite sign.

The LSMs tend to equilibrate to specific model-preferred soil moisture states

• The SWE is the variable the most strongly affected by scaling: SWE is reduced in 13

of the 15 LSMs by 25% to 60% when moving to a 1o resolution. Snowfall was held

constant, thus the decrease in SWE resulted in earlier ablation as a consequence of the

relatively warmer atmospheric forcing over snow-covered areas

• The only scheme that explicitly considers sub-grid elevation effects on the forcing (VIC)

minimizes the impact of scaling on SWE, and it was the therefore the only LSM to scale

SWE well at the most coarse resoltion

The conclusions regarding the impacts of scaling on runoff (especially sub-grid surface

runoff ), turbulent flux partitioning, soil moisture and SWE (both scaling and complexity) pro-

vided an incentive for LSM developers to address such scaling issues in their models. At the

very least, this work could serve as a guide for helping the interpretation of results when a LSM

is applied over a wide range of spatial scales. Finally, this work also lead to two other studies

which used the Rhône-AGG LSM outputs to study the differences in LSM simulations related to

their complexity (Fox et al., 2006), and the experimental setup and input data to further examine

the impact of changing spatial scale on terrestrial water storage (Stockli et al., 2007). The dataset

is part of the SIM system (Habets et al., 2008), and is used both operationally and for research

purposes at CNRM.
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3.3 Coupled Land-atmosphere MIP: The WAMME project

There is increasing evidence from numerical studies that anthropogenic LULCC can potentially

induce significant variations on the local to regional scale climate (Pielke et al. 2011). However,

the IPCC’s Fifth Assessment lacked a comprehensive evaluation of the relative impact of bio-

geophysical feedbacks of LULCC on regional climate (Mahmood et al. 2013). This is primarily

due to over-simplifications and limits to how some key biogeophysical surface processes are rep-

resented in the LSM component of GCMs, and how LULC is represented in such models. The

recent Land-Use and Climate Identification of robust impacts (LUCID) experiment (Pitman et

al. 2009; de Noblet-Ducoudré et al. 2012) examined the biogeophysical impacts of prescribed,

global-scale LULCC using an ensemble of coupled GCMs and LSMs. The goal was to identify

impacts that were statistically robust, primarily in terms of being detectable, common among the

different models, and above the modelsâ internal variability.

Part of my work within AMMA and the international West African Monsoon Modeling and

Evaluation (WAMME: Xue et al., 2010, 2016) project is oriented towards obtaining a better un-

derstanding of land-atmosphere coupling where is is strongest (such as West Africa, see for e.g.

Koster et al., 2004), and the impacts of surface changes on the regional climate in West Africa.

Improved prediction of precipitation is one of the major challenges facing the earth system mod-

eling community, especially in areas with limited water resources such as West Africa. To this

end, I was the co-principal investigator of an initiative within the framework of WAMME Phase

2 (WAMME2) international project, which examined the impact of land-use induced land cover

change (LULCC) on the WAM. This has been done as a numerical model study using multiple

physical parameterization options within the non-hydrostatic Weather Research and Forecast

(WRF) model (Hagos et al., 2014), and using several global climate models (Xue et al., 2016;

Boone et al., 2016).

3.3.1 Overview, Objectives and Methodology

The population of the Sahel region of West Africa has approximately doubled in the past 50

years, and could potentially double again by the middle of this century. This has led to the north-

ward expansion of agricultural areas at the expense of natural savanna, leading to widespread

land use land cover change (LULCC). Because there is strong evidence of significant surface-

atmosphere coupling in this region, one of the main goals of the West African Monsoon Mod-

eling and Evaluation (WAMME) Project Phase II is to provide basic understanding of LULCC

on the regional climate, and to evaluate the sensitivity of the seasonal variability of the West

African Monsoon (WAM) to LULCC.

The prescribed LULCC is based on historical changes from 1950 through 1990, representing

a maximum feasible degradation scenario in the past half century. It is applied to 5 state of the

art GCMs (see Table 3.2) over a 6-year simulation period. Multiple GCMs are used because the

magnitude of the impact of LULCC depends on model-dependent coupling strength between

the surface and the overlying atmosphere, the magnitude of the surface biophysical changes,

and how the key processes linking the surface with the atmosphere are parameterized within a

particular model framework. Land cover maps and surface parameters may vary widely among

models; therefore a special effort was made to impose consistent biogeophysical responses of
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surface parameters to LULCC using a simple experimental setup. The prescribed LULCC corre-

sponds to degraded vegetation conditions. The main changes were confined to the Sahel region

of West Africa (between 10o and 15o N, and from 35o E to the West African coast) and a zone

mainly covering Ghana based on the historical LULCC dataset by Hurtt et al. (2006). The GCM

models were then run for 6 years using climatological sea surface temperature (SST) forcing

(see Boone et al., 2016, for more details).

GCM Institute LSM

UCLA-AGCM UCLA, USA SSiB

UCLA-GSM (GFS) UCLA, USA SSiB

CAM5 (NCAR) Univ. Connecticut, USA CLM

GMAO (GOES-5) NASA-GSFC, USA CLSM

HadGEM UK Met. Office, UK MOSES

Table 3.2: The WAMME2-LULCC participant GCMs and LSMs. A more complete model

description along with points of contact and references is given in Boone et al. (2016).

3.3.2 Main Conclusions

The main and most consistent effect of LULCC (corresponding to degradation only in this study)

on the surface parameters among the GCMs was to decrease the LAI and increase the total albedo

in the domain where LULCC was imposed. The albedo controls the total enthalpy flux exchange

with the atmosphere (a larger albedo implies less energy available for surface turbulent fluxes of

heat and/or moisture, and therefore, moist convection), while the LAI modulates the Bowen ratio

(defined as the ratio of sensible to latent heat flux) to a degree which depends on the vegetation

coverage. It should be pointed out that in the seminal paper by Charney et al. (1977), a dramatic

albedo change (0.21 over the entire longitudinal band centered over the Sahel) was prescribed in

order to obtain a significant atmospheric response. This specification has been used as evidence

to discredit the potential role of LULCC in terms of Sahel drought. Later observation-based

studies (e.g. Nichsolson et al., 1998; Govaerts and Lattanzio, 2008) have suggested that albedo

changes over the Sahel of around 0.1 (with locally higher values upwards of 0.15 in the latter

study) over the period of several decades are possible. The changes in this study are consistent

with those values: the model with the maximum albedo increase has a maximum local peak

value of 0.15 with an average increase over the entire LULCC zone of approximately 0.07. The

albedo increases in the other models is even more modest (Boone et al., 2016).

The impact of the LULCC on the atmosphere (in terms of a precipitation feedback response)

was confined to West Africa, which is consistent with studies showing that the effects of LULCC

tend to be local to regional for the most part (Pitman et al., 2009; de Noblet et al., 2012). The

overall impact of LULCC on the WAM for the five-year simulation herein can be summarized

as follows:

• Reducing the Leaf Area Index (LAI) increases the Bowen ratio in regions where transpi-

ration and evaporation from intercepted canopy water are occurring. In all of the regions
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where LAI (and evaporation) decreases (above some relatively low threshold), the rainfall

also decreases. This response is common to all the models. Therefore in such regions,

resulting decrease in LE is the main cause for reduced rainfall, rather than the reverse.

• The increase in albedo reduces the net radiation, thus the energy available for the turbulent

surface fluxes are also decreased, but the partitioning of this energy loss is modulated by

the LAI change. In models with moderate LAI changes, latent heat flux is reduced during

the wet season in regions receiving rainfall. For models with large LAI changes, the

reduction in latent heat can exceed the reduction in net radiation caused by the albedo

change (owing to large changes in Bowen ratio), thus the sensible heat flux increases.

In the dry season or in dry regions (north of the area receiving rainfall), the increase in

albedo (reduction in surface net radiation) translates nearly directly into a decrease in

sensible heat flux (and there is little to no impact on overall monsoon rainfall).

• The model specific simulated WAM location influences the impact of the LULCC. The

models with the WAM (defined here as the zone with peak JAS rainfall) located furthest

to the north (CAM5) experienced a shift in the overall monsoon position owing to LULCC.

This feature is seen as a statistically significant JAS precipitation difference dipole pattern.

Two other models (with monsoons located further south) also had a dipole pattern, but

rainfall increases were not statistically significant. But the main (and statistically robust)

impact in all of the models is a lowering of monsoon rainfall within the LULCC zone:

the CAM5 was the only model for which this effect extended outside of this zone (to

the north). For the models with a more southerly peak monsoon rainfall (HadGEM and

GMAO), there was essentially no southward shift and only a rainfall reduction.

• In this WAMME study, the goal is to favor consistent changes in the values of the bio-

geophysical parameters over changes in a particular modelâs LULC, since how vegetation

classes and their associated parameter values are defined can vary tremendously between

different models. Collaborations were engaged with each modeling group in order to en-

sure the LULCC experiment not only had a consistent change in the spatial distribution of

LULCC and the vegetation types, but also in terms of the vegetation characteristics and

parameters, which provide the real forcing at the land surface in the LULCC experiment.

But despite these efforts, this remains a challenging task mainly owing to how LULC and

the associated biogeophysical parameters are defined in the models.

This was essentially a pilot multi-model study for obtaining a better understanding of the

effects of LULCC over West Africa. A small number of GCMs, climatological SST forcing re-

sulting in a multi-year ensemble, and a relatively simple methodology for representing LULCC

were used in order to focus on elucidating the first order physical mechanisms. Based on the

results, it can be inferred that the use of climatological land cover can lead to inconsistencies

and errors in GCM studies for West Africa, given the high sensitivity to the surface properties

in this region which have a large inter-annual variability, notably the LAI. Inconsistencies can

also arise between locations where LULCC is imposed and those of the simulated monsoon

(thereby potentially influencing the magnitude of the impact of LULCC). Finally, it is suggested

that future work should be undertaken to evaluate whether the sign and strength of the feedbacks
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between the surface and the atmosphere simulated by large scale atmospheric models are con-

sistent with observations. A follow-on project is anticipated for which the impact of LULCC

will be explored over all major monsoon regions for a longer time period using more models

(and large ensembles).
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3.4 Offline Land MIP: ALMIP

West Africa has been subjected to extreme climatic variability over the last half century. Sea-

sonal to inter-annual prediction of the west-African monsoon, which is the main precipitation

driving mechanism, has therefore become a research topic of utmost importance, however, a

thorough understanding of this complex system has proved illusive. The deficiencies with re-

spect to modeling the African monsoon arise from both the paucity of observations at sufficient

space-time resolutions, and because of the complex interactions of the relevant processes at var-

ious temporal and spatial scales between the biosphere, atmosphere and hydrosphere over this

region.

The AMMA project was organized in recent years with the main goal of obtaining a bet-

ter understanding of the intra-seasonal and inter-annual variability of the WAM, which was to

be accomplished through an extended period of intensive observations and field campaigns to-

gether with model developments and improvements. In particular, land-atmosphere coupling is

theorized to be significant in this region. The magnitude of the north-south gradient of surface

fluxes (related to soil moisture and vegetation) exerts a strong influence on the position of the

tropical front and possibly the strength of the monsoon and the African Easterly Jet (AEJ). A

high priority goal of AMMA is therefore to better understand and model the influence of the

spatio-temporal variability of surface processes on the atmospheric circulation patterns and the

regional water cycle.

The strategy proposed in AMMA to develop a better understanding of fully coupled system

is to break the various components into more manageable portions which will then provide

insight into the various important processes. The first step is to begin with the land surface in

off-line or uncoupled (without atmospheric feedbacks) mode. The idea is to force state-of-the-art

land surface models with the best quality and highest (space and time) resolution data available

in order to better understand the key processes and their corresponding scales. The AMMA

project therefore affords the possibility to improve the understanding of critical land surface

processes over west Africa within the context of an LSM intercomparison project (ALMIP).

ALMIP has 2 phases, the first being conducted over the regional scale (domain shown in

Fig. 3.2) at 0.5 degree spatial and 3 hourly temporal resolutions for a several year period (2002-

2007). ALMIP phase 2 (ALMIP2) was run at the mesoscale (0.05 degree and 30 minute forcing)

over 3 sub-domains within the AMMA-Couplage de l’Atmosphère Tropicale et du Cycle Hy-

drologique (AMMA-CATCH: Lebel et al., 2009) transect: the simulation domains encompass-

ing the supersites in Mali, Niger and Benin are shown in blue, orange and red, respectively, in

Fig. 3.2. A brief overview and some highlights of the 2 phases are given in the next two sections.

3.4.1 ALMIP1: Regional Scale

Objectives

The multi-model offline technique has been used by numerous intercomparison projects (see

Section 3.1). The idea is to force state-of-the-art land surface models with the best quality and

highest (space and time) resolution data available to better understand the key processes and
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their corresponding scales (Boone and de Rosnay, 2007). The ALMIP has the following main

scientific objectives:

1. inter-compare results from an ensemble of state-of-the-art models and study model sensi-

tivity to different parameterizations and forcing inputs

2. determine which processes are missing, or are not adequately modeled, by the current

generation of LSMs over this region

3. examine how the various LSM respond to changing the spatial scale (three scales will be

analyzed: local, mesoscale, and regional)

4. develop a multi-model climatology of ârealisticâ high-resolution (multi-scale) soil mois-

ture, surface fluxes, and water and energy budget diagnostics at the surface

5. LSMs simulate the vegetation response to the atmospheric forcing on seasonal and inter-

annual time scales.

The LSMs and the participating institutes are listed in Table 3.3: for further details on model

structure and the associated references can be found in Boone et al. (2009a).

The input forcing database is composed of land surface parameters, atmospheric state vari-

ables, precipitation, and downwelling radiative fluxes based on a blend of numerical weather

prediction model output, satellite based products and field data. Three experiments explored the
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Figure 3.2: ALMIP model domain. The climatological average LAI (m2 m−2) from ECO-

CLIMAP is contoured. The blue, orange and red sub-domains correspond to the Mali, Niger

and Benin AMMA-CATCH supersite domains.
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LSM Institute

TESSEL ECMWF, Reading, UK

CTESSEL ECMWF, Reading, UK

HTESSEL ECMWF, Reading, UK

ORCHIDEE-CHOIS IPSL, Paris, France

ORCHIDEE-CWRR IPSL, Paris, France

ISBA CNRM, Météo-France

ISBA-DIF CNRM, Météo-France

JULES CEH, Wallingford, UK

SETHYS CETP/LSCE, Vélizy/Gif-sur-Yvette

IBIS ISE, Montpellier, U Wisc., Madison, USA

NOAH CETP/LSCE (NCEP)

CLSM UPMC, Paris, France

MSHE U. of Copenhagen, Denmark

SSiB LETG, Nantes, France; UCLA, USA

SWAP IWP, Moscow, Russia

Table 3.3: Listing of models participating in ALMIP. The institute indicates where the ALMIP

model simulation was performed.

LSM sensitivity to different input meteorological forcings (notably precipitation, which is the

most critical field).

Results and Evaluation

One of the most critical land surface fields is evapotranspiration (E). This flux forms the critical

link between land surface (hydrology) and the atmosphere. The meridional gradient of E is a

maximum in this region during the monsoon season, and this is a key feature of the WAM as

it influences the regional scale atmospheric circulation and convection. The June to September

(JJAS) average total evapotranspiration, E , (kg m−1 d−1) for 2006 using TRMM rainfall as forc-

ing is shown in Fig. 3.3 for each LSM (panels a-n), along with the multi-model average in panel

o. Despite using the same atmospheric forcing and harmonized vergetation and soil parameters,

significant inter-model differences exist. For example, in part of the Sahel, E generally varies

between models by a factor of approximately 3 (with locally higher values). Since E is one of

the main pathways for coupling between the surface and the atmosphere in this region, it is hy-

pothesized that the inter-LSM differences are likely making a contribution to the differences in

GCM simulated coupling strength over this region, for example, as seen in Koster et al. (2004).

Thus there is a need to better understand and quantify these differences (Boone et al., 2009a).

The multi-model average E difference (TRMM-forced less ECMWF-FC rainfall forced: FC

corrsesponds to ForeCast) is shown in Fig. 3.3, panel p. This shows the WAM position errors

in the ECMWF-FC model (which is seen as the main raninfall area being too far south). This

highlights the fact that certain satellite rainfall products are still far superior to model produced

(short term forecasts here, but ECMWF and NCEP reanalysis products also suffer from rela-
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tively large errors) rainfall estimates in this region, and this obviously has a tremendous impact

on the simulated surface fluxes.

Gao and Dirmeyer (2006) showed the advantages and improved realism of using a multi-

LSM model average to study simulated surface properties. In ALMIP, the multi-model average

and spread were evaluated using field data, and satellite products, and these fields were used as a

multi-model ensemble average re-analysis for multiple studies. As an example of an evaluation

using local scale data, the ALMIP multi-model average and spread were compared to field data

from the AMMA field campaign. Comparing local flux data with model output over a grid square

presents a scale problem. It is generally only useful if the grid-square surface parameters and

forcing data are consistent with those observed at the local scale since there can be significant

sub-grid heterogeneity on the grid-square scale. Surface flux data for three local scale sites

located within the Mali super-site square (blue box in Fig. 3.2) was spatially aggregated over
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Figure 3.3: The JJAS average total evapotranspiration (kg m−1 d−1) for 2006 using TRMM

rainfall as forcing. The multi-model average is shown in panel o. The multi-model average

difference (TRMM-forced less ECMWF-FC forced) is shown in panel p.
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an area of approximately 60x60 km2, which was the typical of the grid size of more coarse

global-scale NWP models, typical RCMs and relatively high-resolution GCMs. The spatially

aggregated observed H was computed using different weighting schemes based on the spatial

coverage of the dominant vegetation type at each site, and the ranges in the soil types, the

surface albedo, and the coverage of standing water using remotely sensed data (Timouk et al.

2009). Each of the three observation sites used in the aggregation has a very different land cover

type: Kelma is a low-lying marsh during the wet season and ensuing months (hence,the negative

H values); Eguerit is very dry and rocky (soils quickly drain, thus H remains relatively high all

year); and Agoufou has sparse, low vegetation. This is the dominant vegetation coverage over

the mesoscale area, and the ALMIP land cover for this grid box from Ecoclimap (87% bare soil

and 13% tropical grassland) is most consistent with the characteristics of this site. The LSM

average simulated H response to the wet season and the subsequent dry down are similar to the

dynamic of the observed aggregated H flux, but it is quite different from 2 of the 3 local scale

sites contained within the square (see Fig. 6 in Boone et al., 2009a). This highlights the need to

evaluate spatially distributed LSM fluxes with observed fluxes which represent similar surface

areas and covers (as those used in the LSMs).

In terms of comparing LSM with satellite based data, generally two approaches are used.

The first is to use a forward modeling approach to transform an LSM variable into a satel-

lite measured quantity, such as brightness temperature. This was done for ALMIP using the

ALMIP Microwave Emission Model (MEM) as discussed in Boone et al. (2009a). MEM cou-

ples ALMIP soil moisture and temperature outputs to the Community Microwave Emission

Model (CMEM; de Rosnay et al. 2009). It permits a quantification of the relative impact of

land surface modeling and radiative transfer modeling on the simulated brightness temperature

background errors. ALMIP MEM brightness temperatures were evaluated for 2006 against Ad-

vanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer for Earth Observing System (AMSR-E) C-band data

provided by the National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC). For a more in-depth analysis of

these results, see de Rosnay et al. (2009).

A second approach of comparing LSM with satellite based data is to make a more direct

intercomparison between LSM outputs and a satellite product. The Gravity Recovery and Cli-

mate Experiment (GRACE) satellite mission accurately measures gravity field variations, which

are inverted to retrieve terrestrial water storage variations. Knowledge of the land surface water

storage is important for estimating vegetation growth, and it may hold a key to increasing long-

range atmospheric predictability over West Africa. A comparison of the soil moisture storage

change anomaly derived from the GRACE satellite product to two simulations by the ALMIP

LSMs over the Sahel from 2005 to 2006 is shown in Fig. 3.4. Exp.3 results (the default, driven

by TRMM) compare quite well with GRACE. The Exp.1 results are quite poor, but this was

related to the precipitation forcing which was based on NWP-FC data (see panel p of Fig. 3.3).

Further details can be found in Grippa et al. (2011).

Proxy Surface re-analysis

In terms of the value of the project to the international community, the multi-model surface anal-

ysis output from ALMIP has been used in a significant number of peer reviewed publications;

the project overview (Boone et al., 2009a), the impact of improved soil moisture on weather
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forecasting (Agusti-Panareda, 2009), the WAM water cycle (Bock et al., 2010; Meynadier et al.,

2010), within the Regional Climate Model (RCM) and GCM intercomparison project WAMME

(Boone et al., 2010; Xue et al., 2010) and AMMA-Cross (Hourdin et al., 2010), in terms of

the Nitrogen budget of Sahelian dry savannas (Delon et al., 2009), in evaluation of regional at-

mospheric models (Dominguez et al., 2008; Steiner et al., 2009), in comparison with GRACE

satellite estimates (Grippa et al., 2011), in an intercomparison of simulated rainfall and evapo-

transpiration associated with a mesoscale convective system (Guichard et al., 2010), to explore

the drying down of Sahelian soils after precipitation events (Lohou et al., 2014), in a study to

characterize the hydrological functioning of the Niger (Pedinotti et al., 2012), an intercompari-

son, of LSM brightness temperature using a forward model (de Rosnay et al., 2008), and a model

study of dust emission (Tulet et al., 2008). The ALMIP input data has also been used in some
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of the soil moisture storage change anomaly derived from the GRACE

satellite product (black curve) to two simulations by the ALMIP LSMs over the Sahel from 2005

to 2006. The blue lines en- closed the mean plus the root-mean-square difference for results from

experiment 1 (using NWP rainfall forcing). The red lines correspond to results from experiment

3 (using TRMM rainfall input). Taken from Boone et al. (2009a), and based on the study by

Grippa et al. (2011).
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studies, for example, to examine vegetation dynamics over West Africa (Yin et al., 2014a,b).

An example of using ALMIP offline data as a proxy re-analysis of the surface turbulent

fluxes (Boone et al., 2010) for the Phase 1 of the WAMME project (Xue et al., 2010) is shown

in Fig. 3.5 for two years, 2004-2005. The two A symbols correspond to the multi-model ALMIP

average (for two different years distinguished by color), and the boxes correspond to the multi-

model spread (here defined as the range in LSM annual average values). The diagonal lines

correspond to lines of constant net radiation (the multi-model ALMIP average: the spread is

quite small and is thus not shown). It is taken as a proxy of the true net radiation (since the

downwelling components and surface albedo were based on satellite data products and the

ALMIP-simulated upwelling longwave radiation had comparatively little spread). All of the

other symbols correspond to different RCM and GCM simulated values (see Boone et al., 2010,

for the corresponding symbols and model names). The ALMIP results showed a certain degree

of inter-model variability, however, as expected, it is relatively small compared to that simulated

by the fully coupled models. Most of the WAMME models simulate a Bowen ratio which is

considerably less than that of the ALMIP multi-model average. To the south of the Sahel, the

Bowen ratio was quite low in most models (below 0.1 for large areas), while ALMIP values

(which agreed with local scale observational data) reveals that average Bowen ratios in the same

region rarely fell below approximately 0.3 for the same time (average) periods considered. This

is turn, could have an impact on model simulated planetary boundary layer depths, convective

available potential energy , etc. in this region which is the core of the monsoon (using the def-

inition of peak rainfall). Part of the reason for this problem could be related to the generally

excessive rainfall simulated by the WAMME models, however, the exact reasons for this need

to be determined so that future work on this subject was suggested by Boone et al. (2010).

3.4.2 ALMIP2: Meso-Scale

Objectives

In ALMIP Phase 2, the focus is on the mesoscale and local scale (Boone et al, 2009b). LSMs

are being evaluated using observational data from three heavily instrumented supersites from the

AMMA-Couplage de l’Atmosphère Tropicale et du Cycle Hydrologique (CATCH) observing

system (Mali, Niger, and Bénin). The AMMA-CATCH window covers a north-south transect

encompassing a large eco-climatic gradient. Experiments have been performed at the mesoscale

for each of the three super sites, using a grid resolution of approximately 5 km. The simulations

cover the years 2005-2008, so that they encompass the 2005-2007 Intensive Observing Period

(IOP) with a special focus on the analysis during the Special Observing Period (SOP) in 2006.

In addition to evaluation using field data, LSM simulations have been compared to results from

detailed vegetation process and hydrological models that have already been extensively validated

over this region. Finally, the results will be used in conjunction with those from ALMIP-1 in an

effort to evaluate the effect of scale change on the representation of the most important processes

from the local to the regional scale.

A coordinated set of model experiments over the three AMMA-CATCH sites provide good

idea of the contrasting characteristics and processes in the Sahel and Soudano-Guinean regions.

The typical endorheic nature of the surface hydrology of the two Sahelian sites (Mali and Niger)
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for which catchments are limited to scales on the order of a few tens of square kilometers,

includes both high runoff-prone and infiltration-prone surfaces. This is in contrast to the large

hydrological catchments over the Benin site. Each site observing system provides both forcing

(i.e., micro-meteorological description and soil and vegetation properties) and validation data

(surface fluxes, soil moisture, water table, and runoff). In addition, remote sensing images have

been processed in order to infer land surface properties at the mesoscale, such as land cover, leaf

area index maps, land surface temperature, albedo, and superficial soil moisture.

The main scientific questions to be addressed in ALMIP Phase 2 are:

1. Which local or mesoscale processes are missing or not adequately modeled by the current

generation of LSMs over this region (infiltration over crusted soils, endoric hydrology...)?

2. How do the various LSM respond to changing the spatial scale? The relation between
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Figure 3.5: Annual average latent verses sensible heat fluxes from the WAMME RCM and GCM

models, and ALMIP. The A symbols correspond to the multi-model ALMIP average, and the

boxes correspond to the multi-model spread (here defined as the range in LSM annual average

values). The colors correspond to the two years. The diagonal lines correspond to lines of

constant net radiation (the multi-model ALMIP average: the spread is quite small and is thus not

shown). All of the other symbols correspond to different RCM and GCM simulated values (see

Boone et al., 2010, for the corresponding symbols and model names).
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meso and regional scales will be made using ALMIP Phase 1 results.

3. Can relatively simple LSMs simulate the vegetation response to the atmospheric forcing

on seasonal time scale (for several annual cycles) for the diverse climates/vegetation cov-

ers?

4. How can LSM simulate mesoscale hydrology given their relatively simple representation

of such processes?

5. What are the impacts of uncertainties/differences in the precipitation on the surface fluxes

and hydrological responses of the LSM models?

Over 20 land surface and hydrological model groups from the international community partici-

pating in ALMIP2, with contributions from several other groups (such as the USDA etc.). A list

of the participant LSMs is shown in Table 3.4.

LSM Institute

CHTESSEL ECMWF, Reading, UK

ORCHIDEE LSCE, Gif-sur-Yvette, France

ISBA CNRM, Météo-France; HSM, Montpellier

JULES CEH, Wallingford; UKMO, Exeter, UK

SETHYS LSCE, Gif-sur-Yvette

NOAH CETP/LSCE (NCEP)

CLSM-UPMC UPMC, Paris, France

CLSM-NASA GMAO, NASA-GSFC, USA

STEP GET, Toulouse, France

SWAP IWP, Moscow, Russia

MOSAIC (LIS) NASA-GSFC, USA

NOAH (LIS) NASA-GSFC, NCEP, USA

SiBUC Hydro. and Wat. Res. Res., Kyoto, Japan

SPONSOR Inst. Geog., RAS, Moscow, Russia

MATSIRO Univ. of Tokyo, Japan

CLM Natl. Taiwan Univ., Taipei

Table 3.4: Listing of LSMs participating in ALMIP2. The institute indicates where the ALMIP

model simulation was performed.

The input forcing data is always a critical aspect of such modeling exercises. ALMIP2.

Several state-of-the-art or new data sets were used in ALMIP2, and moreover two specific data

sets have been developed for use by ALMIP2. Most LSMs use climatological physiographic

data sets as input, but owing to the significant vegetation inter-annual variability in this region,

notably in the Sahel, a specific land cover dataset which accounts for this was developed us-

ing the ECOCLIMAP methodology (Kaptué et al., 2011). In terms of forcing, ECMWF-FC

state variables were interpolated using a classical two-dimensional scheme, and thermodynamic

variables were adjusted hypsometrically to the higher resolution topography of ALMIP2. The
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downwelling radiative fluxes from the LSA-SAF project (Trigo et al., 2011) were interpolated

from their native 3 km grid to the 0.05o ALMIP2 grid (thus, relatively little information was

lost to smoothing owing to interpolation effects). Arguably the most important time varying

forcing input is the precipitation. Two rainfall data sets were prepared using data from the dense

rain gauge network over each mesoscale super-site. The first uses the classic nearest-neighbor

or Thiessen (THI) method. This is sometimes the preferred method for hydrology over such

regions since there is essentially no smoothing of the rain fields, but there can be considerable

extrapolation in regions with relatively few rain gauges. A new method was also developed,

which consisted in a combined krigged-Lagrangean rainfall (LAG: Vischel et al., 2011). The

classic krigging technique was used for disorganized convection, but a Lagrangean method was

used when coherent structures (squall lines) were present. The impact of each on surface state

variables, fluxes and hydrology was studied in ALMIP2.

Analysis

Preliminary results of the mesoscale analysis were presented at the ALMIP2 Workshop at Météo-

France in February, 2013. The results have also been presented at numerous conferences by A.

Boone, the other members of the French ALMIP2 Core Working group. Publications are being

submitted to the ALMIP Special Collection in the Journal of Hydrometeorology in 2016.

An example of a multi-model inter-comparison result is shown in Fig. 3.6: the ratio of sur-

face (fast response) runoff to total rainfall (ordinate) is plotted verses the ratio of the drainage

(slow response) to the rainfall (abscissa) averaged over a 3-year period and over the entire do-

main for the Niger mesoscale square. Each symbol represents a particular model: larger symbols

represent the simulated runoff ratios using Lagrangian rainfall as input, smaller symbols corre-

spond to Thiessen (or so-called nearest-neighbor) rainfall input. First, runoff ratios vary widely

among the schemes, which strongly influences the simulated Bowen ratio and soil water content.

The inter-model differences are larger than in ALMIP1: this is likely due to the larger rainfall

rates which increases the spread among models owing to the non-linear treatment of both runoff

and through-flow. The effect of Thiessen rainfall is generally to increase runoff in all of the

models, however, each model tends to retain its propensity to generate either mostly surface

or drainage flow. Thus, inter-model variability in runoff exceeds that resulting from using two

different techniques to interpolate the rainfall (both in space and time). Surface runoff ratios,

Rr, range from approximately 0.03 to 0.52 among the LSMs, which is a rather large spread.

Drainage flow Rr ranges from 0 to about 0.18, which is in line with the relatively low rainfall

and high potential evaporation demand. The spread in surface runoff is quite significant, since

this water is assumed to leave the system (theoretically entering a hydrographic network) thus

before evaporation from the gound or transpiration. This implies that parameterization exerts a

strong control on the Bowen ratio and the recycling of rainfall with the atmosphere.

The impact of scaling has been examined by comparing results from ALMIP1 (0.5 degree,

3 hour time step forcing) with those of ALMIP2 (0.05, 30 minute time step). Despite the non-

linearity of evaporation within a grid box (notably with respect to input precipitation and soil
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moisture), monthly average evapotranspiration scales quite well, especially as one moves south-

ward towards less water-limited climates (Benin). A similar result was also found by Boone et

al. (2004) for the Rhône basin, even though West African precipitation events generally have

shorter characteristic correlation length scales and smaller time-scales owing to the large con-

vective component. However, surface runoff does not scale as well. An example of the impact of

changing the spatial scale of the land surface model computational grid cell is shown in Fig. 3.7

for monthly average surface runoff. ALMIP2 results have been up-scaled (using linear averag-

ing) to the corresponding ALMIP1 grid cell for each plot. Note that the monthly grid average

ALMIP2 rainfall compares very favorably with that of ALMIP1 (explained variance above 0.9

with a bias less than 10 %). The ALMIP2 precipitation forcing has considerably higher spatial
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Figure 3.6: The ratio of surface (fast response) runoff to total rainfall (ordinate) is plotted verses

the ratio of the drainage (slow response) to the rainfall (abscissa) averaged over a 3-year period

and over the entire domain for the Niger mesoscale square. Each symbol represents a particular

model: larger symbols represent the simulated runoff ratios using Lagrangian rainfall as input,

smaller symbols correspond to Thiessen (or nearest-neighbor) rainfall input.
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and temporal resolution than that for ALMIP1: it is much closer to the characteristic convective

time and spatial scales in this region. It was found that the model surface runoff parameter-

izations provide similar model average rainfall in the regions receiving the most precipitation

(to the south), but the scale dependence becomes more significant in the more rainfall-limited

regions (north). However, for all three sites, the inter-LSM runoff spread increases considerably

for the higher resolution ALMIP2 rainfall (i.e. the more intense and smaller duration, the larger

the disagreement among models).

Further analysis by the different working groups is ongoing, but some general conclusions

of the mesoscale phase of ALMIP2 can be summarized to date as

• the inter-model variance exceeds the inter annual variability (for a given variable), and

also the variability caused by using two different (but fairly standard) rainfall interpolation

methods

• the Bowen ratio varies greatly among the models, however, there is a consistent change

among the sites (i.e. as one moved north, the sensible heat flux component of the Bowen

ratio increases)
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Figure 3.7: ALMIP1 (green) and ALMIP2 (red) multi-model average (thick lines) and spread

(thin lines) of surface runoff for the three mesoscale super-sites for several annual cycles.
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• surface runoff dominates the total runoff component for most of the models, but is highly

variable among the models

• the relationship between the evaporation-precipitation and run off-precipitation ratios for

each individual LSM change relatively little across the sites, despite very different cli-

mates

• the canopy interception evaporation is fairly small for all models and sites, however,

the partitioning of the evapotranspiration between baresoil evaporation and transpiration

varies greatly among the models.

• Thiessen rainfall input generally causes more runoff, most most models either increase

either surface runoff or drainage in response (i.e. the runoff component ratio doesn’t

change much for a given scheme),

• Evaporation scales well compared to ALMIP1, however, runoff does not: this points to

the need to develop better sub-grid runoff parameterizations which focus on rainfall char-

acteristics.

Several areas which need attention (for one reason, since they could potentially have an impact

on prediction by atmospheric models) for future testing and model developments were identified:

i) significant interactions with groundwater occur in some locations and this is generally not

modeled, ii) endoric processes, which of key importance to the hydrological functioning in this

region, are not modeled, iii) lateral fluxes and ponding are generally not represented, iv) deep

rooting plants are generally not considered (which is a particular problem during the dry season),

v) and soil crusting (a hydrophobic effect which can significantly reduce infiltration and thus

water recycling with the atmosphere) is not modeled by any of the LSMs. It should be noted

that many of these process are known to be present in many semi-arid regions of the world, not

just in the Sahel. It is recommended that the impact on water recycling and coupling to the land

surface should be studied.

LSM Hydrology

In addition to the mesoscale inter-comparisons of fluxes and model state variables, several other

supplemental studies are being done. For example, a study (Getirana, et al., 2014a) evaluated the

water balance simulated by ISBA over the upper Ouémé River basin, in Benin, Western Africa

using the AMIP2 mesoscale River RouTing Scheme (ARTS). ARTS is based on the non-linear

Muskingum-Cunge method coupled with two linear reservoirs which simulate the time delay

of both surface runoff, τs (s), and baseflow, τb (s), which are produced by land surface models.

Based on the evidence of a deep water table recharge in this region, a reservoir representing the

deep water infiltration (DWI: kg m−2 s−1) is implemented in ARTS. A schematic is shown in

Fig. 3.8. The scheme was developed and evaluated using ISBA, but it was made in such a way

that it can be applied using the output runoff components of a standard LSM.

The next step was to use ARTS within ALMIP2 in oder to examine their ability to simulate

basic runoff processes for this basin and to get a multi-model picture of the basin scale water
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budget. Thus, the hydrological processes and water budget components of the basin have been

simulated for all of the LSMs over the period 2005-2008 during which rainfall and streamflow

data were intensively collected over the study area during the AMMA field campaign. LSM

simulated surface runoff and drainage were input into the ARTS, then optimal ARTS parame-

ter sets were determined for three optimization experiments which were performed using daily

streamflow at five gauges within the basin as in Getirana et al. (2014a).

A comparison between the four-year average daily discharge resulting from using the THI

and LAG precipitation products (Fig. 3.9) shows that the more complex interpolation process

used in LAG increased the overall performance of models in simulating streamflows at all gaug-

ing stations used to evaluate streamflows within the basin. The corresponding Nash-Sutcliff,

NS, and NRMSE are shown in Fig. 3.10: the significant improvement (reduction in NRMSE

and substational overall increase in NS) are seen as the shift upwards and to the left of the model

points. It is demonstrated that most LSMs have significant errors in the simulated TR, resulting

in misrepresentation of streamflows during the beginning of wet seasons. For example, the 4

year average discharge annual cycle is shown in for each LSM (used optimized ARTS param-

eters) for THI and LAG rainfall inputs. All but 3 LSMs for THI and 4 LSMs for LAG rainfall

simulate streamflow several months too soon (as soon as rainfall begins). This suggests that

processes related to infiltration in such hydroclimatic and pedologic conditions should be better

parameterized. All but 3 LSMs showed an evident need for the representation of DWI. As stated

in Getirana et al. (2014a), DWI should be considered as a temporary solution until LSMs are

improved to represent more detailed hydrological processes in the basin, notably more realistic

groundwater representations. This will likely be a subject for new model development in up-

Figure 3.8: Schematic diagram of the ARTS scheme used to compute discharge from ALMIP2

LSM runoff components.
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coming years within the international community. Finally, ARTS is considered to be a fairly

generic scheme that can be applied to many basins to a first order approximation to transform

LSM runoff into discharge. This scheme formed the basis for the global scale river routing

scheme called Hydrological Modeling and Analysis Platform (HyMAP: Getirana et al., 2012),

which has been applied in an international LSM intercomparison project over the Amazon basin

(Getirana et al., 2014b).

Project Status

An international workshop took place in Toulouse in 2013, and a special collection (publica-

tion) proposition within the Journal of Hydrometeorology has been accepted. ALMIP2 is one

of the core GEWEX-GLASS supported projects. Several other parallel studies (in addition to

the aforementioned hydrology coupling study) are also being done by other members of the

ALMIP2 French and International working groups. Upwards of 10 papers are anticipated to

be submitted to the J. of Hydrometeorology ALMIP2 Special collection. Finally, ALMIP2 will

continue to be a model test-bed. For example, work was recently done to develop a methodology

to improve downwelling solar radiation owing to a more robust accounting of aerosols (Dramé et

al., 2015): it is planned to study the impact of this on the surface fluxes and vegetation phenology

in the future.
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Figure 3.9: Daily discharge annual cycle (averaged from 2005-2008) at the Bétérou station (m3

s−1) for each LSM after routing using ARTS. The average discharge is shown for the observa-

tions (Obs), and simulated for the THI and LAG input rainfall data (Getirana et al., 2017).
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statistics are for the entire period and computed at the river outlet at Bétéroux (Getirana et al.,

2017).



Chapter 4

Improved Hydrological Modeling

using Remote sensing data

4.1 Introduction

The literature abounds with land surface and hydrological studies utilizing remote sensing data.

The main value of remote sensing data is that it can be used to evaluate or improve time-varying

spatially distributed estimates of surface and hydrological fluxes and states. Remote sensing data

can also be used to indirectly improve model-based estimates of states and fluxes through cali-

bration of model parameters. For example, satellite-based altimetry estimates have been used to

make virtual discharge observations which were then used to calibrate parameters within large

scale spatially distributed hydrological models. Satellite data can also be assimilated into land

surface or hydrological models in order to optimally estimate model parameters or to adjust the

model trajectory of certain prognostic variables. I have been investigating such strategies with

colleagues and students over the last decade under the auspices of the Surface Water Ocean

Topography (SWOT) joint CNES-NASA satellite mission preparation. As the satellite has yet

to be launched, these studies have so far focused on using virtual data under fairly idealized

conditions in order to explore different optimization and assimilation strategies. The idea is to

gradually improve the accuracy and performance of such techniques by including more realistic

representations of the associated errors (model, data), model physics, and better satellite simu-

lators, so that by launch, algorithms will be ready to optimally ingest the satellite data in order

to improve our understanding of the the global scale hydrological cycle.

4.2 Improving hydrological modeling: The SWOT mission

Satellite-based altimetry is increasingly used for the monitoring of components of the hydrolog-

ical cycle. Several altimetric satellites have been launched in the past to measure water surface

elevations such as ERS-1 (1991), TOPEX/Poseidon (1992), ERS-2 (1995), Jason-1 (2001), En-

visat (2002), Jason-2 (2008), and the Satellite with Argos and Ka-band altimeter (SARAL; 2013)

(Biancamaria et al. 2010; Santos da Silva et al. 2010). They provide information at the global

57
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scale, and of special important, for ungauged basins. However, they have two important limita-

tions for hydrology which are i) their long revisit time (between 10 and 30 days; Biancamaria et

al. 2010), and ii) their coarse spatial resolution. The first nadir altimeters were unable to observe

rivers less than 1 km wide and their track spacing was relatively poor.

One of the objectives of the CNES-NASA sponsored Surface Water Ocean Topography

(SWOT) mission is to develop the capability to produce estimates of discharge for observable

rivers and wetland fluxes over the entire globe at unparalleled spatial resolutions. The SWOT

mission (Alsdorf et al. 2007) is a swath mapping Ka-band radar interferometer (Fu et al., 2012)

that will provide global measurements of water surface elevation 2 to 10 times per 21 day repeat

cycle depending on the location for rivers at least wider than 5O to 100 m and water extent above

250 m x 250 m (Rodriguez, 2015). The vertical resolution of SWOT over rivers will be around

10 cm (as a function of reach averaging), and data will be provided from 78o S to 78o N lati-

tude. Thus, SWOT will be the first altimetric mission to provide spatially distributed products

for basins ranging in area from 50,000 to 200,000 km2 at a high temporal frequency over most

of the globe (Pavelsky et al. 2014). Such information should go a long way in improving un-

derstanding of the role of the spatio-temporal variability of river flows and wetlands within the

global water cycle. Currently, no model system exists which is able to produce reliable global

estimates of discharge and lake water storage, mostly owing to a lack of data with sufficient

spatial and temporal coverage. There is an urgent need to be able to better predict the impacts

of global climate change on our fresh water resources. Indeed, the need for more research and

improved modeling of the global hydrological cycle are needed to address the GEWEX grand

science questions (GEWEX, 2012), and SWOT was mentioned as being one of the key observ-

ing systems which will help in this regard. There is a very large degree of uncertainty related

to the impact of climate change on the water cycle (IPCC, 2014). Therefore, such a mission

constitutes a significant step in spatial hydrology and has implications for improving the repre-

sentation of hydrological processes at the global scale, which then could improve our estimates

of the impact of climate change on the world’s freshwater resources. This, in turn, could even

be extended to improving water resource management applications.

4.2.1 Research Objectives

The main objective of this large scale work is to develop a methodology for using SWOT data

to improve the representation of regional to global scale hydrological processes in Earth System

Models (ESMs) in order to better understand the global hydrological cycle. A Terre, Océan,

Surfaces continentales, Atmosphère (TOSCA: funding framework of the French Space Agency,

Centre National d’Études Spatiales: CNES) project which centers on the theme of obtaining a

better understanding of global river and lake water storage and fluxes using SWOT has been

recently accepted of which I am the principle investigator entitled Towards an improved under-

standing of the global hydrological cycle using SWOT measurements. In addition, this proposal

includes membership on the SWOT Science Team (ST), which runs from 2015-2019 (tentative

launch date in 2020). I was previously a member of the science definition team (SDT) which

ended in 2015, and I have been involved in SWOT (under the support of TOSCA) since the

inception of SWOT. The current TOSCA project is a joint effort between CNRM (MOSAYC

and GMGEC teams), LEGOS, CERFACS in France, and in the US: UCLA (Los Angeles, CA),
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NASA-JPL (Pasadena, CA), and Northeastern Univ. (Boston, MA), the latter three American

partners are affiliated through the Research Opportunities in Earth and Space Science (ROSES:

a NASA funding framework). The basic methodology can be summarized in three steps:

• improve and develop physics that is adapted for using SWOT data which is amenable for

application in regional scale distributed to regional/global scale earth system models.

• construct data assimilation and calibration strategies which will allow for improved dis-

charge and floodplain extent prediction and the determination of spatially distributed pa-

rameters required for such models

• use SWOT data to improve model physics related to the processes (and the feed backs

between the land surface and rivers/floodplains/aquifers) in such models

These three steps comprise the necessary procedure to improve large scale hydrology in earth

system models using SWOT.

4.2.2 Strategy

Simulating SWOT data

Since SWOT observations are not yet available, different assimilation methods are tested under

the framework of an Observing System Simulation Experiments (OSSE). An OSSE consists in

simulating data that would be observed by the future measurement platform using a numerical

model to generate a proxy virtual observations for data assimilation (DA) experiments. The

main objective of an OSSE is to validate the DA method by using ideal conditions. It is assumed

that the state of the system and the error statistics of the model and observations are known

and correctly described, which is not the case in real-world conditions. In the studies described

herein, the hydrometeorological model is used to represent the true state of the hydrological

system, also referred to as the reference simulation. For this so-called truth, the model and its

parameters are assumed to be perfect. An error is then added to this true state to build the virtual

observations.

Regional and Large Scale Approaches

Three hydrometeorological model platforms have been used at different spatial scales in this

study, each in order to address specific aspects of the research. At the mesoscale, the SIM model

(using a variable grid resolution ranging between 1 to 8 km) was used. This system is used for

near-real time operational hydrometeorological monitoring over France (in this study, the focus

is on the Garonne river basin in south-western France). This system is of interest since there

is a considerable amount of observational data available to both force and evaluate the model,

and it can be used to test the ability of the methodologies to scale between this and more coarse

resolutions (such as thse used in river routing models in ESMs).

At the large scale (regional to global), the ISBA-Total Runoff Integrating Pathways (ISBA-

TRIP) and The Hydrological Modeling and Analysis Platform (HyMAP) models (using a grid
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resolution of 0.5o) were used. ISBA-TRIP (Decharme et al., 2008) is used in the ARPEGE

ESM at Météo-France, thus it is of interest to show how SWOT can be beneficial for such

systems (eventually, in coupled mode for climate projections for example). This model also

includes feedbacks with the land surface (via floodplains). The goal is to improve model input

parameters, and test the same methodology used at the mesoscale for SIM. HyMAP (Getirana et

al., 2012) is also a global scale model, but this model has been mainly designed for near-real time

global scale offline monitoring. The formulation includes slightly more dynamics than ISBA-

TRIP, and it incorporates anthropogenic effects. The goal here is to optimize input parameters

with the longer term goal of correcting the trajectory of state variables using SWOT in near-real

time.

4.2.3 Regional Scale Hydrology

The objective of the study by Haëfliger et al. (2015) was to evaluate the quality of simulated river

water levels in the Garonne River basin (with a surface area of approximately 56,000 km2) in

southwestern France, with the ultimate goal of being able to use SWOT measured water levels.

In this basin, SWOT will have a revisit time of about 5 days. The simulations for this work were

produced using a distributed regional scale hydro-meteorological modeling framework based on

SIM which is composed of i) high quality atmospheric forcing (SAFRAN), ii) a LSM (ISBA),

iii) a hydro-geological model (MODCOU) iv) and a new addition compared to SIM in Habets

et al. (2008): an explicit river network module (RAPID: David et al., 2011). The modeling

framework has been calibrated over France (as discussed in detail in Habets et al., 2008).

The existing RAPID parameters (i.e. temporally-constant but spatially-variable Muskingum

parameters) were first updated in the Garonne River Basin based on estimations made using

a lagged cross correlation method applied to the observed hydrographs. In a second step, the

model equations governing river flow were modified to use a time-variable parameter kinematic

or kinematic-diffusive wave equation for routing in order to represent spatially varying wave

celerities. These modifications, in turn, require the definition of values for the river-channel

hydraulic parameters. The results showed that the variable flow velocity scheme gave better

results compared to the original Muskingum method in RAPID. Also, simulated water height

errors (compared to observations) ranged from 50-60 cm in the improved Muskingum method

and 40-50 cm using a kinematic-diffusive wave method. Simulated discharge was also improved:

the values simulated by the model were comparable to those obtained with a high-resolution

hydrodynamic model which includes the full 1-D Saint-Venant equations. It is more difficult to

simulate water levels than discharge because of the strong dependence on the choice of hydraulic

parameters and their spatial variability, but spatial-averaging over a minimum river reach lead to

good results (Haëfliger et al., 2015).

In the second phase of this work (Haëfliger et al., 2016), the data assimilation methodology

of Pedinotti et al. (2014), which was used to develop a data assimilation strategy using SWOT

data for the Niger basin, was adapted for the Garonne modeling system. The method consists in

applying a data assimilation approach, the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) algorithm, to correct

the Strickler coefficient, Kstr (or equivalently, to correct the Manning coefficient which is n =

1/Kstr). River water level and Kstr are related through Manning’s equation. Typical values for
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Kstr within natural river channels range from a maximum of about 10 (rocky river bottom), to

about 50 for a relatively smooth channel. The OSSE set up for this study showed the capacity

of the system to calibrate the spatially variable Kstr about the (known) truth. Results from

several numerical experiments can be summarized as follows (the numbers correspond to the

experiment):

1. The assimilation of water levels was performed (default configuration). The parameters

converge to the truth after about 2 years, with an average water level error of ± 5 cm and

± 1 for Kstr. The choice of the increment value (the difference between the analysis and

the a priori value of the Manning coefficient) has an impact on the convergence speed

2. The importance of the atmospheric forcing on the convergence of the Kstr was shown. An

error of ± 10 % of the input water flow (from ISBA into the routing scheme) impacts the

Kstr errors to a relatively small degree (± 1.5) and thus was found to have a minor impact

on the river flows.

3. The assimilation of water level anomalies (differences) instead of water levels (which are

equivalent to river depths), was studied. The bathymetry is not known in MODCOU (and,

in general, is rarely known for most rivers). The quality of the convergence is slightly

lower (± 1.7 Kstr) and the time of convergence is longer (approximately 3 years) than in

Exp.1.

4. More realistic SWOT error measurements were introduced, which varied in time and

space, and which were functions of the surface area of the observed reach, the look an-

gle of the satellite, the wind speed, and the intra-day variability of the water content in

the troposphere. A statostical summary of all of these factors is given in Haëfliger et al.

Figure 4.1: Left-hand panel: the Garonne river basin and the main tributaries (domain of the

regional scale study). Right-hand panel: river widths computed in the system over the Garonne

catchment, considering three river width classes where virtual SWOT products are assimilated :

50-75 m river widths (green), 75-100 m river widths (green), > 100 m river widths (red).
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(2016). Of note, the impact of the last factor had a time dependence since convergence of

the algorithm was faster during the winter months than the summer months because of the

relatively lower tropospheric water content variability

The methodology was found to perform in a similar manner (in terms of overall quality and

basic conclusions) as in Pedinotti et al. (2014) despite the difference in resolution and location

(climate, soils, etc...). Finally, the study mentions that the measurement error description should

be investigated in more detail. The SWOT simulator (Durand et al., 2010, 2014) would provide

better instrument error estimates, however, it is currently adapted to much higher spatial reso-

lutions than used herein. But in response, part of the future TOSCA-ROSES collaboration will

focus on expanding the simulator capabilities for use in systems such as the one presented here,

thus this will open the door to further refinements of this system.

4.2.4 Large to Global Scale Hydrology

In the first phase of this work, the coupled global land-surface hydrological model ISBA-TRIP

model was tested and improved for the Niger application (Pedinotti et al., 2012) as a part of

the AMMA Project. The Niger basin (model domain) is shown in Fig. 4.2 along with sites

with observed discharge (in orange). Physical processes were improved (such as including a

simple new deep water reservoir), and the model performance was evaluated using both in-situ

discharge measurements, and remotely sensed data (gravimetric data from GRACE, inundated

Figure 4.2: The Niger River basin: the white contour marks the boundary. The squares corre-

spond to the discharge observation measurements at the following locations: (1) Ba- nankoro,

(2) Koulikoro, (3) Ke Macina, (4) Niamey, (5) Ansongo, (6) Kandadji, (7) Malanville and (8)

Lokoja. Terrain elevations are from ETOPO2 (m).
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zone coverage using products from C. Prigent, LERMA, and F. Papa ,LMTG, and F. Crétaux,

LEGOS). A schematic of ISBA-TRIP is shown in Fig. 4.3. The 0.5o resolution version was used

in the studies presented in this section. Of particular relevance to SWOT, the model simulated

river heights were shown to be consistent with altimetric data from HYDRO-WEB (LEGOS).

This implies that the fairly simple model is capable of producing height changes which are

consistent with remotely sensed values. In addition, numerous sensitivity tests were performed

concerning both boundary condition inputs (notably precipitation) and key model parameters in

order to quantify the model uncertainty. The goal of this work was to show the potential for

using SWOT to improve global hydrological modeling systems (intended for ESMs and offline

scenarios). The next step was to develop a methodology for optimally combining SWOT data

with the numerical model (the next section).

Data assimilation methodologies

The second part of this study aims to investigate the potential of SWOT data for parameter

optimization for large scale river routing models which are typically employed in Land Surface

Models (LSM) for global scale applications. The method consists in applying a data assimilation

approach, the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) algorithm, to correct the Manning roughness co-

Figure 4.3: The ISBA-TRIP coupled model for a given grid cell. ISBA surface runoff, Qs,

flows into the river/surface reservoir S, ISBA gravitational drainage, Qsub, feeds groundwater

reservoir G. The surface water is transferred from one cell to another following the TRIP river

routing network. Taken from Emery et al. (2016).
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efficient, n, of the ISBA-TRIP Continental Hydrologic System (CHS) applied to the Niger basin

(Pedinotti et al., 2014). Indeed, parameters such as n, used within such large scale models to de-

scribe water basin characteristics, are generally derived from geo-morphological relationships,

which might have locally significant errors.

In this study, the purpose of the DA algorithm is to retrieve an optimal set of model param-

eters starting with the background parameters, by assimilating the virtual observations. It uses

the OSSE approach, similar to what was discussed in the previous section. The SWOT observa-

tions were generated using a relatively simple simulator developed by Biancamaria et al. (2011).

Based on the prescribed orbit and swath, the simulator provides an ensemble of SWOT tracks

Figure 4.4: The 22-day repeat, 871 km altitude, 1-day sub-cycle orbit coverage, data issued from

the SWOT data simulator (Pedinotti et al., 2014).
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and related dates (Fig. 4.4) to which different assumed errors can be added.

It is assumed that modeling errors are only due to uncertainties in n. The true values of

n are then supposed to be known and are used to generate synthetic SWOT observations over

the period 2002-2003. The reference n values range from 0.045 (Niger river outlet in southern

Nigeria), gradually increasing to approximately 0.095 (upstream values furthest from the river

outlet in Niger and Cameroon to the east, and in Guinea in the westernmost extremities of the

basin: see Fig. 4.2). The impact of the assimilation system on the Niger basin hydrological

cycle is then quantified. The optimization of the n using the EKF algorithm over an 18 month

period leads to a significant improvement of the river water levels. The relative bias of the

water level is globally improved (a 30 % reduction along the entire river reach), as shown in

Fig. 4.5 for both 1-day and 3-day subcycle orbits. Note that both orbits were tested as a part

of a SWOT science team investigation, but for this particular application, no clear advantage

for either orbit was found (Pedinotti et al., 2014). The relative bias of the n is also reduced

(40 % reduction) and it converges towards an optimal value despite potential problems related

to equifinality. Discharge is also improved by the assimilation, but to a lesser extent than for

Figure 4.5: Relative error of water levels (m) averaged over the period of assimilation. Errors

are reduced for both the 1 and 3 day sub-cycle orbits (Pedinotti et al., 2014).
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the water levels. Moreover, the method allows a better prediction of the occurrence of flood

events (Fig. 4.6), and the intensity of flood events in the inner delta (Fig. 4.7). It also shows

skill in simulating the maxima and minima of the water storage anomalies in several continental

reservoirs, especially the groundwater and the aquifer reservoirs. This is significant since flood

frequency is not as directly impacted by the assimilation as river height. Results obtained in this

preliminary study demonstrate SWOT potential for global hydrologic modeling, especially to

improve model parameters.

In the current phase of this work, the data assimilation and optimization methodologies de-

veloped for the Niger basin using the ISBA-TRIP configuration are being extended over several

large-scale basins with an eye towards global scale applications. This work is being done within

the context of a PhD thesis in collaboration with LEGOS (Emery et al., 2016). Again, the goal of

this project is to show how hydrological parameters and processes in a large scale hydrological

model (typical of those being increasingly applied in ESMs) can be improved owing to SWOT.

Part of this research is to test different data assimilation strategies, in addition to the EKF ap-

proaches used by Pedinotti et al. (2014) and Haëfliger et al. (2016). As a preliminary step

Figure 4.6: Flood frequency over the delta classified by intensity (flooded fraction). Only the

pixels with a flooded fraction higher than 10 % are considered for the calculation. The open

loop (no-assimilation, panel b) shows that the number of flood events were significantly over-

estimated. Runs using assimilation for both the 1-day and 3-day orbits improved the flood

frequency estimates (Pedinotti et al., 2014).
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towards testing a more diverse array of data assimilation methods, a detailed Sensitivity Anal-

ysis (SA) was undertaken. SA can be a powerful tool to both identify the most sensitive (and

therefore significant) parameters, and to understand the hydrological model structure and its re-

sponse to perturbations to (or uncertainties in) these parameters. SA can be seen as the study of

how uncertainty in the model output can be attributed to different sources of uncertainty in the

model inputs. A sensitivity analysis based on ANalysis Of VAriance (ANOVA) was applied to

ISBA-TRIP over the Amazon basin (Emery et al., 2016).

The model output variance is synthetically generated by considering uncertain parameters as

random variables. Using an ensemble of parameter sets, ANOVA determines the contribution of

each parameter to the unconditional variance. Details on the specific ANOVA approach selected

and the main assumptions are given in Emery et al. (2016). The goal of this study is to analyze

the ISBA-TRIP large-scale hydrological model sensitivity over a large scale river basin, and the

Figure 4.7: Flooded fraction versus time at Ke Macina and Lokoja, for the truth (red), with no

assimilation (black), with assimilation for 3-day sub cycles (blue) and 1-day sub cycles (green).

Note that in Lokoja, there is no flooded fraction represented for the truth and for the run with

assimilation with a 3-day sub cycle, while the open-loop run erroneously simulates a significant

event (Pedinotti et al., 2014).
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Amazon River basin was selected. An output model variance decomposition method was used to

identify key river routing model parameters during a three years period (2008-2010). Two anal-

yses were carried out to evaluate the sensitivity of model parameters at different spatial scales.

The first considered parameters whose uncertainty was defined at the entire catchment scale.

The second used the same parameters (and the associated uncertainties) which were spatially

distributed over homogeneous sub-basins within the Amazon River basin based on geological

and hydrological divisions.

The results for the first part of the study show that geo-morphological parameters explain

around 95 % of the water height variance with purely additive contributions, all year long, with

the river Manning coefficient dominating the impact (40 %). Other significant contributions are

from the river bed slope (35 %) and the river width (20 %). The results also show that discharge

is sensitive to the groundwater time constant which makes up more than 90 % of its variance.

The discharge is also sensitive to geo-morphological parameters (to a somewhat lesser degree)

during the transition periods (rising or falling hydrographs). In terms of the second part of

the study, the Amazon basin was next sub-divided to nine relatively homogeneous sub-basins.

This was done in order to see if a more economical approach could be used (i.e. avoiding to

need to define parameters for each pixel). The sensitivity analysis was therefore carried out for

regionalized parameter-correcting coefficients, and the main results show that region specific

parameters impact water height, while upstream parameters mainly affect discharge.

This platform will be extended to other river basins situated in other climatic zones, such as

the Mississippi (mid-latitude) or the McKenzie (high latitude). In addition, it will be of great

interest to study the impact of the atmospheric forcing (more precisely precipitation) and the

initial conditions of the hydrological reservoir state variables.

Calibration methodologies

While the aforementioned works seek to improve model parameter estimates for eventual inclu-

sion into earth system models, an additional project was begun in which the goal was to move

towards a global scale near-real time river-height (storage) and discharge model analysis sys-

tem which can incorporate river height estimates directly into the model in order to improve the

trajectory of this variable. This work was done within the context of a CNES-financed post-

doctoral study. The first step, consisted in the development of the hydrological-hydrodynamic

model HyMAP. This model differs from ISBA-TRIP mainly in that it considers additional pro-

cesses, such as runoff and baseflow time delays to reach the river network (a proxy for lateral

flow processes), flow dynamics of floodplains, and evaporation from surface water and inun-

dated zones. It can also include anthropogenic effects (although this feature was not used in the

current study).

HyMAP is composed of four modules: i) surface and subsurface runoff time delays, ii) river-

floodplain interface, iii) flow routing in river channels and flood-plains, and iv) evaporation from

floodplains. The model is discretized using 0.25 degree grid cells over the continents. Input data

are comprised of LSM fast (surface) and slow (baseflow) runoff components. The corresponding

water mass is then routed through a prescribed river network to oceans or inland seas. The river

network is represented by river channel and floodplain reservoirs in each grid cell. At each

time step, the inflow water is redistributed between these two reservoirs following stage-volume
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relationships derived from the topography for each grid cell. Note that the only lateral (pixel-to-

pixel) exchanges are through the river network, since the floodplain water storage evolves locally

(currently). River discharge is computed for each computational grid cell using the diffusive

wave equation which is a simplified version of the one-dimensional St. Venant momentum

equation (acceleration and advection are neglected). It is assumed that this approximation is

appropriate for the spatial scale considered in the global application.

In addition to using a data assimilation strategy to optimize model parameters (as in the

previous section), a more classical (in terms of hydrological science) optimal model parameter

estimation methodology was tested over a large basin (the Amazon basin was used in Getirana

et al., 2013). The Multi-objective Complex Evolution optimization algorithm (MOCOM-UA:

Yapo et al., 1998) was used to optimize one parameter (subsurface runoff time delay) and other

three parameter multipliers or factors (for determining n for rivers, river width, and bank-full

height) by minimizing two objective functions for the 2002 to 2006 period. Calibration experi-

ments were performed by combining water discharge observations and Envisat data to evaluate

the potential of using radar altimetry in the automatic calibration. The first experiment used

daily discharge observations, the second combined discharge with altimetric data, and the other

two were driven by radar altimetry data, at 16 or four virtual stations, depending on the ex-

periment. The calibration process was validated against discharge observations at five gauging

stations located on the main tributaries. Results demonstrate that reasonable parameters can be

obtained by using radar altimetry in an optimization procedure with reasonable computational

costs. However, there was evidence of equifinality among model parameters. There are future

plans to continue to collaborate on this project through the NASA-ROSES framework, and the

work will center on i) introducing data assimilation (based on the methods herein) into HyMAP

for near-real time monitoring and further ii) studying the benefits and disadvantages of calibra-

tion verses assimilation for a near-real time monitoring system.



Chapter 5

Prospectives

My research prosepctives are focused on LSM and hydrological model development for LSMs,

and applications. An overview of my planned for for the next 5-10 years is given herein.

5.1 Land surface and hydrological modeling

Despite considerable progress in the past two decades in terms of representing land surface

processes in greater detail, certain issues linger. Some examples are:

• Models still can produce very different Bowen ratios, in particular in water-limited re-

gions, and this is one of the key aspects of the land surface which modulates the coupling

with the atmosphere. These differences are related to differences in soil water update by

bare soil and transpiration, but they are also strongly modulated by the representation of

sub-grid hydrology.

• Sub-grid snow covered fractional area, SCFA, is highly empirical in most coupled land-

atmosphere models, with little or no consideration of some of the main features controlling

snow spatial distribution (sub-grid variability of elevation and exposition). Shortcomings

in the SCFA can offset much of the gains made from using more sophisticated physics. In

addition, there is a strong coupling between vegetation and the snowpack, and shortcom-

ings have been identified through MIPs (e.g. SNOWMIP2, Rutteri et al., 2009)

• LSMs are increasingly including detailed phenology parameterizations for short to sea-

sonal forecast timescales, but inclusion of such schemes will likely contribute to more

inter-model spread over the foreseeable (or longer) future since they have many (difficult

to directly observe in many cases) empirical parameters. Such schemes also likely require

more sophisticated representations of the vegetation in LSMs as they evolve. This is im-

portant since, not only do they have considerable feedbacks with other aspects of the land

surface, but with the atmosphere as well.

• Coupling with groundwater and the representation of lateral transfer processes are still

neglected in most LSMs, and such processes are key to hydrological functioning in many

70
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regions of the globe. Also, the coupling among the soil, lakes, rivers, and wetlands is still

in its early stages or not complete in most ESMs

This is by no means a comprehensive list. Some of the focal points of my future research

concerning the land surface and hydrology are highlighted herein.

5.1.1 Lakes and closing the water cycle

It has become necessary to add a lake mass model to SURFEX, coupled to Flake (currently

in SURFEX: Salgado and Le Moigne, 2010), for a more complete water cycle. This implies

an explicit coupling between rivers and lakes in terms of mass exchange, to include dams for

storing irrigation water, and to be able to utilize height change data from SWOT over lakes.

FLake is currently a conceptual thermal lake model who’s main objective is to compute surface

flux exchanges of mass and heat between lakes and the atmosphere, but it currently represents

an infinite source of mass. While being well adapted for NWP, arguably it is less suitable for

long term climate integration (if one assumes climate change can impact lake levels). Part of my

work in upcoming years will be to add this to SURFEX, and a working group within HIRLAM

has been established in order to undertake this work as part of an international collaboration.

There will also be a collaborative effort to develop a lake mass model under the auspices of the

newly started TOSCA proposal (with partners at UCLA and NASA-JPL; see Section 5.3 for a

discussion of the linkages with SWOT). Finally, having an explicit lake model will permit the

coupling (via mass exchanges) with other reservoirs on the SURFEX platform, such as a global

scale groundwater reservoir and rivers and floodplains via TRIP.

5.1.2 Anthropization

In face of increasing human pressure on already limited water resources in semi-arid regions

such as western and northern Africa, and northern Mexico, there is an urgent need to obtain a

better understanding of key water cycle processes for better water security, especially since some

of these regions are also deemed to be areas more likely to have even more drying in current cli-

mate change scenarios. Improved understanding could then translate into better modeling and

thus prediction on seasonal to longer (climate) time scales. The improvement of the representa-

tion of anthropization in land surface and hydrological models has been highlighted as a primary

research objective by the Global Energy and Water cycle Exchanges project (GEWEX: Harding

et al., 2015) which is supported by the World Climate Research Programme (WCRP) within the

World Meteorological Organization (WMO). This is required to better understand and estimate

the human imprint on the hydrological cycle and to aid in developing mitigation and adaptation

strategies.

There is a new research initiative at CNRM to focus on improving the parameterization of

irrigation in SURFEX. This implies explicit modeling of the principal types of irrigation in a

simple but robust manner (drip, flooding and sprinkler irrigation) and appropriately coupling

this irrigation with the water sources (rivers, ground water and reservoir/lake storage) and the

soil and vegetation. Furthermore, certain methods of irrigation (like inundation), will be more

straightforward to model in a reasonable manner with the incorporation of an explicit vegetation
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cover available as ISBA-MEB. Thus, I plan to work on coupling aspects with lakes and the

explicit vegetation and testing the new irrigation methodologies developed within his research

program. This work has already begun within the Agence Nationale de la Recherche (ANR)

project Assessment of changes in MEdiTerranean HYdro-resources in the South: river basin

Trajectories (AMETHYST) as some of the local scale sites are irrigated and work on these

sites with ISBA-MEB has been initiated both at CNRM and CESBIO. The REGARD project

(MOSAYC is one of the participants) is preparing SURFEX to include anthropogenic influences

for the Garonne basin. This is a first step towards a more generalized approach.

The impact of anthropization within semi-arid regions is the subject of a collaboration which

has now been submitted as a proposal in Mexico in collaboration with CESBIO and the Univer-

sidad Nacional Autònoma de México (UNAM). The idea is to evaluate and contribute to the new

developments mentioned in the previous paragraph. The northern part of Mexico is an ideal test-

bed for improving our understanding of both the water needs for irrigation (evaporative, ground

water uptake, links with reservoirs...), and studying the interactions of this irrigation with the

atmosphere owing to the vast surface surface area of irrigated agriculture in this region, and the

extensive observational network. The idea is to construct a dedicated Mexican Land Data Assim-

ilation System (MELDAS), based to a certain degree on similar efforts in France (LDAS-France

which has been developed in the VEGEO team at CNRM, which will be extended globally in

the upcoming years) and the US (for example, GLDAS: Global Land Data Assimilation Sys-

tem). As an added value, we plan to add irrigated surfaces to this setup (which doesn’t exist

over Mexico in GLDAS for example), with fractions estimated from a combination of satellite

and ground based data. Discussions have been started with national hydrological agencies in

order to gauge their interest in collaborating on such a system (with a potential for a dedicated

hydrological application, like SIM), and a proposal has been submitted to Programa de Apoyo a

Proyectos de Investigacion e Innovacion Technologica (PAPIT) lead by UNAM partners.

5.1.3 Vegetation processes

Recently at CNRM, ISBA has seen significant improvements in terms of the soil, snowpack,

Carbon and the vegetation (see Chapter 2). The schemes will continue to evolve and I will

continue collaborating with colleagues, both national and international, in the upcoming years.

In upcoming years, many partners of CNRM using SURFEX will be able to use the new ISBA-

MEB as it is available in the recently released SURFEX Version 8 (SURFEXv8). Since ISBA-

MEB will be used in both our offline hydrological applications (e.g. Safran-ISBA-MODCOU or

SIM: Habets et al., 2008) in addition to ARPEGE Climat in the upcoming years (and eventually

into numerical weather prediction, or NWP, at Météo-France), several key research priorities

have been identified at CNRM. First, there is a need to link ISBA-MEB with ISBA-Ags, in

theory to improve photosynthesis, plant phenology and dynamic vegetation modeling. This is a

large (and likely multi-year) task, and will be done within the framework of a close collaboration

between the MOSAYC (surface, hydrology), GMGEC (surface, dynamic vegetation, climate)

and VEGEO (vegetation) teams at CNRM, along with SMHI (surface, NWP, regional climate).

ISBA-MEB will also need to be generalized (in terms of processes, parameters and numerical

aspects) to model crops and grasslands, since in its current form it is mainly applicable to forests.

This work will be done with the aforementioned teams, but also with CESBIO and potentially
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with INRA (Avignon). CESBIOs contribution is also needed in terms of improving ISBA-

MEB for semi-arid conditions, and this work has been initiated already within the AMETHYST

project. In a more general sense, work on validating ISBA-MEB coupled with ISBA-ES and

eventually CROCUS will also be undertaken (this began in 2015 in collaboration with CEN).

The impact of ISBA-MEB on fully coupled simulations will be studied, likely starting in 2016.

First tests will be with ARPEGE Climate, but also with AROME and or MesoNH for case

studies, such as Carbo-Europe.

Finally, discussions have begun on the potential evolutions of ISBA-MEB over the next 5-10

years: they include separating certain processes/computations between sunlit and shaded vege-

tation, and adding an understory layer (mainly for compatibility with evolutions in the Carbon

modeling community). Another discussion is underway to possibly significantly enhance an

existing forest site in France with additional measurements to evaluate specific aspects of the

existing scheme or newer features. Note that other potential partners have been explicitly men-

tioned here, but as time evolves there can also be potential collaborations with MSE, LTHE,

LSCE or LGGE for example owing to their respective expertise and a history of successful col-

laborative efforts. Multi-layer canopy schemes have been developed (Wang and Jarvis, 1990;

Leuning et al., 1995), and extending MEB to include more canopy layers in the future is pos-

sible (within the context of improved photosynthesis and Carbon flux modeling for example).

But such schemes are more computationally expensive and require more parameters, thus their

inclusion in a GCM or even a NWP model must be further studied. Some schemes have been

developed which reflect a compromise by using a two-big leaf (2 canopy layer) approach (Dai

et al., 2004), and such methods will also be studied in upcoming years.

5.2 Land surface intercomparison projects

The ALMIP2 Special collection of papers in the J. of Hydrometeor. is to be published in the

2016-2017 time frame. This signals the end of phase 2 of ALMIP. We are currently discussing

possible follow-on projects. The main focus would be to implement the processes identified in

ALMIP2 as essential (which are currently poorly modeled or missing altogether in current LSMs

and hydrological models) into one or two LSMs (potentially coupled to hydrological models).

This could even be extended to examining the impact in a fully coupled model (ARPEGE for

example). We are currently discussing this possibility within the French ALMIP2 Working

group. Note that, however, even if a new ANR ALMIP2 follow-on project is not developed,

AMMA data and ALMIP2 lessons will be used to improve and further evaluate ISBA within

the SURFEX platform at Météo-France over the next several years (the implementation of soil

crusting, deep rooting plants, temporary ponds, have all been identified as potential subject to

work on, likely through thesis work and/or in collaboration with various ALMIP2 partners, such

as GET and MSE).

The GSWP3 was kicked-off in 2015, which is being run by H. Kim (Univ. Of Tokyo, Japan)

with the support of GEWEX. Simulations have been done as part of a sub-group performing

fast track runs to verify the forcing inputs. It covers an approximate 100 year historical run

period (1900-present). GSWP3 is being coordinated with Land Surface, Snow, Soil-Moisture

Model Intercomparison Project (LS3MIP: Seneviratne et al., 2014) and CMIP6. CNRM will
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also participate in both LS3MIP and CMIP6, so GSWP3 is an important effort.

Owing to my experience from leading several MIPs, and to what I feel is the great impor-

tance of such projects, I will still remain active in such projects in upcoming years either as a

participant or in some leadership role.

5.3 Hydrology from space: SWOT

5.3.1 River storage and discharge

The first action centers around using SWOT measurements to obtain improved river storage and

discharge estimates on the global scale. The strategy has been to develop data assimilation and

calibration methods to determine optimal spatially distributed parameters which are difficult to

measure or unknown, such as the Manning coefficient. Ongoing work will be centered around

continued improvements of existing methodologies and making new developments to optimally

ingest SWOT data. Such methods can also be extended towards sequentially correcting the

model state when observations are available in order to develop a near-real time analysis system.

This work will continue after SWOT launch (tentatively for 2020).

In parallel, another goal of this study is to continue to improve the assimilation method by

including more realistic observation errors. In terms of estimating actual SWOT measurements,

synthetic SWOT data have been generated from a reference model integration with a very basic

simulator: extracting along track and passage time values, on top of which a Gaussian error is

added. The generation of more realistic SWOT-like data should be further pursued using the

High Resolution scientific SWOT simulator, under development at NASA-JPL and CNES. This

software will be used with simplifying assumptions and at a relatively coarse resolution in order

to obtain reasonable first order estimates of instrument and other types of errors, but layover

errors will not be possible at this coarse resolution. The synthetic SWOT data will be used in the

framework of identical twin DA experiments, meaning that the reference model is the same as the

model used in the DA process and that there is an optimal set of model parameters that allows the

model to simulate the observations. While being very useful for development of the DA scheme,

such an approach is obviously quite simple compared to using actual SWOT measurements. The

next step is to use river heights simulated by an independent river routing models, and this work

will be done within multiple international collaborations (within the NASA ROSES SWOT-ST

framework) for several large-scale contrasting basins (with the ultimate goal of extending the

method over the globe).

5.3.2 Lake storage and exchanges

Another theme of the accepted TOSCA proposal focuses on improving lake storage and extent

estimates within global climate models using SWOT measurements. The first step is to develop

a storage reservoir coupled to the FLake model, which is used in many operational NWP centers

throughout the world. This will be done in collaboration with UCLA and HIRLAM partners (as

discussed in Section 5.1). In terms of the TOSCA-SWOT project, comparison with a detailed

hydrodynamic model, TELEMAC (in collaboration with CERFACS and LNHE at EDF RandD),

is planned if enough geographical data are available to set up a 3D hydrodynamics model over
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areas of interest. The idea is to do parallel model improvements and development of methods to

optimally use SWOT measurements under the auspices of a model intercomparison project. The

ultimate goal is to show that SWOT will permit the improvement in input continental hydrolog-

ical model parameters and process representation for both lakes and rivers, and also result in a

better understanding of their interactions at the global-scale.
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Abstract

The snowpack is a key variable of the hydrological cycle. In recent years, numerous studies have demonstrated the importance of long-term

monitoring of the Siberian snowpack on large spatial scales owing to evidence of increased river discharge, changes in snow fall amount and

alterations with respect to the timing of ablation. This can currently only be accomplished using remote sensing methods. The main objective of

this study is to take advantage of a new land surface forcing and simulation database in order to both improve and evaluate the snow depths

retrieved using a dynamic snow depth retrieval algorithm. The dynamic algorithm attempts to account for the spatial and temporal internal

properties of the snow cover. The passive microwave radiances used to derive snow depth were measured by the Special Sensor Microwave/

Imager (SSM/I) data between July 1987 and July 1995.

The evaluation of remotely sensed algorithms is especially difficult over regions such as Siberia which are characterized by relatively sparse

surface measurement networks. In addition, existing gridded climatological snow depth databases do not necessarily correspond to the same time

period as the available satellite data. In order to evaluate the retrieval algorithm over Siberia for a recent multi-year period at a relatively large

spatial scale, a land surface scheme reanalysis product from the Global Soil Wetness Project-Phase 2 (GSWP-2) is used in the current study. First,

the high quality GSWP-2 input forcing data were used to drive a land surface scheme (LSS) in order to derive a climatological near-surface soil

temperature. Four different snow depth retrieval methods are compared, two of which use the new soil temperature climatology as input. Second, a

GSWP-2 snow water equivalent (SWE) climatology is computed from 12 state-of-the-art LSS over the same time period covered by the SSM/I

data. This climatology was compared to the corresponding fields from the retrievals. This study reaffirmed the results of recent studies which

showed that the inclusion of ancillary data into a satellite data-based snow retrieval algorithm, such as soil temperatures, can significantly improve

the results. The current study also goes a step further and reveals the importance of including the monthly soil temperature variation into the

retrieval, which improves results in terms of the spatial distribution of the snowpack. Finally, it is shown that further improved predictions of SWE

are obtained when spatial and temporal variations in snow density are accounted for.

© 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Keywords: SSM/I; Global Soil Wetness Project 2; Snow water equivalent; Snow depth; Snow density; ISBA; Soil temperature; Land surface scheme

1. Introduction

The snowpack is a key variable of the hydrological cycle. In

recent years, there has been an increased emphasis on long-term

monitoring of the snowpack at large scales. One reason is that

climate studies have shown evidence that the climate system is

highly sensitive to the snow cover and that its depletion could

have a positive feedback with the atmosphere thereby further

enhancing theorized global warming (Hall, 2004). Siberian

water resources are highly sensitive to climate change due to the

extensive winter snow cover and large areas of permafrost. Ye

and Ellison (2003) suggest that there is an increase in the

transitional snow cover (earlier snow cover in autumn in central

Siberia) owing to the increased frequency of anomalous weather
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conditions and a warmer climate in recent years. It has been

observed that the surface area covered by permafrost in northern

Siberia is shrinking (Pavlov, 1994), and this soil warming is

probably related to both increased air temperature and changes

in the snow cover. In accordance with the aforementioned

studies, there is also observational evidence of increased

discharge from Arctic Siberian rivers during the winter and

spring (Peterson et al., 2002; Serreze et al., 2003).

These studies demonstrate the importance of long-term

monitoring of the Siberian snowpack on large spatial scales,

which can currently only be accomplished using remote sensing

methods. Algorithms have been developed for snow cover

monitoring from space over the last few decades, with a

particular effort over the last two on estimating the snow depth

or liquid water equivalent. One factor limiting the development

of such large-scale algorithms, however, has been the lack of

validation data over large spatio-temporal scales (Chang et al.,

2005).

The main objective of this study is to take advantage of a

new land surface forcing and model simulation database in

order to both improve and evaluate the retrieved snow depth

spatial distribution using the dynamic portion of the snow depth

retrieval algorithm described in Grippa et al. (2004: hereafter

referred to as GEA04). The original snow depth retrieval

dynamic algorithm (Josberger & Mognard, 2002; Mognard &

Josberger, 2002) was recently improved by GEA04 in order to

permit application of the algorithm over an entire snow season

and to generalize it for application in other geographical regions

such as Siberia. In addition, GEA04 showed that the

incorporation of soil temperatures from a Russian climatology

further improved their results based on evaluations using a long-

term snow depth climatological database.

In addition to evaluation limitations owing to relatively

sparse observational networks over Siberia, existing gridded

climatological snow depth databases (such as the widely used

United States Air Force/Environmental Technical Applications

Center USAF/ETAC climatology: Foster and Davy, 1988) do

not necessarily correspond to the same time period as the

available satellite data. In order to evaluate the retrieval

algorithm over Siberia for a recent multi-year period at a

relatively large spatial scale, a land surface scheme (LSS)

reanalysis product from the Global Soil Wetness Project Phase 2

(GSWP2) is used in the current study. GSWP2 is an ongoing

environmental modeling research activity of the Global Land-

Atmosphere System Study (GLASS) and the International

Satellite Land-Surface Climatology Project (ISLSCP). These

projects are a part of the Global Energy and Water Cycle

Experiment (GEWEX). The current study is based on the phase-

2 results of this project (Dirmeyer et al., in press). One of the

main goals of GSWP2 is to foster a stronger connection to

remote sensing applications. This goal is addressed in the

current study in two ways. First, the high quality input forcing

data are used as input into a LSS to derive the soil temperature

which is needed by a remote sensing based snow depth retrieval

algorithm. Second, three GSWP2 snow water equivalent (SWE)

climatologies (corresponding to different input atmospheric

model re-analysis products) were computed from an ensemble

of state-of-the-art LSSs over the same time period covered by

the SSM/I data, and then compared to the corresponding fields

from the retrievals.

This paper is organized into 5 sections. The input data, study

domain, and algorithm evaluation data are described in Section

2. The snow retrieval algorithm, the methods used to obtain a

new near-surface soil temperature database, and the construc-

tion of the snow depth climatologies for evaluation of the

algorithm are described in Section 3. Comparisons of the results

using two snow depth retrieval algorithms, different input soil

temperature data sets, and a variable snow density to estimate

SWE are described in Section 4. Conclusions and perspectives

for future work are given in Section 5.

2. Data and study area

The snow depth retrieval algorithm, satellite-based input,

ancillary input data and evaluation metrics are described in this

section, along with the main domain characteristics. In addition,

the new remote-sensing model evaluation data set used in this

study is described in detail.

2.1. Domain

The domain considered in this study is enclosed within the

boxed region centered over Asia shown in Fig. 1. The region

extends from west of the Ural mountains to the east of lake

Baikal, including the Ob and the Yenisei river basins. The

main vegetation zones consist in steppe and agricultural areas

in the southwest, forests (mainly coniferous and larch) centered

along a latitude of approximately 60N and in the south-east,

and tundra in the north (where shrubs, sedge grasses, lichens

and mosses dominate). In terms of winter climate, there is a

general east-west precipitation gradient (decreasing eastward),

and air temperatures are increasingly colder moving from

southwest to northeast. For more details on the study zone, see

GEA04.

2.2. Input satellite data

The passive microwave radiances used to derive snow depth

have been measured by the Special Sensor Microwave/ Imager

(SSM/I) on a sun-synchronous orbit with a 1349km wide swath,

on board the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program satellite

series since July 1987 (DMSP F-8, F-11 and F-13 platforms).

For this analysis, daily data between July 1987 and July 1995

are used. SSM/I is a multi-spectral radiometer with horizontally

and vertically polarized channels at 19.35, 37 and 85.5GHz and

a vertically polarized channel at 22.235GHz. The radiometer

sensitivity or noise equivalent temperature differential is 0.41K

in the 19GHz and 0.37K in the 37GHz horizontally polarized

channels (Hollinger et al., 1990). The National Snow and Ice

Data Center (NSIDC) provided the SSM/I data mapped to the

Equal Area SSM/I Earth Grid (EASE-Grid) using a 25×25km2

resolution (Armstrong et al., 1994). To minimise the spatial

gaps resulting from the swath width, the daily data were

averaged over pentads (5-day periods).
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2.3. Ancillary input data: snow and soil temperatures

The dynamic algorithm based on SSM/I data requires

information on the thermal gradient in the snowpack, which is

represented by the difference between the atmosphere–snow
interface (referred to here as “surface”) and the ground

temperatures. The NCEP global air temperature reanalysis

from the Joint Institute for the Study of Atmosphere and Ocean

(JISAO) (Kalnay et al., 1996) is used in this study. The NCEP

data were interpolated to the EASE-Grid, averaged into pentads

and finally smoothed using a five-pentad running average in

order to dampen abrupt air temperature variations that generate

the computation of erroneous crystal grain growth in the

algorithm.

In addition to the air temperature, a near surface (soil)

temperature estimate is required which is used to represent the

temperature at the base of the snowpack. GEA04 used the

climatological ground permafrost temperature data from the

International Institute for Applied System Analysis (IIASA)

(Stolbovoi & McCallum, 2002). It is important to note that

these climatological temperatures only vary in space. In the

current study, a new soil temperature data set is presented (see

Section 3.1).

2.4. Evaluation data: snow cover depth

GEA04 used the gridded snow depth estimates from the

USAF/ETAC climatology (Foster & Davy, 1988) and the

IIASA data set in order to evaluate the retrieval algorithm

performance. These data cover an approximately 30year period

ending in the 1980s. The manually edited depths are derived

from many sources from all over the world based on an

extensive literature search. In the current study, a more recent

model-based analysis snow water equivalent product from the

GSWP2 is used to evaluate the retrieval algorithm. One of the

advantages of using this product is that it corresponds to the

same period as the SSM/I data.

In a nutshell, GSWP consists in driving state-of-the-art LSSs

by the best quality atmospheric and land surface databases

currently available in order to produce multi-year global fields

of land-surface state variables and fluxes. The LSS simulations

at a 1 degree spatial resolution encompass the same core 10-year

period as the ISLSCP Initiative II (1986–1995), and they can be
considered as an analogue of atmospheric reanalyses. The LSSs

participating in GSWP2 are used in operational numerical

weather prediction (NWP) systems, atmospheric global climate

models (GCMs), regional scale hydrological applications, and

other land-surface modeling research activities (see Dirmeyer et

al., in press).

3. Methods

The static algorithm for estimating the snow depth is given

by the equation (Chang et al., 1987)

D ¼ aSG ð1Þ

SG ¼ Tb 19H−Tb 37H ð2Þ

where D corresponds to the snow depth (m), TbxH represents the

horizontally polarized brightness temperature from SSM/I at a

frequency of x GHz, and a=1.59 (m K− 1). This value

corresponds to a snow grain size (radius) of 3×10−4m and a

snow density of 300kg m−3. This model has been widely

employed for nearly the last 20years to obtain global

estimations of the snow depth and liquid water equivalent at

continental to hemispheric scales (Chang et al., 1990) in climate

(Bamzai & Shukla, 1999) and global snow depth monitoring

studies (Foster et al., 1997).

The emissivity of the earth's surface is affected by variations

in surface roughness and in the type of land cover which

provide a signal that includes a mixture of emissions from trees

and the snow canopy, as well as the underlying surface. This

may result in estimates of mean snow depth that are too low
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Fig. 1. The Siberian study domain is enclosed within the boxed region.
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compared to retrievals over flat, homogeneous terrain. Also,

lower confidence in SWE reliability is due to over-measure that

occurs in areas with significant depth hoar formation. The

conditions for depth hoar formation involve the combination of

shallow snow exposed to strong temperature gradients driven

by cold overlying air. This results in a snow cover with large

grains that enhance scattering of the microwave signal and

causes over-measure when a particular algorithm has been

tuned to a smaller mean grain size. In order to take the effect of

depth hoar into account, dynamic algorithms have been

developed (Josberger & Mognard, 2002; Kelly & Chang,

2003; Kelly et al., 2003).

The dynamic algorithm used in this study (Josberger &

Mognard, 2002; Mognard & Josberger, 2002) differs from the

static method primarily in that it attempts to account for the

spatial and temporal internal properties of the snow cover, in

particular, the snow grain size. Mognard and Josberger (2002)

defined the thermal gradient index (TGI) to represent the effects

of the bulk temperature gradient through the snowpack, as a

proxy for snow grain growth:

TGI ¼
1

C

Z
Tg−Ta

DðtÞ
ð3Þ

where C is a scaling constant which represents the critical

temperature gradient of 20°C m− 1. They showed using the

snow depth measurements from the National Weather Stations

in the Northern Great Plains of North America, that a linear

relationship exists between the spectral gradient SG and TGI:

SG ¼ aTGI þ b ð4Þ

By differentiating the equations above, the snow depth is

calculated as:

D ¼
aðTg−TaÞ

dSG=dt
ð5Þ

where Tg and Ta represent the soil and 2m air temperatures

(K), respectively, and dSG/dt is the time tendency of the

spectral gradient. α represents the slope of the linear re-

lationship between SG and TGI which was determined using

the ETAC climatology in GEA04. In their study and the

current one, this coefficient has a constant (in time and space)

value of 3.5. The air temperature from the NCEP reanalysis is

used for Ta as in GEA04. The soil temperature, Tg, in Eq. (5)

represents the temperature of the uppermost soil layer at the

snowsoil interface. Mognard and Josberger (2002) assumed

that Tg=0K, which gave reasonable results for the northern

plains of the United States. GEA04 found that this assumption

was unacceptable for Siberia, and therefore used a climato-

logical permafrost temperature as a proxy from the IIASA

database.

The snow depth relationship in Eq. (5) is applicable early

in the snow season when the snow grain size and/or depth is

evolving at an appreciable rate. Late in the season, these

processes slow and cause the dSG/dt term to become small,

so that GEA04 used a static method with a spatially variable

coefficient (a in Eq. (1)) when the time-varying spectral

gradient fell below a pre-defined a threshold (which was also

applied in the current study). The threshold is usually

reached in late March or April, depending on the location

and on the climatic conditions (see GEA04 for further

details).

As a final note, the conversion to SWE (the more meaningful

hydrological quantity) is usually done by multiplying D by a

constant snow density (generally 300kg m−3). Therefore,

papers describing satellite-based snow retrieval algorithms

often refer to D or SWE interchangeably. However, the neglect

of the variations in snow density comprises an additional error

source in determining SWE from D: this is discussed further in

Section 4.2.

3.1. Simulated soil temperature

GEA04 showed that specification of Tg is quite important in

the determination of D from the dynamic algorithm (Eq. (5)). At

the time of that study, the only existing gridded estimate of

ground temperature for Siberia was that of the IIASA (see

Section 2.3) database. There are mainly three limitations to this

database for use with the dynamic algorithm. First, the Tg IIASA

represents the permafrost temperature, and is therefore not

necessarily indicative of the temperature at the snow–soil

interface (which is needed to more accurately represent the

snowpack thermal gradient). Second, the temperature data is

constant in time so that seasonal variations in Tg are not

accounted for (while Ta does vary in time). Finally, the

climatological values do not necessarily correspond to the

time period encompassed by the SSM/I data.

In order to address these limitations, the GSWP2 LSS

forcing database has been used to drive the Interactions between

the Soil–Biosphere–Atmosphere (ISBA) LSS in order to derive

a Tg climatology. ISBA (Noilhan & Mahfouf, 1996) is a state-

of-the-art LSS which is currently used in numerical weather

prediction (Giard & Bazile , 2000), global climate model

(Douville, 2004), mesoscale meteorological and operational

hydrological forecast modeling systems (Rousset et al., 2004) at

Météo-France. The cold-season physics options used in this

study (discussed below) have been evaluated in numerous local

(Boone & Etchevers, 2001; Etchevers et al., 2005), and regional

(Boone et al., 2004; Bowling et al., 2002; Habets et al., 2003)

scale experiments.

A special multi-year simulation has been performed for this

study using the GSWP2 database. ISBA has several options,

and two which are the most relevant to the current study are

briefly discussed here. The ISBA explicit soil diffusion option

(Boone et al., 2000; Habets et al., 2003) using a six-layer soil

layer configuration with the highest vertical resolution at the

surface is used for the current study in order to facilitate a

“realistic” simulation of the near-surface soil temperature

gradient and freeze–thaw cycles. The soil layer thicknesses

are fixed in space (from the surface downward: 0.03, 0.09, 0.27,

0.81, 2.43 and 7.29m). The uppermost soil temperature

(centered at 0.015m) is assumed to represent the temperature

at the soil–snow interface (i.e. at z=0). This approximation has

a negligible impact, especially considering the use of monthly
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averages in the current study. It should be noted that the simple

available energy method for phase changes (i.e. all liquid water

can freeze given sufficiently cold temperatures) in the

aforementioned publications has since been replaced by a

more physically realistic method in which phases changes are

governed by a relation between the maximum liquid water

content and temperature (Cherkauer & Lettenmaier, 1999).

Soil and vegetation parameters are taken from the default

ISBA land-surface parameter database ECOCLIMAP (Masson

et al., 2003). In addition, the three-layer explicit snow scheme

option (Boone & Etchevers, 2001) is used. The only change

made to the model was a replacement of the relationship

governing the Fractional Snow Covered Area (FSCA). In this

study, FSCA linearly approaches 100% as the grid box average

SWE approaches 10kg m−2 (which generally corresponds to

snow depths of 2–5cm). This causes the simulated Tg to be

more representative of the temperature below the snowpack

than the default parameterization which can incorporate

extensive snow-free areas.

The model was spun-up by repeating the first year (1982–
1983) 10times in order to obtain initial soil moisture and

thermal states. After 10years, deeper soil layer temperatures

were still slowly evolving, however, temperatures in the

uppermost meter of the soil were changing negligibly at this

point (and only the uppermost Tg is used in the snow depth

retrieval algorithm). The model was then run continuously until

August, 1995. The ISBA climatology was then computed by

averaging Tg over a 10year period (1986–1995) for each month

and at each grid point.

The annual domain average IIASA and ISBA Tg values are

shown in Fig. 2, along with the monthly varying domain

average ISBA Tg. The point of this figure is to illustrate that the

monthly varying ISBA Tg (Tg ISBA) has a large amplitude annual

cycle (which is obviously neglected when using the IIASA data

set). The time-averaged uppermost soil temperature from ISBA

is shown in Fig. 3b, together with Tg IIASA (Fig. 3a). The spatial

patterns are coherent, although the ISBA 0° (C) isotherm is

slightly further to the north. Note that when the annually

averaged Tg ISBA is used within the retrieval algorithm, it is

constrained to be less than or equal to the freezing point (as it

represents the temperature at the base of the snowpack).

However, this constraint is not required for the monthly Tg ISBA

because the values at all of the grid points are less than the

freezing point from January through March.

Note that it is very important to bear in mind that Tg IIASA

represents the permafrost temperature, therefore it does not

exceed the freezing point in Fig. 3a and it does not correspond

to a fixed depth. In contrast, Tg ISBA corresponds to a near

surface value centered at a fixed depth (0.015m), so some

differences between the two fields are to be expected, especially

in terms of the actual values. But in terms of the snow retrieval

algorithm used in the current study, the Tg ISBA is much more

consistent with the snow–soil interface temperature than a

permafrost temperature.
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The difference between the January average Tg ISBA and the

time-invariant Tg IIASA is shown in Fig. 3c. This shows that the

wintertime Tg ISBA values are generally cooler than the

corresponding Tg IIASA values, but in addition there is

significant spatial variability in this difference. For example,

the differences are relatively small over the Central Siberian

plateau (several K at most), while they are quite large in the

extreme eastern part of the domain (over 10K). The differences

in Tg shown in Fig. 3c should then result in significant

differences in estimated snow thermal gradient (between ISBA

and IIASA Tg) and therefore the snow depth (see Eq. (5)).

Finally, it should be noted that there is very little in the way of

validation data during the period covered by SSM/I measure-

ments. In addition, the limited available data are at the point

scale so that a quantitative Tg validation has not been

undertaken for the current study: only a comparison with the

spatial soil temperature distribution from IIASA has been done.

3.2. Snow climatology

3.2.1. Historical data

One of the main challenges for developing remote sensing

based algorithms is validation, especially for relatively

observation-sparse zones such as Siberia. Indeed, Chang et al.

(2005) performed a statistical analysis which showed that one

in-situ measurement within a 100 by 100km region provides a

comparison with an uncertainty of approximately 0.20m (for a

range of snow depth values between 0.015 and 0.454m). In

particular, GEA04 discussed the problem that local scale data is

difficult to compare with large scale averages over Siberia for

the time period considered herein, so that no comparison with

local scale data is performed in the current study.

ETAC is a gridded data set comprised of snow depths

averaged over an approximately 30-year window ending in the

1980s. The data comes from a myriad of sources with varying

degrees of accuracy, and was manually edited and interpolated

using relatively simple methods. As mentioned in Introduction,

the ETAC data do not correspond to the period covered by the

SSM/I data. In addition, the spatial distribution of the

corresponding observation network sites is rather irregular

and has a low density over this region.

3.2.2. GSWP2 climatologies

The GSWP2 offers the possibility of constructing a new

gridded snow depth data set. The simulated SWE fields from

multiple LSSs for the period from 1986 to 1995 were used to

derive a SWE monthly climatology over Siberia (the domain is

shown in Fig. 1). The LSS acronyms and the corresponding

institutions responsible for the simulations are shown in Table 1.

More information on the LSSs can be found in Dirmeyer et al.

(in press). The obvious advantage of using a multi-model SWE

is to reduce the influence of any one LSS, as differences

between LSS simulated snow cover can be considerable for

such climates (Schlosser et al., 1999).

A critical aspect of the simulated SWE is the input

atmospheric forcing database. The GSWP2 provided forcing

data for a series of sensitivity experiments in order to explore

LSS sensitivity to different data sources. In this paper, SWE

climatologies from three different experiments are used: the

basic distinguishing features of the forcing data are shown in

Table 2. The “B0” experiment corresponds to the GSWP2

default or control simulation. At the time of the writing of this

paper, SWE results from 12models were available.

Data from the NCEP-DOE reanalysis (Kanamitsu et al.,

2002) were “hybridized” (corrected using observed and

satellite based precipitation data) and “corrected” for gauge

under-catch, which can be significant at high latitudes (see

Dirmeyer et al., in press for further details). The “P1”
experiment uses the ERA40 (Betts & Beljaars, 2003) data set

from the European Centre for Medium Range Weather

Forecasts (ECMWF). This experiment was selected for the

current study due to the widespread use of ERA40 within the

hydrological and land surface modeling communities: no

corrections were applied. The final data set used herein comes

from the “P3” experiment. This resembles the B0 experiment,

except that the gauge corrections have not been applied.

Indeed, the corrections in B0 result in a significant

augmentation of precipitation, notably in northern latitudes,

so it is of interest to explore the impact of their removal. At

the time of the writing of this paper, SWE data from four LSSs

were available for experiments P1 and P3, and the

corresponding LSSs are indicated in Table 1 (using an

asterisk).

The annual average SWE for the three SWE climatologies

are shown over the domain in Fig. 4. General agreement in

terms of the spatial distribution is seen, although the SWE

values are considerably larger in the B0 experiment than for P1

and P3. In terms of common features, there is a very large

spatial gradient in snow cover depth, with the largest depths

being associated with the Ural mountain range in the north-

eastern part of the domain, and a second maximum which is

located along the western part of the Central Siberian Plateau

near the center of the domain. Considerably lower SWE values

Table 1

LSS acronyms and the corresponding names of the institutions which had

submitted results to GSWP2 at the time of this study

LSS Institution

BUCKET Univ. of Tokyo, Japan

CLM-2 Univ. of Texas, Austin, USA

ISBA Centre National de Recherches Météorologiques,

Toulouse, France

LaD Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Lab., Princeton, USA

MOSES U.K. Met. Office, Exeter, UK

NOAH⁎ National Center for Env. Pred., Camp Springs, USA

NSIPP⁎ NASA Goddard, Greenbelt, USA

ORCHIDEE Laboratoire de Météorologie Dynamique, Paris, France

SiBUCK Univ. of Kyoto, Japan

SSiB⁎ Center for Ocean Land Atmosphere studies, Calverton, USA

SWAP⁎ Inst. of Water Problems, Moscow, Russia

VISA Univ. of AZ, Tucson, USA

All 12 were used to construct the B0 SWE climatology. The LSS results used to

construct the P1 and P3 climatologies are indicated using an ⁎. Note that this list

is not final: more LSSs have been added since the time of this study. See

Dirmeyer et al. (in press) for more information on the LSSs and GSWP2.
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are located in the eastern and especially southern parts of the

domain.

The 10-year domain-averaged monthly SWE time series for

the each of the LSSs are shown in Fig. 5 for each of the three

climatologies. The multi-model averages are highlighted using

thick lines, and these three multi-model averages are used as

proxies to evaluate the snow depth retrievals. The ratio of the

square root of the inter-model variance to the model-average

SWE shown in Fig. 5 ranges from 9% in January and February,

to 12% in March for the B0 experiment, so that the LSSs have a

fairly reasonable agreement through this time period (there is

also similar good agreement among the LSSs used in the P1 and

P3 climatologies). After March, the model differences are

enhanced owing to the strong dependence of simulated snow

melt processes on the differing parameterizations for turbulence

(and surface roughness), snow albedo and FSCA (see Slater et

al., 2001 for a discussion on LSS snow parameterizations). In

the current study, only the period from January through March

is examined.

4. Results

Four snow depth retrievals were done for the current study

(Fig. 6). The acronyms corresponding to each retrieval are

given in Table 3. The snow depth was retrieved for all four

methods over the time period from 1987 to 1995 using the

same SSM/I data set. The first experiment (denoted ST)

consisted in computing the snow depth using the static

algorithm (Chang et al., 1987), which only uses the spectral

gradient from SSM/I as input (Eq. (1)). The remaining three

retrievals were done using the dynamic algorithm from GEA04

(Eq. (5)) using the NCEP 2m air temperature (Ta) and SSM/I

data as standard inputs, but three different soil temperature (Tg)

data sets.

The first of the dynamic retrievals used the Russian IIASA

time-invariant soil permafrost temperature data set (DR), the

second used the ISBA time-invariant simulated surface soil

temperature data (DI), and the third used the monthly varying

ISBA temperatures (DIM). Note that for the current study, the

DIM soil temperature annual cycle represents a climatological

average for the entire 10year simulation period. It is important

to reiterate here that the IIASA climatology is constant in time,

whereas the DIM soil–snow interface temperatures have a

significant month-to-month variability (the TGI in the retrieval

algorithm directly impacts the snow depth retrieval, and it is
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Fig. 4. The 10-year multi-model GSWP2 average SWE (kg m−2) for

experiments B0, P1 and P3 (panels a, b, and c, respectively) over central Siberia.
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Fig. 5. The GSWP2 10-year average monthly SWE averaged over the domain.

Each thin curve corresponds to a single LSS, while the heavy lines correspond to

the three multi-model averages (referred to as the GSWP2 B0, P1 and P3 SWE

climatologies in the text). The vertical dashed lines enclose the time period

covered in the current study.

Table 2

Acronyms for the GSWP2 experiments used to compute the three 10-year

monthly SWE climatologies which are used for the evaluation of the various

retrievals in the current study

GSWP2 experiment Reanalysis Hybridization Gauge corrections

B0 NCEP-DOE Yes Yes

P1 ERA40 No No

P3 NCEP-DOE Yes No

The sources and corrections for the input atmospheric forcing data are shown.
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significantly modified using a monthly varying Tg verses a

constant value). Because of the ambiguity in distinguishing

between snow depth and SWE in the aforementioned snow

retrieval algorithms, the current study focuses on the ability of

the algorithms to reproduce the spatial variability of the snow

(as opposed to the actual snow depth or SWE values).

Previous studies using the dynamic algorithm converted the

retrieved snow depth, D, to SWE using

SWErðx; tÞ ¼ q̄sDrðx; tÞ ð6Þ

where the subscript r represents a retrieval (ST, DR, DI or

DIM), and ρ̄ s corresponds to a nominal constant (space and

time) snow density of 300kg m−3. It would be more realistic

to consider (if possible) the spatial and temporal variations in

ρs, which can obviously have a significant impact on the

estimated SWE. The remaining part of this section is split into

two sub-sections: in Section 4.1, the comparison between the

GSWP2 SWE climatologies and the corresponding values

using the retrieved D and constant density (Eq. (6)) is

presented (representing the standard approach). In Section 4.2,

some of the same results are presented, but the constant snow

density value is replaced by GSWP2 snow density (which

varies in space for each month) when computing the retrieved

SWE.

4.1. Constant density

The SWE January climatologies estimated from the four

retrieval algorithms are shown in Fig. 7e–h, along with the

GSWP2 SWE climatologies for January in (Fig. 7b–d). The
GSWP2 1×1° gridded elevation is also shown as a reference in

Fig. 7a. Note that as discussed in Section 3.2.2, the B0 SWE

values are considerably larger than those from the P1 and P3

experiments (and the retrieved values) even though the spatial

distribution is similar. In the following discussion, the

comparison therefore focuses on the P1 and P3 SWE values.

Comparison between the static (ST) algorithm SWE (Fig.

7e) and the GSWP2 P1 and P3 climatologies (Fig. 7c–d)
reveals a great deal of inconsistency. The regions of ST

maximum SWE are generally located in the eastern, coldest part

of the domain. The baseline dynamic retrieval (DR: Fig. 7f)

shows a significant improvement in the spatial distribution of

SWE relative to the GSWP2 climatology compared to the ST

retrieval, as areas with the largest SWE values (notably the

Central Siberian Plateau) are more consistent. However, in

contrast to the GSWP2 climatology, DR has SWE maxima

located in the northeastern, east-central, and in southeastern

parts of the domain.

The DI SWE values are shown in Fig. 7g. Not surprisingly,

the retrieved SWE values have a very similar spatial distribution

to the DR values since the annually averaged ISBA soil

temperature spatial distribution is very similar to that of IIASA

(see Fig. 3a–b). The DI SWE generally tends to be slightly

larger since the ISBA Tg values tend to be slightly warmer

which enhances the predicted snow depth owing to the larger

thermal gradient (Eq. (5)).

The DIM SWE field is shown in Fig. 7h, and the spatial

distribution of this retrieval compares best with the GSWP2 P1

and P3 SWE climatologies: the two SWE maximum have a

more consistent location and spatial coverage, and the lowered

SWE values in the southeastern part of the domain are in better

agreement than those for the other three retrievals.

A simple statistical comparison is shown in Fig. 8 where

each row of the array of scatter plots corresponds to a winter

month (January through March), and each column corresponds

to a retrieval method. In each scatter plot, the GSWP2 P3

climatological values are shown along the abscissa, while the

retrieved values are located along the ordinate. The

corresponding correlation coefficients are shown in the lower

right corner of each panel in Fig. 8, and the corresponding root

mean square (RMS) error, bias, and average SWE are provided

in Table 4. Clearly, the static, ST, retrieval performs poorly over

this region for the considered time period. The DR and DI

(dynamic) retrievals give improved results, in agreement with

the results of GEA04 which show the value of using ancillary

information (such as Ta and Tg) in the retrievals. But, it is

evident that there is relatively little value in using the annually

averaged ISBA Tg values compared to the Russian climatology

(indeed, the differences between Tg IIASA and the annual

average Tg ISBA shown in Figs. 2 and 3a–b have little impact).

However, there is significant improvement when the monthly Tg

Table 3

Acronyms used to designate each snow depth retrieval algorithm used in the

current study

Retrieval Definition

ST Static

DR Dynamic using IIASA Tg climatology

DI Dynamic using ISBA Tg climatology

DIM Dynamic using ISBA monthly varying Tg climatology

See Fig. 6 for a schematic describing the inputs and outputs of the algorithms.

Evaluation

Static method
[ST]

Dynamic method
[DR] [DI] [DIM]

(DS or SWE)

Retrieved

Snow Depth

Simulated SWE

(IIASA)

(NCEP) (NCEP)

(ISBA) (ISBA monthly)

(SSM/I)

(NCEP)

(SSM/I)(SSM/I)

SG (SSM/I)

SG SG SG

T

T

T

T

T

Ta a a

ggg

(multi–LSS, 10 years)

GSWP2–Climatologies

Fig. 6. A schematic illustrating the four snow depth retrievals described in this

study and the corresponding input data sets. See Table 3 for a definition of the

retrieval acronyms. The retrieved snow depths are evaluated using three multi-

LSS snow depth climatologies from GSWP2. The inputs are the 2m air

temperature (Ta), the soil–snow interface temperature (Tg), and the spectral

gradient from SSM/I (SG). See the text for further definitions.
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variability is considered (DIM retrieval), especially in terms of

the correlation.

For all of the retrievals, the quality of the statistical

relationships degrade in time. This degradation is mainly

related to two factors. First, the relatively simple retrieval

algorithm is compromised late in the season owing to ice layer

formation, the presence of snow melt (liquid water), and the

reduction in snow grain growth (arising from thermal

gradients). Second, there is an increasing inter-model spread

in the GSWP2 SWE climatology in time owing to scheme

differences which are enhanced as the snow begins to melt (see

Fig. 5).

Finally, it is of interest to compare the statistics between the

DIM retrieval and the three GSWP2 SWE climatologies: a

summary is shown in Table 5. The correlation coefficients for

each month are quite similar between the schemes, although a

slightly better agreement is seen for the P1 and P3

climatologies. This means that the overall spatial distributions
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Fig. 7. The SWE (kg m−2) climatology comparison for January. The GSWP2 average elevation (m) is shown in panel a as a reference (all elevations exceeding

2000m are indicated by dark red). The SWE for GSWP2 experiments B0, P1 and P3 are shown in panels b, c and d, respectively. The SWE for the ST, DR, DI,

and DIM retrievals are shown in panels e, f, g and h, respectively (see Table 3 for the retrieval acronym definitions). The corresponding color scales are to the right

of each panel.
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are similar. However, the bias and RMS errors considerably

larger for the B0 experiment, and are the lowest for P3. This

implies that the P3 climatology has typical SWE magnitudes

which are the most similar to those from the ETAC

climatology (again, assuming a constant snow density) since

the dynamic algorithm was calibrated by GEA04 using ETAC.

4.2. Variable density

The GSWP2 SWE is given by

SWEGðx; tÞ ¼ qGðx; tÞDGðx; tÞ ð7Þ

where the subscript G indicates a GSWP2 climatology (B0, P1

or P3). The impact of using a constant snow density on the

retrieved SWE values is investigated in this section by replacing
Table 4

Statistical results of the retrievals compared to the GSWP2-P3 SWE climatology

(see Fig. 8). The RMS, bias and average snow water equivalent (¯¯¯¯SWE) are in

units of kg m−2

Retrieval Month Corl. RMS Bias SWE

ST Jan 0.05 60.06 3.44 107.05

ST Feb −0.03 78.51 33.17 105.15

ST Mar 0.15 97.91 66.03 78.17

DR Jan 0.47 51.23 −19.02 129.51

DR Feb 0.43 58.02 −5.53 143.86

DR Mar 0.37 68.31 1.08 143.12

DI Jan 0.47 58.17 −29.58 140.07

DI Feb 0.44 62.69 −17.62 155.95

DI Mar 0.39 71.24 −12.44 156.63

DIM Jan 0.64 45.50 24.37 86.12

DIM Feb 0.59 66.84 45.19 93.13

DIM Mar 0.52 78.28 49.79 94.41

See Table 3 for a description of the retrieval methods.

Table 5

Statistical results of the DIM retrieval compared to the three GSWP2 SWE

climatologies

GSWP2-climatology Month Corl. RMS Bias

B0 Jan 0.61 114.89 97.53

B0 Feb 0.55 161.53 139.28

B0 Mar 0.50 189.38 158.09

P1 Jan 0.65 58.21 43.90

P1 Feb 0.58 84.13 68.90

P1 Mar 0.50 97.85 76.12

P3 Jan 0.64 45.50 24.37

P3 Feb 0.59 66.84 45.19

P3 Mar 0.52 78.28 49.79

The correlation, RMS, and bias are in units of kg m−2. The monthly average

snow water equivalents (¯¯¯¯SWE) (for the DIM retrieval) can be found in Table 4.
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ρ̄ s in Eq. (6) by ρG(x,t). It is important to note that this is

analogous to comparing the directly retrieved snow depths, Dr,

to DG. This allows the examination of the impact of using a

spatially and temporally varying snow density.

The scatter plots of the retrieved verses GSWP2 P3

climatological SWE values are shown in Fig. 9 (the

corresponding correlation coefficients are shown in the lower

right hand corner of each panel). Thus, the only difference

between these results and those shown in Fig. 8 is the use of a

spatially and temporally varying snow density. The correlations

for the DI, DR and DIM retrievals are all in much better

agreement with the climatological values in January and

February, while in March there is almost no improvement.

This underscores the difficulties in using such an algorithm

during months when snow melt begins, which is the subject of

ongoing research.

The bias and RMS errors (not shown) are slightly larger,

primarily owing to the fact that the spatial averages of ρG

vary between approximately 191 (January) and 231 (March)

kg m−3 for the months considered (lower than the constant

value ρ̄s, therefore leading to lower SWE values for the

same retrieved snow depths). But again, the goal of this

study is to better resolve the spatial distribution of the

retrieved D or SWE, so the focus is on the improvement in

the correlation. The RMS and bias errors will be reduced

once a calibration of α (in Eq. (4)) has been undertaken.

From these results, it is obvious that information on the

spatial distribution and the temporal evolution of tempera-

ture and density add value to the quality of the final

product.

5. Conclusions and perspectives

This study has reaffirmed one of the main results of GEA04,

which was that the inclusion of ancillary data, such as soil

temperatures, into a satellite data-based snow retrieval algo-

rithm can significantly improve the results. The current study

went a step further and revealed the importance of including the

monthly soil temperature variation into the retrieval, which

improved results compared to a series of model-based

climatologies. The GSWP2 experiment provided the atmo-

spheric forcing data which facilitated the simulation of a new

soil temperature climatology using the ISBA LSS. The ISBA Tg

simulation in the current study differs from the GSWP2 default

ISBA simulation (which comprises one of the 12 LSS data sets

used in the climatological B0 SWE) in that it was done using the

multi-level soil and snow scheme options, along with a

modification to the fractional snow covered area parameteriza-

tion in order to better represent the temperature at the base of the

snowpack.
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Fig. 9. As in Fig. 8, but with the retrieved SWE values computed using a snow density climatology computed from GSWP2 P3 (as opposed to using a constant density

value of 300kg m−3). Note that the correlations are equivalent to a direct comparison between the retrieved and the GSWP2 P3 snow depths.
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Three SWE climatologies were constructed using an

ensemble of results from between 4 and 12 state-of-the-art

LSSs. The models were forced using the best available land

surface and atmospheric forcing data (based on reanalysis

data, and also hybridized using observational data), so that

the resulting simulations can be considered as a land-

surface analogue of atmospheric reanalyses. These simula-

tions at a 1° spatial resolution encompass the same time

period as the SSM/I data, so that the data used to evaluate

the retrieval algorithm are coherent with the satellite data

input. This is important as climatological data such as

ETAC covers a long-term period ending before the satellite

data used in this study was recorded, and it is possible that

it is not representative of the time period covered in this

study owing to recent trends in terms of atmospheric

conditions, notably the snowfall spatial and temporal

distributions.

The SWE fields are much more significant to hydrologists

and hydrometeorologists than the D fields. However, the limits

in assuming a simple constant density, which is the general

assumption used in many such algorithms, were shown. Here it

is proposed that similar such algorithms can be evaluated by

comparing the retrieved snow depths with the observed or

simulated snow depth information, and then conversion to SWE

can be made using observed or simulated snow density values

from a climatology.

No calibration of the SWE or D amounts (in terms of the

parameter α: see Eq. (5)) has been attempted using the GSWP2

climatologies for the current study. The P3 experiment SWE

values compare the best with the retrieval algorithm, which has

been calibrated using the ETAC climatology, however it is

difficult at this stage to determine which GSWP2 climatology

best represents “reality” over this region and time period.

Several other experiments have been performed by the LSSs

within GSWP2 which represent additional perturbations to the

forcing data (applying different hybridization methods, correc-

tion factors, and model reanalysis products). An even more

robust climatologically based SWE could be computed by

incorporating these simulations and taking an average of the

ensemble. In addition, if the GSWP2 is able to establish a single

forcing database as the best over this region, then the

corresponding climatology will be given preference in our

analysis and might then be used to tune the magnitudes of the

retrieved SWE or D values.

There are two ongoing research problems which are

currently being addressed related to this study. First, the

inter-annual variability of the DR snow depth retrieval has

recently been examined, and it was found to be correlated

with the observed discharge data for the Ob basin (Grippa et

al., 2005). The next step is to explore the impact of the

monthly and yearly varying soil temperatures on the

retrieved snow depths compared to the discharge. Second,

because of the promising results in terms of the improve-

ment in the SWE retrieval in the current study owing to the

Tg monthly climatology, work is currently underway to

examine the impact of monthly varying model-derived Tg on

SWE retrieved over other regions in the northern hemisphere

(notably North America, where there is a more dense

network of snow observation and soil temperature sites).
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A multimodel comparison of the performance of land surface parameterization schemes 

increases understanding of the land–atmosphere feedback mechanisms over West Africa.

T
he West African monsoon (WAM) circulation 

modulates the seasonal northward displacement of 

the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ). It is the 

main source of precipitation over a large part of West 

Africa. However, predominantly relatively wet years 

during the 1950s and 1960s were followed by a much 

drier period during the 1970s and 1990s. This extreme 

rainfall variability corresponds to one of the strongest 

interdecadal signals on the planet over the last half-

century. There is an urgent need to better understand 

and predict the WAM, because social stability in this 

region depends to a large degree on water resources. 

The economies are primarily agrarian, and there are 

issues related to food security and health. In addition, 

there is increasing pressure on the already limited 

water resources in this region, owing to one of the most 

rapidly increasing populations on the planet.

Numerous researchers over the last three decades 

have investigated the nature of the extreme rainfall 

variability (e.g., Nicholson 1980; Le Barbé et al. 

2002). It has been shown that a significant part of the 

interannual variability can be linked to sea surface 

(sfc) temperature anomalies (e.g., Folland et al. 1986; 

Fontaine and Janicot 1996), but there is also evidence 

that land surface conditions over West Africa make 

a significant contribution to this variability (e.g., 

Nicholson 2000; Philippon et al. 2005).

Importance of the land–atmosphere interactions on 

the WAM. The monsoon flow is driven by land–sea 

thermal contrast. The atmosphere–land surface 

interactions are modulated by the magnitude of the 

associated north–south gradient of heat and moisture 

in the lower atmosphere (Eltahir and Gong 1996). The 

links between land surface processes and the WAM 

have been demonstrated in numerous numerical 

studies using global climate models (GCMs) and 

regional-scale atmospheric climate models (RCMs) 

over the last several decades. Charney (1975) were 

one of the first set of researchers to use a coupled 

land surface–atmosphere model to demonstrate a 

proposed positive feedback mechanism between de-

creasing vegetation cover and the increase in drought 

conditions across the Sahel region of western Africa. 

Numerous modeling studies since have examined the 

influence of the land surface on the WAM in terms of 

surface albedo (e.g., Sud and Fennessy 1982; Laval and 

Picon 1986), the vegetation spatial distribution (e.g., 
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Xue and Shukla 1996; Xue et al. 2004; Li et al. 2007), 

and the soil moisture (e.g., Walker and Rowntree 

1977; Cunnington and Rowntree 1986; Douville et al. 

2001). However, interpretation of the results, from 

any one of such studies, must be tempered by the fact 

that there are substantial discrepancies in African 

land–atmosphere coupling strength among current 

state-of-the-art GCMs (Koster et al. 2002).

There is also a need to study and provide estimates 

of changes in rainfall variability resulting from pre-

dicted global climate change. Indeed, studies using 

GCMs have indicated that the impact in this region 

could be further amplified, owing to surface anthro-

pogenic factors such as clearing the land of natural 

vegetation for crops and overgrazing (e.g., Xue et al. 

2004). The above-mentioned factors will not only 

affect the atmosphere but also the regional-scale hy-

drology in terms of changes in runoff regimes. This, 

in turn, would impact the quantity of water stored 

in surface reservoirs and the recharge of local and 

regional water tables. However, it should be noted that 

considerable progress is needed in order to develop 

reliable estimations of land–atmosphere impacts for 

GCM climate scenarios. A recent study examining the 

performance of GCMs within the Intergovernmental 

Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) framework showed 

that models have significant problems simulating key 

aspects of the WAM for the present climate. Even the 

GCMs that show some skill produce considerably dif-

ferent West African climatologies at the end of this 

century (Cook and Vizey 2006).

Improving models in order to better understand and 

predict the WAM. The deficiencies, with respect to 

modeling the African monsoon, arise from both the 

paucity of observations at sufficient space–time reso-

lutions, and because of the complex interactions of 

the relevant processes between the biosphere, atmo-

sphere, and hydrosphere over this region. The African 

Monsoon Multidisciplinary Analysis (AMMA) has 

organized comprehensive activities in data collection 

and modeling to further increase our understanding 

of the relevant processes, in order to improve predic-

tion of the WAM (Redelsperger et al. 2006). In terms 

of large-scale atmospheric multimodel initiatives, 

the AMMA Model Intercomparison Project (MIP; 

Hourdin et al. 2010) intercompares GCMs and RCMs 

over a meridional transect in West Africa, focusing 

on seasonal prediction. The West African Monsoon 

Modeling and Evaluation (WAMME) project utilizes 

such models to address issues regarding the role of 

ocean–land–aerosol–atmosphere interactions on 

WAM development (Xue et al. 2009, manuscript 

submitted to Climate Dyn.). The modeling of the 

land surface component of the WAM is being ad-

dressed by the AMMA Land Surface Model (LSM) 

Intercomparison Project (ALMIP), which is the focus 

of this paper.

Land surface modeling initiatives. In recent years, 

there have been a number of LSM intercomparison 

projects on an international level. In particular, the 

Project for the Intercomparison of Land-Surface 

Parameterization Schemes (PILPS) has increased 

the understanding of LSMs, and it has lead to 

many model improvements. In phase 2 of PILPS 

(Henderson-Sellers et al. 1995), LSMs were used in 

so-called offline mode (i.e., the LSM is uncoupled 

from an atmospheric model and is therefore driven 

using prescribed atmospheric forcing either from 

observations, satellite products, atmospheric model 

data, or some combination of those three sources), 

and the resulting simulations were compared to 

observational data. The first attempt by PILPS to 

address LSM behavior at a regional scale was under-

taken in PILPS-2c (Wood et al. 1998). The Global 
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Soil Wetness Project, Phase 2 (GSWP-2; Dirmeyer 

et al. 2006a) was an offline global-scale LSM inter-

comparison study that produced the equivalent of 

a land surface reanalysis consisting in 10-yr global 

datasets of soil moisture, surface fluxes, and related 

hydrological quantites. The Rhône aggregation LSM 

intercomparison project (Boone et al. 2004) differed 

from the above-mentioned studies because the impact 

of changing the spatial scale on the LSM simulations 

was investigated. The main idea behind ALMIP is to 

take advantage of the significant international effort 

of the intensive field campaign and the various mod-

eling efforts in order to better understand the role of 

land surface processes in the WAM.

ALMIP SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES. The strategy 

proposed in AMMA is to break the various compo-

nents of the fully coupled system into more manage-

able portions. The first step is to begin with the LSM 

in offline mode. The multimodel offline technique 

has been used by numerous intercomparison projects 

(see appendix B). It is also used in operational land 

data assimilation systems (LDASs), such as the North 

American LDAS (NLDAS; Mitchell et al. 2004) and 

the Global LDAS (GLDAS; Rodell et al. 2004) for 

potential operational NWP applications. In addition, 

Douville et al. (2001) assimilated offline soil moisture 

into a GCM, as a proxy for reality, to study WAM 

surface–atmosphere feedback mechanisms.

Offline results have also been used for improved 

atmospheric model initialization. For example, 

ALMIP results are currently being used for numer-

ous mesoscale case studies within AMMA [such as 

a study of feedbacks between dust emissions and the 

atmosphere in Tulet et al. (2008)], and to examine 

the inf luence of initial soil moisture on NWP at 

the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather 

Forecasts (ECMWF; A. Agusti-Panareda 2009, per-

sonal communication). In addition, ALMIP results 

have also been recently used for evaluating the land 

surface component of GCM and RCM (e.g., Steiner et 

al. 2009; Hourdin et al. 2010; Boone et al. 2009; Xue 

et al. 2009, manuscript submitted to Climate Dyn.).

The idea is to force state-of-the-art land surface 

models with the best quality and highest (space and 

time) resolution data available to better understand 

the key processes and their corresponding scales. 

The ALMIP therefore has the following main 

objectives:

1) intercompare results from an ensemble of state-

of-the-art models and study model sensitivity to 

different parameterizations and forcing inputs;

2) determine which processes are missing, or are not 

adequately modeled, by the current generation of 

LSMs over this region;

3) examine how the various LSM respond to 

changing the spatial scale (three scales will be 

analyzed: local, mesoscale, and regional);

4) Develop a multimodel climatology of “realistic” 

high-resolution (multiscale) soil moisture, surface 

fluxes, and water and energy budget diagnostics 

at the surface (which can then be used for coupled 

land–atmosphere model evaluation, case studies, 

etc.); and

5) evaluate how relatively simple LSMs simulate the 

vegetation response to the atmospheric forcing on 

seasonal and interannual time scales.

ALMIP is an ongoing project, and phase 1 

(regional-scale studies), which addresses items 1 

and 4, has recently been completed; highlights from 

these items will be presented in this paper. In terms 

of item 1, the LSMs have run three multiyear experi-

ments to explore LSM sensitivity to different input 

meteorological forcings. We present a brief overview 

of intercomparison results, along with some examples 

of evaluation efforts, which are under way (item 4). 

The next phase of ALMIP (phase 2) will begin this 

year, and it will address the remaining items (2, 3, 

and 5) by focusing on the meso- and local scales. We 

will also give general conclusions from phase 1 and 

perspectives for the next phase of ALMIP.

LAND SURFACE MODEL FORCING AND 

EXPERIMENTS. The creation of a multiscale 

low-level atmospheric forcing database over land is 

essential for a coherent multidisciplinary study with 

diverse LSMs. The forcing database is composed of 

land surface parameters, atmospheric state variables, 

precipitation, and downwelling radiative fluxes. The 

database has three scales (regional, mesoscale, and 

local), but we only used the regional-scale data for 

ALMIP phase 1 described here. All of the models use 

the same computational grid at a 0.50° spatial resolu-

tion (see domain in Fig. 1). The same soil–vegetation 

database is used for all experiments (see appendix 

A). Three experiments explored the LSM sensitivity 

to different input meteorological forcings (notably 

precipitation, which is the most critical field).

Control atmospheric forcing. The atmospheric forcing is 

based on the ECMWF NWP model forecasts for the 

years 2002–07. The forcing variables consist in the 

air temperature, specific humidity, and wind com-

ponents at 10 m, the surface pressure, the total and 
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convective rain rates, and the downwelling longwave 

and shortwave radiative fluxes (see appendix A for 

more details). There are, of course, several operational 

global-scale NWP models to choose from for forcing 

data. When ALMIP began (in 2003), ECMWF data 

were selected because the forecast data were available 

at approximately 50-km spatial resolution over West 

Africa, and this model simulated the regional-scale 

circulation over West Africa (e.g., Nuret et al. 2007) 

relatively well. These data comprise the experiment 

1 or control forcing.

Merged atmospheric forcing. Because of the scarcity 

of surface observations over most of western Africa, 

remotely sensed data are needed for creating large-

scale LSM forcing. The corresponding algorithms 

are generally calibrated, or supplemented, by any 

available local-scale data. Satellite-based data are 

most commonly available for the downwelling solar 

and atmospheric radiative f luxes and the rainfall. 

The radiative f luxes from the Ocean and Sea Ice 

Satellite Application Facility (OSI SAF; online at 

www.osi-saf.org) for 2004 and the Land Surface 

Analysis Satellite Application Facility (LSA SAF; 

Geiger et al. 2008) fluxes for 2005–07 are substituted 

for the corresponding NWP fluxes in experiments 

2 and 3. They have been evaluated over this region 

(and this work is ongoing as more observational data 

become available).

Rainfall is the most problematic variable produced 

by NWP models, especially over West Africa. In 

ALMIP, however, we are limited to rainfall products 

with maximum time steps on the order of a few hours, 

because the LSMs in ALMIP resolve the diurnal cycle. 

Most of the precipitation events are 

convective, and thus relatively short 

lived for a given point. The Estima-

tion des Pluies par Satellite Seconde 

Géneration (EPSAT-SG; Chopin 

et al. 2004) precipitation product 

from the AMMA satellite componet 

(AMMA-SAT; online at ammasat.ipsl.

polytechnique.fr) offers the appropri-

ate resolution and was developed es-

pecially to merge satellite and ground 

observations. This rainfall data were 

used for experiment 2.

The research community has in-

creasingly demanded a longer-term 

record of surface f luxes and soil 

moisture. However, the experiment 2 

precipitation data are only available 

during the core monsoon period 

(May–June) from 2004 to 2006. For this reason, we 

ran an additional experiment (experiment 3) with the 

Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) pre-

cipitation product 3B-42 (Huffman et al. 2007) from 

2002 to 2007 (hereafter this product is referred to as 

TRMM in this paper). The TRMM rainfall estimates 

combine calibrated microwave and infrared precipita-

tion estimates, rescaled to monthly gauge data, and 

have a 3-h time step. Nicholson et al. (2003) showed 

that TRMM-combined products performed well on 

a monthly time scale over West Africa compared to 

other available products.1

The ECMWF model captures most of the main 

dynamical features of the WAM, but the simulated 

monsoon precipitation does not extend far enough to 

the north (Fig. 2a). Clearly, experiment 2 precipita-

tion shows a northward displacement of the mon-

soon characterized by both increased precipitation 

to the north (roughly north of 8°N) and decreased 

values along the southern coast. In particular, the 

experiment 2 rainfall is approximately 9% higher 

over the Sahel region (indicated in Fig. 1) where the 

experiment 1 2006 June–September (JJAS) average 

rainfall is 3.8 kg m−2 day−1, with the largest local rela-

tive increases over the northern part of this region. 

Further evidence of this problem will be given in the 

“Simulation evaluation methodology” section using 

satellite-based information. Downwelling shortwave 

radiation shows the same difference (Fig. 2b). The 

experiment 2 values are generally lower where pre-

Fig. 1. The ALMIP regional-scale (phase 1) model domain. The three 

mesoscale supersites are indicated by boxes: Mali (blue), Niger 

(orange), and Benin (red). The Sahel box (referred to herein) is rep-

resented also (violet). The color shading corresponds to the annual 

average leaf area index (LAI; m2 m−2) from the Ecoclimap database.

1 Note that the TRMM product has evolved since the above-

mentioned study, but studies within AMMA have more 

recently come to the same conclusion.
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cipitation and clouds have increased (the difference 

correspondes to about a 1% Sahel-average decrease 

for JJAS in experiment 2, although local decreases 

approach approximately 10%). This comparison em-

phasizes the importance of ancillary information to 

derive LSM forcings to reduce NWP model defaults or 

biases. The ultimate goal of ALMIP is to obtain more 

realistic estimates of surface processes.

S IMULATED SURFACE PROCESSES.

Previous intercomparison studies have highlighted 

the necessity to use an ensemble of LSMs. Each in-

dividual model has its own biases and errors. Eleven 

LSMs participated in ALMIP phase 1 (see Table 2 and 

appendix B). Nine of the models used the provided 

Ecoclimap database soil and monthly varying veg-

etation parameter information; two LSMs used their 

native set of parameters. This implies that most of 

the model differences should be related to physics as 

opposed to parameters.

Intercomparison overview. One of 

the most critical land surface fields 

is evapotranspiration (Evap). This 

flux forms the critical link between 

land surface hydrology and the 

atmosphere. Despite the fact that 

the LSMs are using the same input 

atmospheric forcing, they show dif-

ferences in the Evap spatial distribu-

tion in experiment 2 (Fig. 3). Of par-

ticular importance for the WAM are 

intermodel differences over the Sahel 

(essentially north of approximately 

10°N). The meridional gradient of 

Evap is a maximum in this region 

during the monsoon season. When 

averaged over −10° to 10°E longitude, 

the gradient varies among the LSMs 

by up to approximately a factor of 2 

(with the LSMs fairly equally distrib-

uted within this range). Because this 

gradient is coupled with the WAM 

circulation and intensity (Eltahir 

and Gong 1996), the strength of the 

feedbacks in different fully coupled 

land–atmosphere models could vary 

considerably, because of surface 

Evap parameterization differences 

(Dirmeyer et al. 2006b).

The difference between the multi-

model average Evap in experiments 2 

and 1 (Fig. 3p) shows that the impact 

of using the satellite-merged forcing is quite signifi-

cant. Evap increases over 1 kg m−2 day−1 (with local 

increases of well over 2 kg m−2 day−1) covering a large 

region north of approximately 8°N, with decreases 

along the southern West African coast. This response 

is consistent with the experiments 2 and 1 precipitation 

and radiation forcing differences shown in Fig. 2.

Even though different satellite-based precipita-

tion products are merged with observational data, 

they can still have significant differences. Therefore, 

we compared ALMIP results for the three different 

forcing datasets. For each LSM and year from 2004 

to 2006 in Fig. 4, the JJAS runoff ratio (the ratio 

of the total runoff to the rainfall) for the Sahel is 

plotted as a function of the latent heat ratio (here 

defined as the ratio of the latent to the net radiative 

f lux). A low runoff ratio implies that much of the 

rainfall is going into evaporation or soil water stor-

age (and therefore little is left for river f low). The 

latent heat ratio gives an estimate of the fraction of 

Fig. 2. (a) The JJAS average rainfall rate (Rainf) for 2006 from experi-

ment 2 (EPSAT ECMWF forcing) less that from experiment 1 (pure 

ECMWF forcing) is shown. (b) The corresponding difference for the 

downwelling shortwave radiation (SWdown) is shown also, for which 

experiment 2 forcing consists in LSA SAF ECMWF data.
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the available energy at the surface used to evaporate 

water. The remaining fraction goes into heating the 

atmosphere.

It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the NWP forcing 

rainfall (experiment 1) results in an LSM average 

runoff ratio of 0.012. Nearly all of the rainfall is 

evaporated, but this still 

leaves most of the sur-

face energy for sensible 

heating of the atmosphere 

(the LSM average latent 

heat ratio is 0.31). There 

is essentially no statistical 

relationship between the 

two ratios. There is 60% 

less rainfall and 50% less 

evaporation in experiment 

1 than in experiment 2 

over the Sahel (see Fig. 2). 

The larger experiment 2 

rainfa l l increases both 

the runoff and latent heat 

ratios (the average latent 

heat ratio has increased to 0.51 in Fig. 4). The experi-

ment 3 rainfall (TRMM) is even larger, resulting in 

25% more rainfall and 18% more evaporation than 

that in experiment 2. There are much larger runoff 

ratios, and there is a greater statistical relationship 

between the latent heat and runoff ratios (the cor-

Fig. 3. The average Evap (mm day−1) from experiment 2 for 2006 for 14 LSMs (see Table 2 for a list of model 

acronyms). (o) The multimodel AVG is shown. (p) The difference of the multimodel average Evap (experiment 

2 minus experiment 1) for the same time period is shown.

Fig. 4. Comparison of the runoff ratio (ratio of total runoff to rainfall) to the 

ratio of latent heat to net radiation flux. Each dot represents an LSM simula-

tion averaged over the Sahel for the period from JJAS, inclusive. The green 

line represents a linear regression of the points for all years (2004–06). Results 

are shown using different forcing inputs for each panel: the rainfall amounts 

increased with each successive experiment.
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relation is −0.61); for the same 

input rainfall, increased runoff 

results in lower evaporation. In 

terms of physical processes, the

models with the least surface 

runoff in experiments 2 and 3 

tend to have the largest latent 

heat ratios, but for the remaining 

models there is no obvious rela-

tionship. In experiment 3, the 

rainfall exceeds the evaporative 

demand in many of the models, 

at times, resulting in consider-

ably more runoff (therefore more 

water is available for river 

flow). The LSM simulation 

of river f low is currently 

being investigated, and it 

will be addressed in more 

detai l in ALMIP phase 

2. Finally, in the Sahel, 

the average interexperi-

ment differences are far 

larger than the average 

of the intermodel differ-

ences for each experiment. 

This highlights the need to 

use satellite-based forcing 

data, whenever possible, 

to correct NWP model 

systematic biases.

Charac ter izat ion of the 

water and energy budgets by 

the LSM ensemble. Gao and 

Dirmeyer (2006) showed 

the advantages and im-

proved realism of using a 

multi-LSM model average 

to study simulated surface 

properties. They presented 

several different weighting 

techniques from the sim-

ple average to one using 

optimized weights that 

minimized errors based on 

observations. The low spa-

tial density of surface observations over West Africa 

precluded such optimization techniques, so we used 

the simple ensemble mean of the ALMIP-simulated 

surface f luxes (see appendix B for further details).

Figure 5 presents a summary of the water and energy 

budgets simulated by the LSMs and the ensemble LSM 

mean during JJAS for experiment 3 from 2004 to 2006 

over the Sahel. These are respectively defined as

Rainfall = SfcRunoff + Drainage + DelSoilMoist + Evap,

SWnet + LWnet ~= Sensible Heat Flux + Latent Heat Flux,

Fig. 5. A comparison of the mean (solid bars) water and energy budget compo-

nents simulated by the LSMs for three years using TRMM rainfall (experiment 

3). The means correspond to the average over the Sahel zone (Fig. 1), the 

4-month period of JJAS (using daily values), and more than nine LSMs. The 

spatial, temporal, and intramodel variances are represented by the white-

filled, strippled, and cross-hatched bars, respectively.

Table 1. Summary of ALMIP phase 1 forcing inputs for each of 

three experiments. Here NWP data refer to those from the 

ECMWF forecast model. SAF refers to data from the OSI SAF 

(for 2004) and the LSA SAF (2005–07). EPSAT and TRMM 3B42 

correspond to precipitation products consisting of merging 

satellite-based and rain-gauge estimates. See text for more details.

Experiment: 

Time period

Meteorological 

state variable 

source

Incoming 

radiative flux 

source

Precipitation 

source

1: 2002–06 nWp nWp nWp

2: 2004–06 nWp
Merged nWp  

and SAf

Merged nWp  

and epSAT

3: 2002–07 nWp SAf TrMM 3B42
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where DelSoilMoist represents the soil water storage 

change. Note that over the averaging period, the sur-

face heat storage and the ground heat flux are much 

smaller than the other terms, and are negected here.

The Sahel has a prolonged dry season (lasting 

approximately five months), followed by a steady 

increase in rainfall starting in about April with a 

peak during late July or August. Finally, there is a 

more rapid decrease until about the end of October. 

The rainfall in 2006 lagged approximately two weeks 

compared to that in 2004. The rainfall began early in 

2005, but there was a lull (and a suppression of rainfall 

in the southern Sahel) until mid- to late July. Then, 

rainfall rapidly increased northward. Despite these 

differences, the average rainfall from TRMM varies 

by just a few percent between the three years (Fig. 5a), 

as do the temporal and spatial variances.

The surface overland runoff (Fig. 5b) is slightly 

larger than the drainage (Fig. 5c). These two terms 

have the largest relative variability, as well as the least 

agreement between the LSMs, because the intramodel 

variance is comparable to the average. The drainage 

has the largest intra-LSM variance, but this is not 

surprising, because this variable is modulated by the 

surface runoff, the storage dynamics, vertical transfer, 

and finally, the evaporative uptake (in a sense, drain-

age is like a residual after the other above-mentioned 

processes have acted).

The soil water storage change (Fig. 5d) average is 

comparable in magnitude to the total runoff. Of note, 

it has an extremely large temporal variance. This is di-

rectly related and similar in magnitude to the temporal 

variance of the rainfall. The average soil water content 

(not shown) simulated by the LSMs is quite different. 

This is usually the case among LSMs (e.g., Dirmeyer 

et al. 2006a). Nonetheless, the relative intramodel 

agreement of the soil water storage change among the 

LSMs is quite good. The soil water dynamics are simu-

lated in a fairly consistent manner in this region.

The remaining water budget variable is the evapo-

transpiration. This variable is the largest sink term (it 

corresponds to slightly more than 60% of the rainfall 

for each of the three years). The relative variances are 

fairly low, and the LSMs generally agree. The sensible 

heat flux (Fig. 5f) is slightly lower than the latent heat 

flux, on average; but again, the relative variances are 

Table 2. Listing of model groups participating in ALMIP. The institute indicates where the ALMIP model 

simulation was performed. A recent model reference is given. The structure used for ALMIP is shown in 

the rightmost column where “L” represents the number of vertical soil layers, “E” represents the number 

of energy budgets per tile (a separate budget for snow cover is not considered here), and SV corresponds 

to the soil–vegetation parameters used. Tile refers to the maximum number of completely independent 

land surface types permitted within each grid box.

Model acronym Institute Recent reference ALMIP structure

a) TeSSeL,  

b) cTeSSeL,  

c) hTeSSeL

ecMWf, reading,  

united Kingdom

a) Van den hurk and Viterbo (2003), 

b) Lafont et al. (2006),  

c) Balsamo et al. (2009)

4L, 6 tiles, 1e SV: ecMWf

a) orchidee-choiS,  

b) orchidee-cWrr
ipSL, paris, france

a) Krinner et al. (2005),  

b) d’orgeval et al. (2008)

a) 2L, b) 11L, 13 tiles, 1e SV: 

ecoclimap

a) iSBA, b) iSBA-df
cnrM, Météo-france, 

Toulouse, france

a) noilhan and Mahfouf (1996),  

b) Boone et al. (2000)

a) 3L, b) 5L, 1 tile, 1e SV: 

ecoclimap

juLeS
ceh, Wallingford,  

united Kingdom
essery et al. (2003) 4L, 9 tiles, 1e SV: ecoclimap

SeThYS
ceTp/LSce, Vélizy, france/

Gif-sur-Yvette, france
coudert et al. (2006) 2L, 12 tiles, 2e SV: ecoclimap

iBiS
iSe-Montpellier, france; SAGe, 

uW Madison—Madison, Wi
Kucharik et al. (2000) 6L, 1 tile, 8e SV: ecoclimap

noAh ceTp/LSce (ncep)
chen and dudhia (2001),  

decharme (2007)
7L, 12 tiles, 1e SV: ecoclimap

cLSM upMc, paris, france Koster et al. (2000) 3L, 5 tiles, 3e SV: ecoclimap

M She
university of copenhagen, 

copenhagen, denmark
Graham and Butts (2006) 42L, 1 tile, 1e SV: ecoclimap

SSiB
LeTG, nantes, france;  

ucLA, Los Angeles, cA
Xue et al. (1991) 3L, 1 tile, 2e SV: SSiB

SWAp iWp, Moscow, russia Gusev et al. (2006) 3L, 1 tile, 1e SV: ecoclimap
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fairly low. This implies that for a 

given rainfall over this region, the 

various LSMs simulate the surface–

atmosphere transfer of heat and 

moisture fairly consistently.

The net longwave and shortwave 

radiation fluxes (Figs. 5g,h, respec-

tively) have the lowest variances in 

the energy budget, especially the 

intramodel variance, as expected. 

The prescribed downwelling fluxes 

dominate the forcing input, and the 

vast majority of the LSMs used the 

prescribed surface characteristics 

(albedo and emissivity). The spatial 

and temporal net longwave vari-

ances are a bit larger than those for 

the shortwave radiation, and they 

vary more from year to year. This 

results because there is a significant 

contribution from the simulated sur-

face temperature (which is the result 

of the computation of the surface 

energy budget).

SIMULATION EVALUATION 

METHODOLOGY. The obvi-

ous problem, in doing simulations over western 

Africa (and, in fact, for many large domain area ap-

plications), is the lack of appropriate evaluation data. 

However, in AMMA, considerable effort has been 

put into addressing such issues by processing remote 

sensing datasets and by establishing several dense 

surface observational networks along a meridional 

transect (Fig. 1; see also Redelsperger et al. 2006). In 

this paper, we give examples of ALMIP LSM evalu-

ation methods at the gridbox scale and over a large-

scale region.

Gridbox evaluation. Comparing local f lux data with

model output over a grid square is a scale problem. 

It is generally only useful if the grid-square surface 

parameters and forcing data are consistent with those 

observed at the local scale. There can be significant 

subgrid heterogeneity on the grid-square scale. This 

problem is being addressed in ALMIP using spatially 

aggregated surface f lux data. We give an example 

for the Mali supersite square (an approximately 60 × 

60 km2 area; see Fig. 1), which is typical of the grid 

size of global-scale NWP models and relatively high-

resolution GCMs.

Figure 6 compares the observed upscaled surface 

sensible heat flux Qh with the multimodel ALMIP 

spread (both averaged here over 10-day periods) for 

a single grid box. The spread of spatially aggregated 

surface fluxes is computed as the range in aggregated 

Qh. The different aggregated values were computed 

using different weighting schemes based on the spatial 

coverage of the dominant vegetation type at each site, 

and the ranges in the soil types, the surface albedo, and 

the coverage of standing water using remotely sensed 

data (see Timouk et al. 2009 for further details).

Each of the three observation sites in Fig. 6 rep-

resents a very different land cover type: Kelma is a 

low-lying marsh during the wet season and ensuing 

months (hence,the negative Qh values); Eguerit is very 

dry and rocky (soils quickly drain, thus Qh remains 

relatively high all year); and Agoufou has sparse, low 

vegetation. This is the dominant vegetation coverage 

over the mesoscale area, and the ALMIP land cover 

for this grid box from Ecoclimap (87% bare soil and 

13% tropical grassland) is most consistent with the 

characteristics of this site.

ALMIP LSM average Qh values are approximately 

70 W m−2 just before the onset of the summer rains 

(prior to yearday 180 in Fig. 6). They are approxi-

mately 2 times lower during the core monsoon period 

(yeardays 200–260). After yearday 260, Qh rapidly 

increases as the rains cease. However, Qh begins to 

Fig. 6. The 3-yr average (2005–07) observed Qh for the three local sites

are indicated by the nonfilled symbols, and the shaded green area cor-

responds to the spread of the spatially aggregated fluxes (representing 

the 60 × 60 km2 mesoscale domain). The solid purple curves enclose 

a region bounded by ± one standard deviation about the ALMIP LSM 

average Qh averaged over 2005–07. Note that experiment 3 results 

are used here because they extend to 2007. The observed flux data 

for this figure were taken from Timouk et al. (2009).
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decline again after yearday 280 in response to reduced 

incoming radiation. The LSM average simulated Qh

response to the wet season and the subsequent dry 

down are similar to the dynamic of the observed aver-

age Qh. There was far less year-to-year variability (not 

shown in Fig. 6) than intersite variability.

Large-scale surface evaluation. Within the joint frame-

work of the Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) 

satellite mission and AMMA, we evaluated ALMIP 

soil moisture for 2006 for eight LSMs from experi-

ment 2 (whose results had already been processed). 

The ALMIP Microwave Emission Model (MEM) 

couples ALMIP soil moisture and temperature 

outputs to the Community Microwave Emission 

Model (CMEM; de Rosnay et al. 2009). It permits a 

quantification of the relative impact of land surface 

modeling and radiative transfer modeling on the 

simulated brightness temperature background errors. 

We evaluated ALMIP MEM brightness temperatures 

for 2006 against Advanced Microwave Scanning 

Radiometer for Earth Observing System (AMSR-E) 

C-band data provided by the National Snow and Ice 

Data Center (NSIDC). This work (Fig. 7) has been a 

part of the effort to test different forward models for 

data assimilation in the ECMWF model.

For each LSM, a simple correction has been applied 

to the simulated brightness temperatures based on the 

annual mean bias. LSMs need to reproduce features 

such as the observed wet patch centered at yearday 210 

and 15.5°N, which can induce mesoscale circulations 

(Taylor et al. 2007). All of the LSMs capture this wet 

patch, but they either overestimate or underestimate 

the amplitude. However, Fig. 7 and the Taylor dia-

gram in Fig. 8 emphasize the general good agreement 

between the forward approach and the AMSR-E.

In this study, CMEM has been used with the 

Kirdyashev vegetation opacity model (Kirdyashev 

et al. 1979) and the Wang and Schmugge dielectric 

model (Wang and Schmugge 1980) satellite data. 

Fig. 7. (top left) The surface brightness temperature (T
B
) observed from AMSR-E is shown (top left), while the 

T
B
 values simulated by several ALMIP models are shown in the remaining panels. The spatial correlation coef-

ficient is indicated in parentheses. Data for this figure were taken from de Rosnay et al. (2009).
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Exceptions are the ECMWF LSMs using the old 

hydrology (TESSEL and CTESSEL), which overes-

timated the variance. The newer (now operational) 

scheme has excellent agreement (HTESSEL), although 

the correlation has decreased.

This analysis also indirectly evaluates the ALMIP 

experiment 2 precipitation forcing. The LSMs were 

forced by pure NWP-based forcing data (meaning no 

satellite or observational data were used, see experi-

ment 1), and the CMEM results were poor compared 

to the AMSR-E data (not shown here). In the future, 

we plan to rerun these tests using experiment 3 

outputs. For a more in-depth analysis of these results, 

see de Rosnay et al. (2009).

Large-scale subsurface evaluation. Knowledge of the 

land surface water storage is important for estimating 

vegetation growth, and it may hold a key to increasing 

long-range atmospheric predictability over West 

Africa. However, even though numerous local-scale 

site measurements are now available within AMMA, 

measurements of the land water storage are not available 

at the regional scale. The Gravity Recovery and Climate 

Experiment (GRACE) satellite mission accurately 

measures gravity field variations, which are inverted 

to retrieve terrestrial water storage variations. Various 

products, based on different retrieval methods, are avail-

able. Here we present results using one of the most recent 

methods (Lemoine et al. 2007). GRACE has already 

been used with success to estimate regional-scale water 

storage in LSM studies (e.g., Zaitchik et al. 2008).

For 2005–06, GRACE soil moisture seasonal am-

plitudes are larger than those simulated by the ALMIP 

models, although the experiment 3 results are much 

closer than the experiment 1 results using NWP 

forcing. Indeed, this is further evidence that satellite-

based remote sensing offers an improvement to NWP 

forcing data. The experiment 3 temporal correlation 

for the two years is quite good (0.90). The differences 

in the amplitudes (the temporal variance for the mean 

of the ALMIP LSM is 29 kg m−2, while it is 45 kg m−2

for GRACE) can be due to a deficit in the precipitation 

forcing, or to an overestimation of the water storage 

anomalies derived from GRACE during the dry season. 

It is also possible that the ALMIP LSMs do not use 

sufficiently deep soil depths (in most LSMs, drained 

water is not retained in the vertical column, but rather 

it is assumed to be lost to the nearest river). Note that 

results from experiment 2 are not shown in Fig. 9, but 

in fact the water variation amplitude is smaller than 

that in experiment 3. This is consistent with the lower 

rainfall (used in experiment 2). A study is currently 

under way that shows that the satellite data reproduce 

the ALMIP experiment 3 LSM-modeled interannual 

variability over the Sahel during the study time period 

(2002–07). The next step is to use discharge to estimate 

the regional-scale evaporation.

CONCLUSIONS. There is a need to better un-

derstand land–atmosphere and hydrological pro-

cesses over western Africa because of their potential 

feedbacks with the WAM circulation. This is being 

addressed through a multiscale modeling approach 

using an ensemble of LSMs that relies on dedicated, 

satellite-based forcing and land surface parameter 

products, and data from the AMMA observational 

field campaigns. The idea is to have the best estimate 

of surface processes for initializing and evaluating the 

surface component of atmospheric models, and to de-

termine which LSM processes agree the least (in order

to eventually improve the corresponding physics). 

The far-reaching goal of this effort is to obtain better 

understanding and prediction of the WAM to improve 

water management and agricultural practices.

Off line, multi-LSM simulations using a mix of 

NWP and satellite-based forcing data comprise 

the equivalent of a multimodel reanalysis product. 

This represents the best estimate of the land surface 

processes over large-scale regions (Dirmeyer et al. 

2006a), and ALMIP has produced such an analysis 

for West Africa from 2004 to 2007. The use of using 

satellite-based forcings to correct systematic biases in 

NWP meteorological forcing significantly improves 

Fig. 8. Taylor diagram of the statistical evaluation of 

the simulated ALMIP T
B
 values. Data for this figure 

were taken from de Rosnay et al. (2009).
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LSM-simulated evapotranspiration, especially over 

the Sahel and areas slightly southward [which is theo-

rized to be the zone with considerable coupling with 

the atmosphere; e.g., Koster et al. (2004)]. In terms of 

ECMWF forcing data, this corresponds to a several 

hundred kilometer shift in precipitation compared to 

satellite-based data (and 60% less precipitation over 

the Sahel than in the TRMM-merged satellite–rain 

gauge product from 2004 to 2006 during JJAS). This 

implies that special care should be used when using 

NWP, or reanalysis data, to force LSMs over West 

Africa for hydrological or meteorological studies.

The ALMIP LSM simulations have moderate inter-

model variability. It is considerably less than found in 

fully coupled land–atmosphere models. The surface 

fields from ALMIP are a good proxy for evaluating 

the surface flux components in terms of model im-

provements (Steiner et al. 2009) or in GCM–RCM 

intercomparison exercises, such as the AMMA MIP 

(Hourdin et al. 2010) and WAMME (Xue et al. 2010, 

submitted to Climate Dyn.; Boone et al. 2009). The 

ALMIP fields are also being used in numerous ongoing 

atmospheric case studies within AMMA (e.g., in terms 

of convective initiation, dust storm simulations, and 

chemical deposition) and in operational NWP (e.g., at 

ECMWF). Finally, ALMIP outputs are also being used

within AMMA to estimate the surface contribution 

for atmospheric water budget studies and to estimate 

the production functions (evapotranspiration) for 

hydrological models.

There are considerable differences in terms of the 

partitioning of the surface (fast response: on the scale 

of a rainfall event) and drainage (slow response: on 

the scale of days up to approximately one week) runoff 

components. This partitioning is important because 

it modulates the amount of water that is evaporated, 

stored in lakes, transferred to rivers, or stored in the soil 

(which in turn impacts the partitioning of net radiation 

at the surface into latent and sensible heat fluxes). In 

addition, the intramodel variability is the largest of all 

of the land surface variables. These output fields have 

a very high degree of uncertainty. This component of 

the water budget is also the most sensitive to the pre-

cipitation input forcing. This aspect of LSMs must be 

refined if such models are to be used for regional-scale 

water management over West Africa, or in order for the 

popular soil moisture memory question to be properly 

addressed using coupled models (e.g., Douville et al. 

2007). Increased surface runoff corresponds to reduced 

water recycling with the atmosphere, and it can impact

the time scale and magnitude of this memory.

It is difficult to evaluate the realism of the simulated 

turbulent fluxes at regional scales. Indirect methods 

are being used for large-scale evaluation, which were all 

based on using remotely sensed data. A sample of such 

work was presented herein. The ALMIP LSMs com-

pared favorably with aggregated surface flux data in the 

Sahel during the monsoon season over a 3-yr period 

for a given grid box. They are able to reasonably cap-

ture both the amplitude and the phase of the observed 

changes. At the regional scale, the simulated surface 

brightness temperature compared well with data 

from the satellite (which is a first step for assimilating 

such data into LSMs for operational NWP). Finally, 

estimates of water storage from GRACE show that the 

TRMM satellite-based precipitation product is more 

realistic than NWP-based forcing on the regional scale. 

This is currently the only method available to obtain 

reasonable estimates of the subsurface water storage 

over the entire West African region aside from using 

LSM models (in an offline mode or using some form 

of land data assimilation scheme).

PERSPECTIVES. ALMIP is an ongoing project, 

and phase 1 at the regional scale is nearing comple-

tion. However, further regional-scale simulations, 

experiments, and model evaluation will also be made 

as improved input data are made available. ALMIP 

phase 2 is scheduled to begin in 2009. This will focus on 

simulations for the three mesoscale supersites, in addi-

tion to several other local-scale sites (in Senegal, Ghana, 

etc.). There will be a special focus on semarid land sur-

face process parameterizations. Indeed, they are quite 

Fig. 9. Comparison of the soil moisture storage change 

anomaly derived from the GRACE satellite product 

(black curve) to two simulations by the ALMIP LSMs 

over the Sahel from 2005 to 2006. The blue lines en-

closed the mean plus the root-mean-square difference 

for results from experiment 1 (using NWP rainfall 

forcing). The red lines correspond to results from 

experiment 3 (using TRMM rainfall input).
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diverse among LSMs and generally lack consideration 

of some fundamental processes specific to this region 

(reduced infiltration over dry, crusty soils, drought-

resistant plant species, lateral transfer of surface runoff 

from bare soil to vegetated surface areas, etc.). In addi-

tion, input rainfall will be based on dense observational 

networks, which should improve the realism of the land 

surface and hydrological simulations.

Météo-France is developing a new high-resolution 

version of Ecoclimap over West Africa. The main 

drawback of the current version of Ecoclimap is that 

there is no vegetation interannual variability (which, 

in fact, is fairly typical of such datasets used currently 

in GCM and NWP applications). However, this vari-

ability is known to be particularly large over this 

region (Philippon et al. 2007). The new Ecoclimap 

should further improve surface flux estimates. This 

is important from a modeling standpoint because the 

observed vegetation interannual variability is corre-

lated with the precipitation over this region, notably, 

for the Sahel (Philippon et al. 2005). It will also be 

available for atmospheric model studies.

LSMs, which are able to simulate the life cycle of 

the vegetation, are increasingly used in GCMs. They 

will theoretically enable a more realistic feedback 

between the vegetation and potential increases in 

greenhouse gases in climate scenario studies. There 

will be a coordinated effort in ALMIP phase 2 to 

intercompare such LSMs on the mesoscale, which will 

be a first. ALMIP phase 1 focused on making a robust 

multimodel representation of surface processes. 

ALMIP phase 2 will also focus on improving the 

representation of such processes (for atmospheric and 

hydrological models). ALMIP phase 2 will be open to 

the general scientific community. Interested parties 

will be encouraged to participate.
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APPENDIX A: INPUT DATA. Additional de-

tails related to the input forcing data are presented 

herein.

Soil and vegetation model parameters. The Ecoclimap 

database (Masson et al. 2003) provides land surface 

parameters (albedo, vegetation cover fraction, surface 

roughness, leaf area index, soil texture, etc.) over the 

entire globe at a maximum spatial resolution of 1 km. 

It is intended for use by LSMs that are coupled to 

GCMs, numerical weather prediction (NWP) models, 

mesoscale meteorological research models, or hydro-

logical models. The vegetation phenology for a single 

representative annual cycle, at a 10-day time step, is 

derived from the International Geosphere–Biosphere 

Programme (IGBP) 1-km Advanced Very High Reso-

lution Radiometer (AVHRR) monthly normalized 

difference vegetation index (NDVI).

Atmospheric forcing. The forcing variables have been 

interpolated to a 0.5° cylindrical, equidistant projec-

tion at a 3-h time step. There is a well-known spin-

down problem in terms of the simulated precipitation 

for the ECMWF model. The ALMIP forcing consists 

of a series of 36-h forecasts at 1200 UTC every 24 h, 

and the first 12 h are not used. In experiment 2, 

EPSAT rainfall replaced NWP data for the monsoon 

months. When either satellite-based radiative flux or 

precipitation data were missing, they were replaced 

by NWP data. In experiment 3, TRMM rainfall was 

used for all years (including spinup), and SAF fluxes 

were used from 2004 onward (refer to Table 1).

APPENDIX B: MODEL SETUP. This section 

describes the LSM configurations for ALMIP. Please 

refer to Table B1 for model references and scheme 

details referred to herein.

LSM initialization and output diagnostics. All of the 

models performed spinup for 2002 because initial 

conditions for each of the LSMs were not available. A 

single pass through 2003 was done as an adjustment 

year. The values of the prognostic variables at the end 
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of 2003 were then used as initial values for experi-

ments 1 and 2. Nine of the 11 models (except for IBIS 

and MSHE) performed experiment 3. Model results 

were reported for all years, however, analysis focuses 

on 2004–07 because satellite-based radiative flux data 

and the EPSAT product were available (2004–06). 

This period also encompasses the special observation 

perdio in AMMA. A number of water and energy 

budget variables and diagnostics were reported at a 

3-h time step. The output variables and conventions 

are essentially the same as those outlined in Dirmeyer 

et al. (2006a): the outputs consist in energy budget 

diagnostics (such as surface heat, mass, momentum, 

and radiative f luxes), water budget components 

(runoff, evapotranspiration, and soil water storage 

changes), and prognostic variables (soil temperature 

and moisture for ALMIP; see www.cnrm.meteo.fr/

amma-moana/amma_surf/almip/index.html for a 

complete listing of LSM outputs).

LSM options. Two models did simulations using two 

different options. ISBA used the force–restore and the 

multilayer diffusion (DIF) soil options ORCHIDEE 

replaced its two-layer soil approach (CHOIS) by an 

explicit, multilayer model. HTESSEL uses the newly 

implemented hydrological updates (TESSEL was 

operational until recently), and CTESSEL contains a 

new photosynthesis option. All of the LSMs used the 

same computational grid and atmospheric forcing.

Several of the models used multiple tile options for 

these experiments because it is their default setting. 

This essentially amounts to an explicit treatment of 

each surface land cover type and aggregating the 

fluxes using weights based on spatial coverage within 

each grid box (in order to theoretically better repre-

sent the nonlinearity of the surface processes). Most 

of the LSMs use either a single composite or a double-

energy budget representation (explicit treatment of 

canopy and soil). However, a few schemes have unique 

treatments. CLSM computes three energy budgets 

based on soil wetness, while ORCHIDEE computes 

evaporation for different surface types overlying the 

same soil. IBIS also uses a similar approach with four 

distinct plant functional types, and it has the most 

detailed representation of the canopy containing 

multiple energy budgets. Finally, the MSHE model 

was designed for hydrological applications, and it uses 

a very detailed treatment of vertical, subsurface fluxes 

of mass and energy (utilizing 42 layers).

LSM ensemble mean. Multiple simulations from the 

same model were first averaged to obtain a single 

representative result for a given model (e.g., ISBA 

and ISBA-DIF results were averaged to obtain a single 

ISBA representative result). This was done because the 

differences between multiple simulations by a single 

model were generally far less than the intra-LSM dif-

ferences: we did not want to bias the ensemble average 

by weighting one model more than another.
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Abstract The West African monsoon (WAM) circulation

and intensity have been shown to be influenced by the land

surface in numerous numerical studies using regional scale

and global scale atmospheric climate models (RCMs and

GCMs, respectively) over the last several decades. The

atmosphere–land surface interactions are modulated by the

magnitude of the north–south gradient of the low level

moist static energy, which is highly correlated with the

steep latitudinal gradients of the vegetation characteristics

and coverage, land use, and soil properties over this

zone. The African Multidisciplinary Monsoon Analysis

(AMMA) has organised comprehensive activities in data

collection and modelling to further investigate the signifi-

cance land–atmosphere feedbacks. Surface energy fluxes

simulated by an ensemble of land surface models from

AMMA Land-surface Model Intercomparison Project

(ALMIP) have been used as a proxy for the best estimate of

the ‘‘real world’’ values in order to evaluate GCM and

RCM simulations under the auspices of the West African

Monsoon Modelling Experiment (WAMME) project, since

such large-scale observations do not exist. The ALMIP

models have been forced in off-line mode using forcing

based on a mixture of satellite, observational, and numer-

ical weather prediction data. The ALMIP models were

found to agree well over the region where land–atmosphere

coupling is deemed to be most important (notably the

Sahel), with a high signal to noise ratio (generally from 0.7

to 0.9) in the ensemble and a inter-model coefficient of

variation between 5 and 15%. Most of the WAMME

models simulated spatially averaged net radiation values

over West Africa which were consistent with the ALMIP

estimates, however, the partitioning of this energy between

sensible and latent heat fluxes was significantly different:

WAMME models tended to simulate larger (by nearly a

factor of two) monthly latent heat fluxes than ALMIP. This

results due to a positive precipitation bias in the WAMME

models and a northward displacement of the monsoon in

most of the GCMs and RCMs. Another key feature not

found in the WAMME models is peak seasonal latent heat

fluxes during the monsoon retreat (approximately a month

after the peak precipitation rates) from soil water stores.

This is likely related to the WAMME northward bias of the

latent heat flux gradient during the WAM onset.

Keywords WAM � ALMIP � AMMA � WAMME �

Monsoon � Surface fluxes

1 Introduction

The West African Monsoon (WAM) circulation intensity

and extent are theorised to be significantly interconnected

with the land surface. The overall circulation is driven by
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land–sea thermal contrast, and the atmosphere–land surface

interactions are modulated by the magnitude of the asso-

ciated north–south gradient of the low level moist static

energy (MSE: Eltahir and Gong 1996). The boundary layer

MSE gradient exerts a strong influence on the position of

the tropical front and the African Easterly Jet (Parker et al.

2005), and therefore the northward penetration of precipi-

tation and it’s intensity (Philippon and Fontaine 2002). The

MSE distribution is a reflection of the surface turbulent

fluxes which are highly correlated with the steep latitudinal

gradients of the vegetation characteristics and coverage,

land use, and soil properties over this zone.

Land surface processes have been shown to have an

influence on the West African monsoon (WAM) circula-

tion in numerous numerical studies using regional scale

and global scale atmospheric climate models (RCMs

and GCMs, respectively) over the last several decades.

Charney et al. (1975) was one of the first researchers to

use a coupled land-surface atmosphere model to demon-

strate a proposed positive feedback mechanism between

decreasing vegetation cover and the increase in drought

conditions across the Sahel region of Western Africa.

Numerous modelling studies since have examined the

influence of the land surface on the WAM in terms of

surface albedo (e.g. Sud and Fennessy 1982; Laval and

Picon 1986), and the vegetation spatial distribution (e.g.

Xue and Shukla 1996; Xue et al. 2004; Kang et al. 2007;

Li et al. 2007). In addition, Zeng et al. (1999) used an

idealised GCM configuration to show a significant con-

tribution of vegetation dynamics to the WAM inter-annual

precipitation variability.

The influence of soil moisture (which controls the par-

titioning of energy between the surface latent and sensible

heat fluxes) on the WAM has also been examined using

GCMs (e.g. Walker and Rowntree 1977; Cunnington and

Rowntree 1986; Rowell and Blondin 1990; Douville et al.

2001). The emphasis on the role of soil moisture is related

to the fact that this relatively slow temporally varying

component of the coupled land–atmosphere monsoon sys-

tem theoretically holds promise for improving long range

predictability of the WAM. However, this long-term

memory effect was recently put into question using a GCM

and observational data (Douville et al. 2007), so further

study is needed. Indeed there are significant differences

with respect to the strength of this coupling simulated by

state-of-the-art GCMs over western Africa and elsewhere

(Koster et al. 2006; Guo et al. 2006), so the exploration of

coupling should be done using a multi-model approach

when possible. Part of this discrepancy is probably related

to differences in the parameterisations of the surface fluxes

and near-surface hydrology in land surface models (LSMs).

The African Multidisciplinary Monsoon Analysis

(AMMA) has organised comprehensive activities in data

collection and modelling to further investigate land–atmo-

sphere feedbacks (Redelsperger et al. 2006). In terms

of large scale atmospheric multi-model initiatives, the

AMMA-Model Intercomparison Project (AMMA-MIP:

Hourdin et al. 2009) inter-compares GCMs and RCMs over

a meridional transect in West Africa focusing on seasonal

prediction. The West African Monsoon Modelling Experi-

ment (WAMME) project utilises such models to address

issues regarding the role of ocean–land–aerosol–atmo-

sphere interactions on WAM development (see Xue et al.,

this issue). The modelling of the land surface component of

the WAM is being addressed by the AMMA Land-surface

Model Intercomparison Project (ALMIP: Boone et al.

2009). The main idea behind ALMIP is to force a number of

state-of-the-art LSMs off-line (i.e. de-coupled from atmo-

spheric models) with the best quality and highest (space and

time) resolution data available in order to better understand

the key processes and their corresponding scales.

In recent years, there have been a number of offline

multi-model intercomparison projects on an international

level. Of note is the Project for the Intercomparison of

Land-surface Parameterisation Schemes (PILPS: Hender-

son-Sellers et al. 1995). It dealt with land surface processes

at the local to the regional scale and lead to significant

improvements in LSM parameterisations. The Global Soil

Wetness Project Phase 2 (GSWP-2: Dirmeyer et al. 2006)

was an ‘‘off-line’’ global-scale LSM inter-comparison

study which produced the equivalent of a land-surface re-

analysis consisting in 10-year global data sets of soil

moisture, surface fluxes, and related hydrological quanti-

ties. The advantage of such offline products is that biases in

fully coupled models, notably in terms of precipitation and

downwelling radiative fluxes, can be reduced by merging

LSM forcing with observational and satellite-based data.

The output data sets (notably soil moisture and surface

fluxes) have been used as the best estimate of ‘‘truth’’ in

numerous recent GCM and RCM studies at the global and

regional scales. For example over Africa, Douville et al.

(2001) assimilated offline-simulated soil moisture from

GSWP-1 (Dirmeyer et al. 1999) into a GCM to study

WAM surface–atmosphere feedback mechanisms.

ALMIP is similar to the aforementioned projects, but

focuses on the west-African region and it covers the

AMMA field campaign time period (the intensive obser-

vational phase or IOP was from 2004 to 2006). For exam-

ple, ALMIP model outputs have recently been used to

evaluate the impact of improved land surface physics on the

simulation of the WAM by an RCM (Steiner et al. 2009).

The main objective of this paper, therefore, is to utilise the

off-line simulations of the surface energy fluxes from

ALMIP as a proxy for the best estimate of observations in

order to evaluate the corresponding fluxes simulated by the

fully coupled (land–atmosphere) WAMME models. In this
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paper, Sect. 2 describes the ALMIP input data and gives

details about the LSM ensemble average, the WAMME-

ALMIP surface flux comparison is given in Sect. 3, and

conclusions and perspectives are given in Sect. 4.

2 Creation of the ALMIP surface flux dataset

2.1 ALMIP input forcing and parameters

The land surface model forcing database is comprised of

two components, one for the land surface parameters, and

the other for the LSM upper boundary conditions consist-

ing in the atmospheric state variables, precipitation and

downwelling radiative fluxes from multiple sources. The

ECOCLIMAP global database (Masson et al. 2003) pro-

vides land surface parameters (albedo, vegetation cover

fraction, surface roughness, leaf area index, soil texture,

etc.). The vegetation phenology corresponds to a single

representative annual at a 10-day time step. The default

spatial resolution is 1 km, and included software up-scales

and interpolates the data to the desired grid projection and

spatial resolution. It is intended for use by LSMs in offline

mode or which are coupled to GCM, numerical weather

prediction (NWP), mesoscale meteorological research or

hydrological models.

The low level atmospheric state variables are derived

from the European Centre for Medium Range Weather

Forecasts (ECMWF) forecasts from 2001 to 2007 at a 3 h

time step. Downwelling radiative fluxes from OSI-SAF

(Oceans and Ice Satellite Applications Facility: http://

www.osi-saf.org) for 2004 and the LAND-SAF fluxes

(Land Satellite Applications Facility: Geiger et al. 2008)

for 2005–2007 are substituted for the corresponding NWP

fluxes. The Tropical Rainfall Measurement Mission

(TRMM) precipitation product 3B-42 (Huffman et al.

2007) is used from 2002 to 2007 (hereafter this product is

simply referred to as TRMM in this paper). The TRMM

rainfall estimates are based on combined calibrated

microwave and infrared precipitation estimates with a

rescaling to monthly gauge data where applicable. Note

that there are many precipitation products available, but

only TRMM met the main requirements of ALMIP-Exp3:

(1) the spatial resolution (0.25°) was at or higher than that

of the simulation grid, (2) the diurnal cycle is resolved (a

3 h time step is used by TRMM), (3) the entire annual

cycle over the full LSM integration period is covered, (4)

and TRMM was found to give relatively good rainfall

estimates over this region in an AMMA-sponsored rainfall

product intercomparison study (Jobard et al. 2007), and the

best of the products meeting criteria 1–3. It should be noted

that the goal of ALMIP is not to create new precipitation

products, but rather to test existing datasets.

2.2 ALMIP experimental setup

The ALMIP model domain consists in the continental land

surface bounded in the region from -5° to 20°N longitude,

and -20° to 30°E latitude at a 0.50° spatial resolution (see

Fig. 1). The ALMIP results presented in this paper are from

Experiment 3 (hereafter these results are simply referred to

as ALMIP in this paper) which uses a merged forcing

which was described in the previous section (see Boone

et al. 2009, for details on the other ALMIP experiments).

Nine LSMs ran this experiment which covered the time

period from 2002 to 2007, and they are listed along with a

recent reference in Table 1. There were a total of 11 LSM

simulations (two models did simulations using two differ-

ent options: ISBA used the force-restore and the multi-

layer diffusion soil options, while ORCHIDEE lowered the

minimum allowable soil moisture from the default value).

All of the LSMs used the same grid and atmospheric

forcing, and the majority of the LSMs used either the

provided soil and vegetation parameters or the closest

equivalents, while a few used their own set of parameters

(e.g. the ECMWF model used ALMIP results to test the

influence of soil moisture initialisation in their operational

forecast system, so they used their own set of parameters).

2.3 ALMIP ensemble average

Gao and Dirmeyer (2006) showed the advantages and

improved realism of using a multi-LSM model average of

simulated surface properties. They presented several dif-

ferent weighting techniques, ranging from a simple average

to one using optimised weights which minimised errors

based on observations. The low spatial density of surface

observations over West Africa precluded the use of opti-

mised weights, so the simple ensemble-mean of the

ALMIP simulated surface fluxes are used in this study

(which was also shown by Gao and Dirmeyer 2006, to be

preferable to any single model realisation).

The evapotranspiration, Evap, for each LSM averaged

over the core WAM season (June–September: JJAS) for

2005 is shown in Fig. 1. The northward extent and gradient

of Evap is quite similar among the LSMs and is controlled

to a large extent by the precipitation in this water-stressed

region (north of about 15°N). While there are some dif-

ferences around 10°N, the most significant differences are

located over the equatorial forest region (east of 10°E, and

south of 5°N). Because the inter-LSM differences in sur-

face fluxes for the two ISBA and ORCHIDEE sensitivity

runs were considerably smaller than the overall inter-LSM

scatter (compare Fig. 1a, b, g, h, respectively), their results

were simply averaged to give single realisation for these

two models resulting in a 9-member ensemble average

(denoted as AVG in Fig. 1l).
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Fig. 1 ALMIP model

evapotranspiration (Evap)

averaged from May through

October (the period covered by

the WAMME model outputs)

for 2005. The ALMIP ensemble

average is shown in panel l

Table 1 ALMIP Exp.3 models

Model Acronym Institute Recent references ALMIP model configuration

HTESSEL ECMWF, Reading, UK

G. Balsamo

Balsamo et al. (2009) 4L, 6 tiles, 1E, SV: ECMWF

ORCHIDEE-CWRR IPSL, Paris, France T. Orgeval and

P. deRosnay

d’Orgeval et al. (2008), de Rosnay

et al. (2002)

11L, 13 tiles, 1E, SV: ECOCLIMAP

ISBAa

ISBA-DIFb
CNRM, Météo-France, Toulouse

A. Boone

(a) Noilhan and Mahfouf (1996),

(b) Boone et al. (2000)

3La, 5Lb, 1 tile, 1E, SV: ECOCLIMAP

JULES CEH, Wallingford, UK P. Harris Essery et al. (2003) 4L, 9 tiles, 1E, SV:ECOCLIMAP

SETHYS CETP/LSCE, France S. Saux-

Piccard and C. Ottlé

Coudert et al. (2006) 2L, 12 tiles, 2E, SV: ECOCLIMAP

NOAH CETP/LSCE (NCEP) B.

Decharme and C. Ottlé

Chen and Dudhia (2001),

Decharme (2007)

7L, 12 tiles, 1E, SV: ECOCLIMAP

CLSM UPMC, Paris, France S. Gascoin

and A. Ducharne

Koster et al. (2000) 5L, 5 tiles, 3E, SV: ECOCLIMAP

SSiB LETG, Nantes, France; UCLA,

Los Angeles, USA I. Poccard-

Leclercq

Xue et al. (1991) 3L, 1 tile, 2E, SV: SSiB

SWAP IWP, Moscow, Russia Y. Gusev

and O. Nasonova

Gusev et al. (2006) 3L, 1 tile, 1E, SV: ECOCLIMAP

A recent model reference is given. The names of the people who performed the simulations are in italics. The model configuration used for

ALMIP is shown in the rightmost column where L represents the number of vertical soil layers, E represents the number of energy budgets per

tile (a separate budget for snow cover is not considered here), and SV corresponds to the soil–vegetation parameters used. Tile refers to the

maximum number of completely independent land surface types permitted within each grid box
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Quantitative estimates of the inter-LSM variability are

shown in Fig. 2. The so called ‘‘omega’’ statistic (Koster

et al. 2002) is used to give an estimate of the signal to noise

ratio: it was computed using daily average Evap values

over the entire annual cycle for 2005 and is shown in

Fig. 2a. Large values (approaching unity) indicate areas

were the model time series are well correlated, which

corresponds to a more significant impact of the forcing

(notably the precipitation). The best agreement occurs over

the Sahel region (north of about 10°N), which is of interest

as this is the region where precipitation recycling should be

significant. Areas with lesser LSM agreement (lower val-

ues) are located where soils are generally deeper and the

vegetation coverage is more dense (especially in forested

areas). Several factors lead to greater LSM disagreement

here: deeper soils coupled with parameterisation differ-

ences in sub-surface hydrology and water uptake by veg-

etation cause model dispersion, and there is considerable

spread in terms of the time evolution of soil evaporation

beneath forest canopies.

The coefficient of variation (ratio of the inter-LSM

variability to the LSM average) for the same time interval

is shown in Fig. 2b. Values are not surprisingly highest

along the northern fringe of the domain owing to very low

precipitation rates coupled with a very high atmospheric

demand, however, elsewhere the inter-LSM variability is

about 5–15% of the average which indicates a fairly good

agreement. The values are slightly larger (exceeding 15%)

over the equatorial forest region. In this paper, however,

the lower agreement over the aforementioned zone is not

very important as the focus is on the region from -10° to

10°E, where the LSMs have a fairly good agreement.

The monthly LSM-average (±1 SD) water and energy

budget components averaged over the Sahel are shown in

Figs. 3a and b, respectively. Note that hereafter in this

paper, the Sahel is somewhat arbitrarily defined from -10°

to 10°E longitude, and from 11° to 17°N latitude. Although

the onset of heavier precipitation is earlier in 2005 than in

2004, some general observations can be made for both

years. Peak Evap occurs approximately 2 months after

peak rains (in July), and the timing of this peak corresponds

with the change in sign of soil moisture storage (the peak is

mostly storage driven). Also, the LSM-average runoff ratio

(runoff to precipitation) is rather low (less than approxi-

mately 10% over the Sahel) and total annual soil water

storage is also a relatively small, so much of the rainfall is

recycled (evaporated).

The corresponding LSM surface flux components (net

radiation, Rnet, sensible, Qh, and latent, Qle, heat fluxes)

are shown in Fig. 3b. The inter-LSM Rnet scatter is lower

Fig. 2 The ‘‘omega’’ coefficient, which represents the signal to noise

ratio in the ensemble, for the ALMIP Evap is shown in panel a, and

the coefficient of variation is shown in panel b. Both statistics were

computed using daily values for all of 2005

Fig. 3 The mean and spread (±1 SD) for the ALMIP ensemble

computed over the Sahel (see the text for the definition of the Sahel

used herein). The water budget components are shown in panel a, and

the energy budget components are shown in panel b
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than for the surface turbulent fluxes, which results because

most of this flux is constrained by the forcing (incoming

shortwave and longwave fluxes are the same for all models,

and in addition the emissivity and albedo are prescribed).

In both years, there is a double-peak (maxima in June and

September), which result primarily due to high incoming

shortwave radiation prior to monsoon onset and just after

it’s retreat. The sensible and latent heat flux peaks are

approximately 5 months apart, with the Qle becoming

dominant during the onset month, and the Qh becoming

larger at the end of each year once the soil moisture reserve

has been sufficiently depleted.

In terms of ALMIP evaluation, it was found that the

LSMs performed well on the large scale in terms of cap-

turing the seasonal cycle of the near surface soil moisture

using remotely sensed data (see de Rosnay et al. 2009, for

details). Many land surface flux stations were installed

during the AMMA field campaign (Redelsperger et al.

2006), but it is difficult to compare ALMIP output fluxes

directly with local scale values due to the ALMIP grid

resolution. However, spatially up-scaled surface fluxes are

available for the Mali mesoscale site which corresponds to

the ALMIP grid box at -1.5°E 15.5°N. The comparison of

the observed up-scaled surface Qh with the ALMIP-AVG

for a single pixel is shown in Fig. 4. The modelled and

observed aggregated Qh values have been averaged over

10-day periods for this comparison. The Qh time series for

each site have been weighted by the fraction of their cor-

responding land cover type over the mesoscale box

(approximately 60 km resolution) using remotely sensed

data (Timouk et al. 2008). In Fig. 4, dashed curves corre-

spond to the 3-year average (2005–2007) time series for

each observation site within the mesoscale domain. Each

site represents a very different land cover type: Kelma is a

low-lying marshy site during and after the wet season,

Eguerit is a rocky site with little vegetation, and the

Agoufou site has sparse low vegetation. The aggregated

observed fluxes and associated variability are shown by the

shaded region. The solid curves enclose a region bounded

by ±1 SD about the LSM-AVG Qh averaged over 2005–

2007. The LSM-average simulated Qh response to the wet

season and the subsequent dry-down are well correlated

with the observed average Qh, and the magnitude is well

simulated. A detailed analysis of ALMIP LSM evaluation

is beyond the scope of this paper (for more details, see

Boone et al. 2009).

3 WAMME surface flux evaluation

The analysis in this study focuses on the period from 2004

to 2005 because there is an overlap between the WAMME

and ALMIP outputs. Note that WAMME also covers 2003,

but the satellite-based SAF radiative fluxes were not

available for this year. The WAMME evaluation is based

on the availability of outputs from May to October. Note

that the focus of this study is on seasonal cycles, so that the

monthly mean values are examined in this study. Finally, a

description of the WAMME models and the experimental

setup are given in Xue et al. (this issue): the same model

naming convention is used herein. A summary of the

WAMME LSM configurations are given in Table 2.

3.1 Comparison of WAMME variables

with ALMIP forcing

The precipitation simulation by the WAMME models is of

key importance for the surface fluxes, especially in the

Sahel were the atmospheric demand and large incoming

radiative energy cause most of the precipitation to be

evaporated from the surface (as shown in Sect. 2). The

WAMME simulated precipitation for the entire ALMIP

domain averaged over the core monsoon period JJAS 2004

is compared to the TRMM precipitation in Fig. 5 in the

form of scatter plots (the correlation, root mean square

difference or RMS and the bias are shown in each panel).

The majority of the WAMME models have a positive

precipitation bias. NCEP2 (NCEP reanalysis version 2) has

one of the lowest at -0.1 kg m-2 day-1, but NCEP2

replaced model precipitation at the surface with a rainfall

product (see Xue et al., this issue). The inter-rainfall

product variability for several standard satellite and gauge

based products is considerably smaller than the inter model

Fig. 4 The 3-year average (2005–2007) observed Qh for the three

local sites are indicated by the dashed lines, and the shaded green

area corresponds to the spread of the spatially aggregated fluxes

(representing the 60 9 60 km2 supersite domain). The solid curves

enclose the spread (1 SD) of the ALMIP multi-model Qh averaged

over 2005–2007 for Exp.3. The observed flux data for this figure were

taken from Timouk et al. (2008)
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variability (see Xue et al., this issue: this is also discussed

in more detail in the next paragraph). A high correlation

implies that the position and strength of the JJAS-averaged

meridional precipitation gradient is similar between the

WAMME model and TRMM, and two models (UCLA, and

MOHC HadRM3P-NCEP) have both a high correlation

(above 0.8) and a relatively low bias (less than

1 kg m-2 day-1). It is interesting to note that the best

statistics overall are obtained by the GCM ensemble

(Fig. 5b). The significance of the ensemble performance is

detailed in Xue et al. (this issue).

In fact, it should be noted that the results presented here

are not exclusive to TRMM. Indeed, the agreement

between different commonly used satellite rainfall products

at the monthly scale is much better than that among the

WAMME models, so any one of several can be used to

evaluate the model performances (depending on the spatial

and temporal resolution requirements for evaluation). An

example is shown for the Sahel in Fig. 6: thick lines cor-

respond to the commonly used products TRMM, Global

Precipitation Climatology Centre (GPCC: Schneider et al.

2008), Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP:

Adler et al. 2003), and Climate Prediction Center RainFall

Estimation version 2.0 (CPC-RFE2: Laws et al. 2004). The

thin lines correspond to the WAMME simulated rain rates.

Note that the rainfall simulation problem is also present in

operational NWP models (the ECMWF curve based on 12–

36 h forecasts is also shown, and it underestimates the

rainfall primarily because the latitude of the core of the

active precipitation zone is south of the Sahel. This prob-

lem is well known at ECMWF: A. Beljaars, personal

communication).

The spatial correlations of the downwelling shortwave

radiation and the precipitation (averaged over JJAS 2004)

are shown in Fig. 7 (where the same letters are used to

identify the WAMME models as in Fig. 5). Of the 17

simulations shown, the majority of them show a fair con-

sistency in that better shortwave radiation simulations

correspond to better precipitation simulations (compared to

the satellite-based product OSI-SAF). Once again, the

GCM ensemble is the best (symbol b). Three of the four

models with the lowest shortwave correlation tend to

simulate the monsoon too far north or south compared to

the ALMIP forcing, while the remaining one (NCEP-GFS)

simulates a reasonable position but with widespread high

precipitation rates within the active monsoon region. Note

that the inter-model variability exceeds the inter-annual

differences for the 2 years considered, so the conclusions

are essentially the same for 2004 as 2005 (not shown here).

The spatial and temporal distributions of the precipitation

and incoming solar energy obviously modulate the surface

fluxes, especially in the transition zone from the dessert to

vegetated areas (in the Sahel). This will e examined further

in the next section.

3.2 WAMME simulated surface fluxes

The key surface flux which couples the surface to the

atmosphere via the hydrological cycle is the latent heat

flux. The WAMME model JJAS average latent heat flux,

Qle, for 2004 is shown in Fig. 8 (the ALMIP Qle is shown

in Fig. 8w). Looking at the spatial patterns and magnitudes,

it is seen that the GCM ensemble compares best with

ALMIP (consistent with the analysis in the previous sec-

tion, see Fig. 7). Three models have relatively high Qle

rates up to 20°N owing to the penetration of the monsoon

too far north (MRI-JMA, Cornell MM5, NCAR CAM-

CLM3 and MOHC HadAM3), two models have a monsoon

Table 2 As in Table 1 except

for the WAMME LSMs

A recent model reference is

given (the atmospheric model

references can be found in Xue

et al. 2009). The default LSM

configuration used is shown in

the rightmost column. The

LSMs each used their respective

vegetation and soil parameters

WAMME GCM/RCM

Acronym

LSM acronym and reference WAMME

configuration

NCEP NCEP: Pan and Mahrt (1987) 2L, 1 tile, 1E

CFS NOAH: Chen and Dudhia (2001) 4L, 1 tile, 1E

GFS NOAH (as above) 4L, 1 tile, 1E

COLA SSiB: Xue et al. (1991) 3L, 1 tile, 2E

UCLA SSiB (as above) 3L, 1 tile, 2E

UCLA MRF SSiB (as above) 3L, 1 tile, 2E

JMA SiB: Sellers et al. (1986) 3L, 1 tile, 2E

NASA FVGCM CLM: Dai et al. (2003) 10L, 1 tile, 2E

NCAR CAM CLM: (as above) 10L, 1 tile, 2E

MOHC JULES: Essery et al. (2003) 4L, 1 tile, 1E

NASA GMAO MOSAIC: Koster and Suarez (1996) 3L, 8 tiles, 1E

MM5 NOAH: Chen and Dudhia (2001) 4L, 1 tile, 1E

NASA GISS GISS: Rosenzweig and Abramopoulos (1997) 6L, 1 tile, 2E

RegCM BATS: Dickinson et al. (1993) 3L, 1 tile, 2E
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which stays too far south (UCLA-MRF and NASA GSFC

FVGCM), while the remaining models are more consistent

with ALMIP. Because of the significant amount of pre-

cipitation recycling north of about 10°N because of large

atmospheric demand, the evaporation and precipitation are

highly correlated. The meridional Qle gradient varies sig-

nificantly among the models, and this will be discussed in

more detail later in this section.

The statistical comparison of the JJAS 2004 Qle

between the WAMME models and ALMIP is shown in

Fig. 9. The lowest bias and root mean square difference is

for NCEP2, which is reassuring since the surface received a

satellite-based precipitation product as opposed to the

model precipitation. The best overall agreement with AL-

MIP in terms of all three statistics is once again the GCM

ensemble, although the RCM ensemble is fairly close.

Fig. 5 Scatter plots of the WAMME simulated rainfall verses the

values from ALMIP (based on TRMM 3B42). The statistics are

computed over the 4 month core monsoon period (June–September).

The statistics shown are the correlation, r, the root mean square

difference, R, and the bias, b
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Because of the positive precipitation bias of the WAMME

models, there is also a positive Qle bias with many models

having maximum values of approximately 50% larger than

ALMIP maximum values. The overall WAMME Qle

positive bias is probably also related to the fact that most of

the models tend to simulate the monsoon too far north,

where atmospheric demand is larger so that precipitation

recycling should be intensified.

Hovmoller plots of Qle for 2004 (from May to October)

are shown in Fig. 10, where the Qle has been averaged

from -10° to 10°E longitude. The ALMIP Qle temporal

evolution is asymmetric, with considerably larger Qle rates

during the monsoon retreat than during any other period.

This results as water stored in the root zone is evaporated

after the precipitation rates have diminished. The large Qle

results from a combination of ample soil moisture, signi-

ficant incoming solar radiation and relatively large atmo-

spheric demand (i.e. relatively dry atmospheric conditions).

There is also a relative ALMIP Qle minimum transitioning

from July to August south of 10o N due to lower precipi-

tation and incoming radiation and humid conditions. In

contrast with ALMIP, most of the WAMME models have a

fairly symmetric Qle temporal evolution, with only COLA,

MOHC HadAM3, NCEP-GFS, NCAR CAM/CLM3 and

Cornell MM5 having maximum Qle rates occurring during

the monsoon retreat. NCEP2 has the best overall agreement

in terms of Qle meridional gradient and northward extent

and timing, but this is expected as the precipitation is not

from the atmospheric model (it is satellite based as for

ALMIP). Therefore for most of the models, the soil water

reserve does not seem to be greatly impacting the late

season Qle. In general agreement with ALMIP, most of the

models have a relative Qle minimum south of 10°N during

the monsoon period, but the exact position in time, mag-

nitude and spatial extent are quite variable.

Of key importance (as mentioned in the introduction) for

the monsoon intensity, is the meridional gradient of the

surface fluxes. The ratio of Qh to the Rnet is used in order

to explore the surface energetics in a relative sense. The

corresponding meridional gradient for each of the WAM-

ME models (averaged from -10° to 10°E longitude) for

three times (onset in June, peak monsoon activity in August

and post monsoon in October) are shown in Fig. 11 toge-

ther with the ALMIP values. Several WAMME models

have been highlighted (using thick curves) as a reference.

During the onset period for both years, ALMIP has more

energy going into sensible than latent heating compared to

WAMME. Again, this is probably mostly related to the

lower ALMIP precipitation rates. Also, quite a few models

already have the active monsoon region extending up to

approximately 13°N indicated by the inflection point in

many of the curves. Although there is considerable scatter,

most of the models are similar to ALMIP in August (except

for those which place rainfall north of 20°N, indicated by

the very low ratios north of 15°N). Ratios range from

approximately 0.3 to 0.7 from south to north. October has

the most inter-model scatter north of about 12°N, with

ratios ranging from 0.2 to nearly 1.0 at 20°N. In contrast,

the models have the best agreement with each other and

with ALMIP south of 10°N. This is probably because the

relatively low incoming solar radiation is preferentially

used for evaporation over the relatively wet and well

vegetated surfaces. One model of note is NCEP2, which

has a markedly different behaviour than all of the other

Fig. 6 Comparison of the spatial correlation between WAMME and

ALMIP for the downwelling solar radiation (ordinate) and the

precipitation. The boxed region indicates models which performed the

best

Fig. 7 The Sahel average rainfall monthly time series for 2 years:

different precipitation products are represented by thick curves, and

the WAMME model simulations are indicated by the thin black

curves. The ECMWF forecast simulation is also indicated
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Because of the positive precipitation bias of the WAMME

models, there is also a positive Qle bias with many models

having maximum values of approximately 50% larger than

ALMIP maximum values. The overall WAMME Qle

positive bias is probably also related to the fact that most of

the models tend to simulate the monsoon too far north,

where atmospheric demand is larger so that precipitation

recycling should be intensified.

Hovmoller plots of Qle for 2004 (from May to October)

are shown in Fig. 10, where the Qle has been averaged

from -10° to 10°E longitude. The ALMIP Qle temporal

evolution is asymmetric, with considerably larger Qle rates

during the monsoon retreat than during any other period.

This results as water stored in the root zone is evaporated

after the precipitation rates have diminished. The large Qle

results from a combination of ample soil moisture, signi-

ficant incoming solar radiation and relatively large atmo-

spheric demand (i.e. relatively dry atmospheric conditions).

There is also a relative ALMIP Qle minimum transitioning

from July to August south of 10o N due to lower precipi-

tation and incoming radiation and humid conditions. In

contrast with ALMIP, most of the WAMME models have a

fairly symmetric Qle temporal evolution, with only COLA,

MOHC HadAM3, NCEP-GFS, NCAR CAM/CLM3 and

Cornell MM5 having maximum Qle rates occurring during

the monsoon retreat. NCEP2 has the best overall agreement

in terms of Qle meridional gradient and northward extent

and timing, but this is expected as the precipitation is not

from the atmospheric model (it is satellite based as for

ALMIP). Therefore for most of the models, the soil water

reserve does not seem to be greatly impacting the late

season Qle. In general agreement with ALMIP, most of the

models have a relative Qle minimum south of 10°N during

the monsoon period, but the exact position in time, mag-

nitude and spatial extent are quite variable.

Of key importance (as mentioned in the introduction) for

the monsoon intensity, is the meridional gradient of the

surface fluxes. The ratio of Qh to the Rnet is used in order

to explore the surface energetics in a relative sense. The

corresponding meridional gradient for each of the WAM-

ME models (averaged from -10° to 10°E longitude) for

three times (onset in June, peak monsoon activity in August

and post monsoon in October) are shown in Fig. 11 toge-

ther with the ALMIP values. Several WAMME models

have been highlighted (using thick curves) as a reference.

During the onset period for both years, ALMIP has more

energy going into sensible than latent heating compared to

WAMME. Again, this is probably mostly related to the

lower ALMIP precipitation rates. Also, quite a few models

already have the active monsoon region extending up to

approximately 13°N indicated by the inflection point in

many of the curves. Although there is considerable scatter,

most of the models are similar to ALMIP in August (except

for those which place rainfall north of 20°N, indicated by

the very low ratios north of 15°N). Ratios range from

approximately 0.3 to 0.7 from south to north. October has

the most inter-model scatter north of about 12°N, with

ratios ranging from 0.2 to nearly 1.0 at 20°N. In contrast,

the models have the best agreement with each other and

with ALMIP south of 10°N. This is probably because the

relatively low incoming solar radiation is preferentially

used for evaporation over the relatively wet and well

vegetated surfaces. One model of note is NCEP2, which

has a markedly different behaviour than all of the other

Fig. 6 Comparison of the spatial correlation between WAMME and

ALMIP for the downwelling solar radiation (ordinate) and the

precipitation. The boxed region indicates models which performed the

best

Fig. 7 The Sahel average rainfall monthly time series for 2 years:

different precipitation products are represented by thick curves, and

the WAMME model simulations are indicated by the thin black

curves. The ECMWF forecast simulation is also indicated
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compared to ALMIP (owing to rainfall); however, SWIp

values are nearly unity in a large area south of 10°N. In

fact, this is a common trait in most of the WAMME

models. In contrast, Kohler et al. (2009) showed that at a

site located in Burkina Fasso (approximately 10° and -3°)

during the special observing period in 2006, the daily

average Bowen ratio (ratio of sensible to latent heat flux)

tended to have minimum values after rainfall events no

lower than about 0.27, which corresponds to a maximum

SWIp as defined here of approximately 0.78 (consistent

with the ALMIP values, which are less than 0.8). This

indicates that significant sensible heating of the atmosphere

still takes place south of 10°N during the monsoon season

in contrast to what is seen in the majority of WAMME

models.

4 Conclusions and perspectives

Surface energy fluxes simulated by an ensemble of land

surface models from ALMIP have been used as a proxy for

the best estimate of the ‘‘real world’’ values in order to

Fig. 9 As in Fig. 4 except for the latent heat flux
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Fig. 10 WAMME model latent heat flux Hovmoller plots for 2004 averaged from -10° to 10°E for 2004. The ALMIP Hovmoller is shown in

panel w

Fig. 11 Meridional profiles of

the ratio of the sensible heat flux

to the net radiation for three

different months averaged from

-10° to 10°E. The thick black

curve corresponds to ALMIP.

Several WAMME models are

indicated
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evaluate GCM and RCM simulations under the auspices of

the WAMME project, since such large-scale observations

do not exist. The ALMIP models have been forced in off-

line mode using satellite and gauge based precipitation

estimates from TRMM 3B42, downwelling satellite based

radiative flux products from OSI and LAND-SAF, and

atmospheric state variables from NWP.

An ensemble average is computed for all of the surface

energy and water budget components, and the inter-model

variability is examined for two annual cycles. The LSM

fluxes agree well with a coefficient of variation for latent

heat flux ranging from approximately 5–15% over most of

West Africa, with the best agreement over the semi-arid

Sahel where precipitation recycling is most significant. The

ensemble signal to noise ratio of the surface turbulent

fluxes is fairly large over most of the region, with the

exception of the equatorial rain forest. This is related to the

fact that soils are deepest (impacting hydrology and water

storage) and vegetation processes (such as radiative trans-

fer and root zone water uptake) and interactions with the

under story are more complex. The simulated fluxes over

this region have a larger uncertainty (owing to more model

disagreement), however, the focus is on the WAM so that

the WAMME analysis is mostly done outside of this area.

The WAMME model simulated net radiation agrees

rather well with ALMIP for most of the WAMME models,

however, the partitioning of this energy into turbulent fluxes

is different from ALMIP and is quite variable. The main

reason for the difference with respect to ALMIP is that the

WAMME models have a positive precipitation bias com-

pared to ALMIP. Because there is ample energy, this leads

Fig. 12 A comparison of the latent and sensible heat fluxes averaged

from -10° to 10°E and from May through October. The WAMME

symbols are the same as those in Fig. 8. The A is used to indicate

ALMIP. Boxes represent the ALMIP range. Diagonal lines represent

the net radiation simulated by ALMIP

Fig. 13 The WAMME Soil Wetness Index proxy (SWIp) averaged from June through September (JJAS) for 2004. The corresponding ALMIP

field is shown in panel w
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to larger latent heat fluxes and very little rainfall is being

stored or becomes runoff in the WAMME models. This

seems to be due, in part, to further northward placement of

monsoon in areas with larger potential energy for evapo-

ration or most of the WAMME models. Further research is

needed to determine how much the surface contributes to

this displacement of the WAM in the WAMME models.

NCEP2 is a special case. Surface latent heat fluxes agree

well with ALMIP compared to most of the WAMME

models, which is comforting since, like ALMIP, the pre-

cipitation is not based on NWP (but rather a mixed satellite-

gauge approach). But the surface net radiation is quite

different (primarily owing to albedo differences), so that

sensible heat fluxes are among the lowest of all the

WAMME models (and in contrast to ALMIP estimates).

In terms of the annual cycle over West Africa, ALMIP

produces the maximum latent heat flux during the monsoon

retreat as stored water is evaporated before solar radiation

reaches the boreal winter minima: only six of the WAMME

models have this feature, and it is generally rather weak.

Also, the starting point for the monsoon (in May) is further

north than ALMIP for all of the WAMME models except

for the two models which keep the monsoon too far south.

Thus before onset, the maximum low level MSE gradient is

further to the north than ALMIP for most of the WAMME

models.

The meridional ratio of sensible heat flux to the net

radiation during onset (June) (from 5° to 20°N) is larger in

ALMIP than in the WAMME models, mainly because the

monsoon starts further south and temrally lags most of the

WAMME models (the monsoon jump in TRMM is

generally more rapid than in the WAMME models). The

best general agreement with ALMIP is in August, when the

meridional gradient is generally the lowest. During

the monsoon retreat, most of the WAMME models agree

quite well with ALMIP south of 10°N (the aforementioned

ratio is between 0.1 and 0.2 for most models), while north

of 10°N there is the greatest dispersion of WAMME

models for the 3 months considered. This seems to be

related to large differences in soil water storage and it’s

extraction within the WAMME models.

In order to truly respond to questions regarding the

coupling between the land surface and the atmosphere

using GCMs and RCMs, special experiments in which

the models are constrained by offline soil moisture (e.g.

Douville et al. 2001) or offline surface fluxes (perhaps

using a flux replacement method, such as that presented by

Dirmeyer and Zhao 2004) should be done focusing on this

region using a multi-model GCM or RCM approach

together with ALMIP outputs. This effort would also be

complemented by the large unique dataset consisting in

both surface and atmospheric data measured during the

AMMA field campaign.
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ABSTRACT

Recent advances in global flow routing schemes have shown the importance of using high-resolution to-

pography for representing floodplain inundation dynamics more reliably. This study presents and evaluates

the Hydrological Modeling and Analysis Platform (HyMAP), which is a global flow routing scheme specif-

ically designed to bridge the gap between current state-of-the-art global flow routing schemes by combining

their main features and introducing new features to better capture floodplain dynamics. The ultimate goals

of HyMAP are to provide the scientific community with a novel scheme suited to the assimilation of satellite

altimetry data for global water discharge forecasts and a model that can be potentially coupled with

atmospheric models. In this first model evaluation, HyMAP is coupled with the Interactions between Soil–

Biosphere–Atmosphere (ISBA) land surface model in order to simulate the surface water dynamics in the

Amazon basin. The model is evaluated over the 1986–2006 period against an unprecedented source of in-

formation, including in situ and satellite-based datasets of water discharge and level, flow velocity, and flood-

plain extent. Results show that themodel can satisfactorily simulate the large-scale features of the water surface

dynamics of the Amazon River basin. Among all stream gauges considered, 23% have Nash–Sutcliffe co-

efficients (NS) higher than 0.50 and 68% above zero. About 28% of the stations have volume errors lower than

15%. Simulated discharges at Óbidos had NS 5 0.89. Time series of simulated floodplains at the basin scale

agrees well with satellite-based estimates, with a relative error of 7% and correlation of 0.89. These results

indicate nonnegligible improvements in comparison to previous studies for the same region.

1. Introduction

A better understanding of freshwater flux and storage

over the continents has been the subject of numerous

studies in the last few decades. Indeed, understanding

surface water dynamics (including floodplain, wetlands,

inundations, etc.) is fundamental given its role in the

continental water and energy cycle. For instance, it has
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been demonstrated that wetland areas, covering about

5% of the earth’s land surface (Prigent et al. 2007), can

play an important role within the climate system vari-

ability. Continental surface waters also influence the

surface energy balance and feedback effects between the

land surface and atmosphere (Krinner 2003; Mohamed

et al. 2005). They also play an important role on water

discharges of large rivers, sediment dynamics (Dunne

et al. 1998), and freshwater chemistry (e.g., Melack

et al. 2004). Finally, wetlands have been shown to have

a significant impact on the interannual variability of

global methane emissions (Bousquet et al. 2006).

The numerical modeling of the horizontal fluxes of

land surface waters is traditionally performed by flow

routing schemes (FRSs), which are often driven by

surface runoff R and subsurface runoff (or baseflow, B)

rates derived from land surface models (LSMs), or

coupled with hydrological models composed of simpli-

fied vertical energy and water balance schemes.

The first attempts in simulating global land surface

hydrology were based on linear relationships between

water volume storage and discharge, assuming linear re-

servoirs with constant residence times (e.g., Vörösmarty

et al. 1989), constant (e.g., Oki and Sud 1998), and vari-

able flow velocity y based on empirical equations based

on river morphology and topography gradient (e.g.,

Miller et al. 1994). The coarse spatial resolutions used

by these models, varying between 0.58 and 2.58, were

mainly due to computational limitations or in order for

the models to be compatible with typical general cir-

culation models (GCMs) at that time.

Recent studies have improved the parameterization

of FRS by considering the flow routing at the subgrid

scale using linear reservoirs; flow routing between grid

cells based on simplified formulations of the Saint–

Venant equations, such as the kinematic and diffusive

wave equations; interactions between rivers and flood-

plains; and evaporation from open waters (Döll et al.

2003; Decharme et al. 2012; Yamazaki et al. 2011). Also,

recent advances in data availability, resolution, and

processing allow one to simulate land surface hydrology

globally at a 0.258–0.508 spatial resolution and subdaily

time steps. In particular, a few parameterizations can

represent floodplain dynamics in FRS by taking into

account topographic information from high-resolution

digital elevation models (DEMs) in order to character-

ize the flooded area3water height relation within a grid

cell. These schemes are based on statistical functions

(e.g., Coe et al. 2008; Dadson et al. 2010) or elevation

profiles (Decharme et al. 2012; Yamazaki et al. 2011),

and are able to represent both the water storage and

water fluxes between rivers and floodplains within a grid

cell at the large scale. However, they still do not account

for water fluxes through inundated areas. On the other

hand, it has been demonstrated that floodplains can alter

the water transport in large basins such as the Amazon

basin (Richey et al. 1989). This physical process is ex-

plicitly represented by meso- and regional-scale hydro-

dynamic models (e.g., Estrela and Quintas 1994; Horritt

and Bates 2002; Biancamaria et al. 2009; Paiva et al.

2012), but the application of such approaches at the

global scale is computationally prohibitive.

While coupling LSMs and FRSs in online mode can

require complex programming, the implementation of

offline LSM–FRS systems is a straightforward solution

for reproducing horizontal water fluxes from LSM out-

puts over the continents. The offline mode coupling

consists in, as a first step, running a given LSM and then,

as a postprocessing step, using R and B derived from the

land surface model as inputs of the FRS. This two-step

procedure allows one to promptly convert runoff from

any land surface model into streamflow. On the other

hand, offline mode runs prevent LSMs from benefitting

from FRS feedbacks, such as the spatiotemporal distri-

bution of wetlands and flooded zones, which could ac-

count for a better simulation of evapotranspiration and

soil moisture—particularly, considering that evaporation

from floodplains in the vertical water and energy balance

of an LSM can significantly improve water discharge

simulations, as demonstrated by Decharme et al. (2012).

The aforementioned issues are addressed in the pres-

ent paper. A new global FRS, the Hydrological Model-

ing and Analysis Platform (HyMAP), is presented and

evaluated. HyMAP was specially developed to route

LSM outputs in offline mode, taking into account water

surface dynamics and representing the runoff and base-

flow time delays, the interaction between rivers and

floodplains, floodplain water flow among grid cells, and

evaporation from open waters.

As a first experiment, HyMAP is coupled with the In-

teractions between Soil–Biosphere–Atmosphere (ISBA)

LSM (Noilhan and Mahfouf 1996) in offline mode and

has its performance evaluated in the Amazon basin over

the 1986–2006 period at 0.258 spatial resolution. The

Princeton University 3-hourly atmospheric dataset

(Sheffield et al. 2006) is used as input to force the sys-

tem. The model is extensively evaluated using both in

situ and satellite-based observations, including in situ

water discharge and flow velocity made available by the

Brazilian Water Agency [Agência Nacional de Águas

(ANA)], along with radar altimetry data acquired by

Envisat and multisatellite-derived estimates of inunda-

tion extent at a 0.258 spatial resolution (Prigent et al.

2007; Papa et al. 2010). This paper is organized into

five sections. Section 2 presents a detailed description

of HyMAP and the model parameterization. The
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experimental design, forcings, and evaluation datasets

are described in section 3. Results and discussion are

shown in section 4, and the conclusions are provided

in section 5.

2. HyMAP: The Hydrological Modeling and

Analysis Platform

HyMAP is a global-scale flow routing scheme specifi-

cally designed to be coupled with any LSM in offline

mode. The model has been developed in the framework

of the future Surface Water and Ocean Topography

(SWOT) mission, planned to be launched within the de-

cade and which will provide high-resolution characteriza-

tion of water surface elevations with two-dimensional

global maps of terrestrial surface water extent and storage

changes (Alsdorf et al. 2007). The objective is to have a

modeling system capable of assimilating SWOT data to-

ward a near-real-time global estimation of water discharge.

HyMAP is inspired by the Catchment-based Macro-

scale Floodplain (CaMa-Flood) model (Yamazaki et al.

2011) and ISBA–Total Runoff Integrating Pathways

(TRIP; Decharme et al. 2012) global flow routing

schemes in that it simulates the horizontal water fluxes

over continental surfaces where the runoff and baseflow

(in this study, baseflow represents the vertical flux from

unsaturated soil layer to saturated layer) generated by

an LSM are routed through a prescribed river network

to oceans or inland seas. The model simulates water

level, discharge, and storage in rivers and floodplains at

the daily time step with internal computational time

steps that can be adjusted between a few minutes to

several hours. The model is composed of four modules

accounting for 1) the surface runoff and groundwater

baseflow time delays, 2) a river–floodplain interface,

3) flow routing in river channels and floodplains, and

4) evaporation from open water surfaces. The main

advances in the representation of physical processes in

comparison to the previous two models are the in-

troduction of time delays for both runoff and baseflow

(section 2a), a floodplain elevation profile accounting for

the representation of river surfaces (section 2b), the flow

routing within the floodplain (section 2c), and the com-

putation of surface water evaporation in offline LSM–

FRS systems (section 2d). Also, HyMAP combines a

relatively high spatial resolution of 0.258with spatially

distributed parameters. Figure 1 presents a schematic

with the main variables of the model.

The runoff and baseflow generated by an LSM pass

through the surface water or groundwater linear reser-

voirs, respectively, and then are routed using a kinematic

wave formulation through a prescribed river network to

oceans or inland seas. The river network is represented

by a river channel reservoir and a floodplain reservoir

in each grid cell. Similar to CaMa–Flood, river chan-

nel and floodplain are treated as continuous reservoirs

in that water spilling from the river channel is stored in

the floodplain. At each time step, the inflow water is

redistributed between the river channel and floodplain

reservoirs following stage–volume relationships derived

from the topography of each grid cell. The outflow is

then calculated independently for both floodplain and

river considering different water depths and rough-

ness coefficients.

Lowland topography and river network characteris-

tics such as river length and slope are prescribed on

FIG. 1. Schematic of a river channel reservoir and a floodplain reservoir within a grid cell as represented

in HyMAP.
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a subgrid-scale basis according to the Flexible Location

of Waterways (FLOW) method (Yamazaki et al. 2009).

The fine-resolution flow direction map is given by the

1-km-resolution Global Drainage Basin Database

(GDBD; Masutomi et al. 2009). The upscaling pro-

cedures for delineating coarse-resolution drainage areas

and for extracting other river network parameters—such

as flow directions, river length, and slope from GDBD—

are described in Yamazaki et al. (2011). Figure 2 shows

the river network map for the Amazon River and a

snapshot of the subgrid data processing as prescribed

by FLOW.

River width and bankfull height are derived from

empirical relationships, which are functions of the av-

erage discharge. Water flow among grid cells is com-

puted for both rivers and floodplains using the kinematic

wave equation. Floodplain slope is the same as river’s

for simplicity. Manning’s coefficients are spatially dis-

tributed according to river geometry and global land

cover types.

Decharme et al. (2012), using ISBA–TRIP in online

mode, have demonstrated that the evaporation from

floodplains are essential to better estimate the water

balance in arid regions subjected to monsoon regimes,

such as the Parana and Niger River basins. The authors

showed that considering floodplains can significantly

increase the evapotranspiration, thereby decreasing the

mean discharge in such regions, which was shown to im-

prove results. The calculation of evaporation from open

waters in offline mode can be performed in flow routing

schemes if physical relationships between water sur-

face and atmosphere are simplified. A Penman–Monteith

formula is used in HyMAP to compute the evaporation

from open waters. The next sections give a detailed de-

scription of the model features.

a. Module 1: The runoff and baseflow time delays

The concentration time (or time delay factor) is a

physically based process representing the subgrid-scale

routing. For each grid cell, both surface runoff Is [mm

(Dt)21] and baseflow Ib [mm (Dt)21] derived from an

LSM pass through separate linear reservoirs with ap-

propriate time delay factors. These values can vary

from a few hours to several days, depending on hydro-

geological characteristics of the catchment. The linear

reservoir outflows can be represented by the following

equation:

O
s,b

5
V
s,b

Ts,b

, (1)

where the subscripts s and b represent surface runoff and

baseflow variables, respectively. The quantity Os,b [mm

(Dt)21] stands for the outflow at time step t, Vs,b (mm)

the water stored in the linear reservoir, and Ts,b the

concentration time of the grid cell. TheV is updated twice

at each time step: at the beginning, adding the inflow Is,b,

and at the end, subtracting Os,b.

FIG. 2. Products of the upscaling procedure using the FLOW algorithm: (a) the river network map for the Amazon River and

(b) subgrid topographic parameters. In (b), small squares represent outlet pixels, thick gray lines indicate river channel pixels, and

black lines indicate the unit catchment attributed to each grid cell. Gray tones distinguish unit catchments of main river reaches

and other tributaries.
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The baseflow time delay factor Tb is assumed to be

spatially uniform and constant in time. The current pa-

rameterization of HyMAP coupled with ISBA defines

Tb 5 45 days. This value can be changed when other

LSMs are used to force the flow routing scheme. The

quantity Ts is computed for each grid cell from Kirpich

(1940):

T
s
j

5 3600

 

0:868
Dx3j

Dhj

!0:385

, (2)

where Dxj (km) is the distance between the farthest

point within a grid cell and its outlet, and Dhj (m) is the

difference between the maximum and minimum eleva-

tions of the pathway. Both Dxj and Dhj are derived from

the high-resolution DEM. At a 0.258 resolution, Ts

values are quite low in comparison withTb, varying from

several minutes to a few days. Finally, the total discharge

produced in each grid cellQc [m
3 (Dt)21] is computed as

Q
c
5 (O

s
1O

b
)A

c
, (3)

where Ac stands for the gridcell area.

b. Module 2: The river–floodplain interface

The numerical representation of river channels and

floodplains are similar to that in CaMa–Flood (Yamazaki

et al. 2011) and ISBA–TRIP (Decharme et al. 2012). The

river channel reservoir of a grid cell is defined using three

parameters: channel length L (m); channel widthW (m);

and bank height H (m). If the actual water height in the

river channel hr (m) is higher thanH, water is exchanged

between river and floodplain reservoirs. This process is

considered instantaneous at each time step so that water

surface elevations of the river channel and the floodplain

are the same.

A floodplain reservoir has a parameter for the unit

catchment area Ac and a floodplain elevation profile,

hf 5 f(Af). The topographic parameters used to create

the elevation profile are derived from the 30 arc-second

Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM30) DEM

processed with the FLOW method (Yamazaki et al.

2009). The errors of SRTM30 DEM due to the limita-

tions of satellite radar sensing (e.g., vegetation canopies,

subpixel-sized structures, and random radar speckle) are

removed asmuch as possible before applying the FLOW

algorithm for deriving the topographic parameters. The

method applied for SRTM30 error correction is sum-

marized in Yamazaki et al. (2012).

Some examples of floodplain elevation profile sug-

gested by Decharme et al. (2012) and Yamazaki et al.

(2011) consider that all of the surface area within a grid

cell can be potentially flooded, neglecting the existence

of the river surface (Fig. 3a). Indeed, it is a difficult task

to define reliable river surfaces globally since river ge-

ometry is generally defined using statistical relation-

ships: no global land cover dataset with sufficient spatial

resolution is currently available to derive precise river

widths. In this sense, a simple solution is suggested in

this study. First, the bankfull river surface is defined as

the product between the river length derived from the

DEM processing and the river width obtained from an

empirical equation (see below). Also, it is assumed that

rivers are always composed by the lowest subgrid pixels

within a grid cell. Then, the elevation of the highest

‘‘river pixel’’ is subtracted from the elevation profile

(Fig. 3b). In this sense, for any river water storage more

than zero, the grid cell will have a minimum water sur-

face corresponding to the river surface area.

The river channel and floodplain water exchanges at

each time step are represented as follows:

if S
r
max
# S, S

r
5 S

hr 5 Sr/(W3L)

Sf 5 0

h
f
5 0

Af 5 0, and (4)

FIG. 3. Floodplain elevation profile represented in (a) CaMa–Flood (Yamazaki et al. 2011) and (b) HyMAP.
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if Sr
max

. S , Sr 5 S2Sf

hr 5 Sr/(W3L)

Sf 5

ðA
f

0
[hf 2 h(Af )] dA

hf 5 hr 2H

Af 5 h21(hf ) , (5)

where subscripts r and f represent river channel and

floodplain variables, respectively. The quantity S (m3)

stands for the total water storage in the grid cell, Sr (m
3)

and Sf (m3) the river channel and floodplain water

storages, hr (m) and hf (m) water depths,W (m) the river

width, L (m) the river length, and Af (m
2) the flooded

area. The Srmax
(m3) stands for the river bankfull water

storage, and is given as Srmax
5H3W3L, whereH (m)

is the river bankfull height.

The temporal change of water storage in river chan-

nels and floodplains of a grid cell S is defined by the

continuity Eq. (6) considering linear reservoir outputs,

river and floodplain discharges to the downstream grid

point, river and floodplain discharges from the upstream

grid points, and evaporation from the floodplains:

St 5 St21
1

"

Qct21
1 �

nUp

k51

(Qt21
r,k 1Qt21

f ,k )2Qt21
r

2Qt21
f 2Et21

#

dt , (6)

where t is time, and dt represents the time step. The

index k stands for the nUp upstream grid cells of the

target grid point.

c. Module 3: Flow routing in river channels and

floodplains

Water discharge in both the river and the floodplain is

calculated by the kinematic wave equation. Using the

Manning formula for a rectangular cross section and

large width-to-depth ratio, water discharge in the river

channel Qr (m
3 s21) can be defined as

Q
r
5

1

nr
i
r
W

r
h5/3r , (7)

where nr is the roughness coefficient for rivers; ir is

a constant riverbed slope derived from topographic in-

formation and corresponds to the slope between the

target and downstream grid cells.

Similarly, water discharge in the floodplainsQf (m
3 s21)

is given as

Qf 5Asf yf 5wfhf yf , (8)

where Asf (m
2) is the floodplain cross-sectional area,

yf (m s21) the mean flow velocity through the floodplain

section, and wf (m) and hf (m) stand for the mean width

and depth of the floodplains, respectively, which are

computed as follows:

wf 5

Af

L
and (9)

hf 5
S
f

Lw
f

5

S
f

A
f

. (10)

The quantity yf can be defined by using Eqs. (8) and (9)

in the Manning formula:

yf 5n21
f (i1/2f )

 

Sf

A
f

!2/3

, (11)

where nf is the Manning roughness coefficient for

floodplains that varies according to the vegetation

type (see below) and, for simplicity, if is considered

equal to ir.

Finally, combining Eqs. (7) and (10) yields

Qf 5
1

n
f

if

S5/3f

LA2/3
f

. (12)

1) RIVER WIDTH AND DEPTH

Although flow routing schemes are very sensitive to

the accuracy of river geometry, these data are very scarce

on the global scale. In this sense, empirical methods

are normally employed to determine river width and

depth spatially. These methods can be functions of

hydrological or geomorphological characteristics (e.g.,

drainage area and water discharge) and have been largely

used in the literature for large-scale hydrological mod-

eling (e.g., Arora and Boer 2001; Coe et al. 2008;

Decharme et al. 2012; Yamazaki et al. 2011). In HyMAP,

river width is defined for each grid cell based on an em-

pirical relationship between W and the mean annual

discharge:

W5max(10,b3Q0:5
med) , (13)

where Qmed (m3 s21) is the annual mean discharge in

each grid cell estimated using the global runoff database

from Cogley (2003). As suggested by Decharme et al.

(2012), b is defined for five different hydrological regions

of the world (see Fig. 4). For equatorial or subtropical

basins, which include the Amazon basin, b 5 18. The H

is computed via a linear relationship with W:
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H5max(2:0,a3W) a5 3:733 1023 . (14)

2) MANNING COEFFICIENT FOR RIVER CHANNELS

AND FLOODPLAINS

The Manning roughness coefficient n is an empirical

parameter and general values can be prescribed for

most types of channels and surfaces. For practical rea-

sons, in many studies, n is considered constant for the

whole domain, with values of about n 5 0.03 for open

channels. HyMAP considers the spatial variability of

n in both rivers and floodplains as functions of land

cover and water depth. In this study, the Manning co-

efficient of river channels nr varies according the fol-

lowing formula:

n
r
5 nmin1 (nmax2 nmin)

 

Hmax2 h

Hmax2Hmin

!1/3

nmin5 0:03 nmax5 0:05, (15)

where nmax and nmin are themaximum and theminimum

values of the Manning coefficient selected from values

suggested in the literature (Chow 1959) and Hmax and

Hmin the maximum and minimum river depths as pro-

vided by Eq. (9).

The Manning coefficient for floodplains nf is spatially

distributed as a function of 12 land cover types at 0.258

resolution derived from the 1-km ECOCLIMAP dataset

(Masson et al. 2003). The nf values are larger in tropical

forests and lower for bare soils and rocks. The 12 vege-

tation types are described in Table 1. A similar solution,

as suggested by Decharme et al. (2012), is used:

nf 5 �
12

k51

(lcovi 3 nf
i

) , (16)

where lcovi stands for the gridcell fraction of each veg-

etation type i listed in Table 1 and nfi the respective

Manning roughness coefficient for floodplains. Figure 4

shows the global distribution of both nr and nf. Manning

values for floodplains have also been determined based

on previous studies found in the literature.

d. Module 4: Evaporation from floodplains

A simple approach is used to estimate the evaporation

from the open watersEw (m3 day21). First, the potential

evaporation E (mm day21) is calculated by the Penman–

Monteith equation once a day, by setting the surface re-

sistance to zero:

FIG. 4. Global distribution of HyMAP parameters at a 0.258 spatial resolution: (a) river width derived from Eq. (13); (b) river depth

derived from Eq. (14); (c) Manning roughness coefficient for rivers, as described by Eq. (15); and (d) Manning roughness coefficient for

floodplains, Eq. (16).
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, (17)

where D (kPa 8C21) is the gradient of the saturated va-

por pressure–temperature function; A (MJ m22 s21) is

the available energy; rA (kg m23) and rW (kg m23) are

the specific mass of air and water, respectively; cp is the

specific heat of moist air (MJ kg21
8C21);D (kPa) is the

vapor pressure deficit; g (kPa 8C21) is the psychrometric

constant; ra (s m21) is the aerodynamic resistance;

l (MJ kg21) is the latent heat of vaporization; and M is

a time step unit conversion from m s21 to mm Dt21.

Available energy and aerodynamic resistance can be

calculated following Shuttleworth (1993). For simplifi-

cation purposes, water albedo and emissivity were fixed

as 0.07 and 1, respectively.

Then, the real or actual evapotranspiration rate ET

(mm day21) diagnosed by the LSM, is subtracted from

E and the result is multiplied by the water surface Af,

resulting in the effective evaporation from open waters:

E
w
5max[0, (E2ET)A

f
] . (18)

The computation is done once per day using standard

input meteorological forcing variables and assuming

that the water in the floodplains and river have the same

temperature as the air (a predicted or prescribed surface

water temperature is not needed). This is consistent with

the neglect of stability corrections in the Penman–

Monteith equation (using the daily time step).

3. Experimental design

HyMAP was run over the Amazon basin at the 0.258

spatial resolution during the 1986–2006 period. The

model time step was set as 15 min and outputs provided

as daily averages. Daily surface runoff and baseflow

derived from ISBA are used as inputs in HyMAP. Me-

teorological forcings and the total evapotranspiration

calculated by ISBA are also needed to estimate the re-

maining energy available for the evaporation from open

waters. Since the coupling is performed in offline mode,

there is no feedback from HyMAP to ISBA, which im-

plies that floodplains do not cause reinfiltration into the

LSM or influence the soil moisture. Main land surface

parameters used by ISBA—such as land cover, vegetation

parameters, soil textural properties, and topography—are

not discussed (a full description can be found inDecharme

et al. 2012).

a. Meteorological forcings

The meteorological dataset used as forcing for ISBA

is provided by Princeton University on a 3-hourly time

step and at a 18 resolution (Sheffield et al. 2006). This

dataset is based on the National Centers for Environ-

mental Prediction–National Center for Atmospheric

Research (NCEP–NCAR) reanalysis. Sheffield et al.

(2006) carried out corrections of the systematic biases in

the 6-hourly NCEP–NCAR reanalyses via hybridization

with global monthly gridded observations. In addition,

the precipitation was disaggregated in both space and

time at 18 resolution via statistical downscaling and at

3-hourly time step using information from the 3-hourly

Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) dataset.

The 3-hourly precipitation from Sheffield et al. (2006)

are then hybridized tomatch themonthly value from the

Global Precipitation Climatology Center (GPCC) Full

Data Product V4, as proposed inDecharme et al. (2012).

b. Evaluation dataset

1) IN SITU OBSERVATIONS

Daily observed water discharge data at 172 gauging

stations operated by the BrazilianWater Agency (ANA)

are used to evaluateHyMAP streamflows. These gauging

stations have time series with at least one year of ob-

servations within the 1986–2006 period. Observed wa-

ter discharge at both Jatuarana and Careiro stations,

located along the Amazon River, can be summed

providing the water discharge downstream Negro River’s

confluence. The ‘‘new station’’ is called Jatuarana1

Careiro or station 2.

Observed flow velocities (y) at 153 gauging stations

with areas bigger than 15 000 km2 are also considered in

the evaluation procedure. These data are alsomaintained

by ANA and acquired only a few times per year in order

to calibrate rating curves. Available y values are averages

of numerous instantaneous and quasi-instantaneous

TABLE 1. Land cover types and respective Manning roughness

coefficients for floodplains nf. The land cover classification is

specified by the 1-km ECOCLIMAP dataset (Masson et al. 2003).

Land cover types Manning roughness coefficient

1 Flat bare soil 0.035

2 Rocks 0.035

3 Permanent snow and ice 0.035

4 Tropical forest 0.075

5 Coniferous forest 0.100

6 Broadleaf evergreen forest 0.100

7 C3 crops 0.050

8 C4 crops 0.050

9 Irrigated crops 0.050

10 Grassland 0.050

11 Tropical grassland 0.075

12 Park mashes 0.075
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measurements, which are, in most cases, obtained by

acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP) or Pygmy

meter measurements within the river cross section. The

selected gauging stations have between 5 and 151 daily

flow velocity observations within the 1986–2006 period,

totaling 9149 observations. Drainage areas of both water

discharge and flow velocity gauging stations range from

1000 to 4 670 000 km2. Errors of in situ data are generally

on the order of 10%–15% and can be mainly caused by

imperfect samplings at actual cross sections with consid-

erable velocity gradients.

2) RADAR ALTIMETRY DATA

Data provided by the altimeter on board the Envisat

satellite are considered in this study. Envisat orbits on

a 35-day temporal resolution (duration of the orbital cy-

cle) from latitude 81.58N to 81.58S, and 70-km intertrack

spacing at the equator. The ranges used in this study are

those issued by the ICE-1 algorithm (Bamber 1994).

Errors in altimetric time series along rivers within the

Amazon basin are in the order of tens of centimeters.

Envisat data are freely available on the Hydroweb server

(http://ctoh.legos.obs-mip.fr/products/hydroweb) (Crétaux

et al. 2011). Altimetric data at 294 virtual stations (VS)

located within Amazon basin are considered in this

study. Selected VS cover most Amazon River’s

tributaries and other small rivers, with drainage areas

ranging from 10 000 to 5 238 800 km2. Time series vary

from 34 to 41 altimetric observations for the 2002–06

period.

3) FLOODPLAIN EXTENT FROM MULTISATELLITE

TECHNIQUE

Floodplains simulated by HyMAP were evaluated

against the multisatellite estimates of surface water

extent from Papa et al. (2010). This dataset, called P10

hereafter, is available at a monthly time step for 1993–

2004, with a spatial resolution of 773 km2 (i.e., equal-area

grid of 0.258 3 0.258 at the equator). It was generated

from a complementary multiple satellite observations,

including passive [Special Sensor Microwave Imager

(SSM/I)] and active [European Remote Sensing (ERS)

series satellites] microwaves, along with visible and near-

infrared imagery [Advanced Very High Resolution Ra-

diometer (AVHRR)].

Because the dataset makes no distinction between

floodplains and other kinds of surface water bodies—

including lakes, anthropogenic and natural reservoirs, or

irrigated agriculture—Decharme et al. (2012) show that

a hybrid version of P10 is more suitable to be directly

compared with the simulated floodplain extents derived

from flow routing schemes such as HyMAP or ISBA–

TRIP. Following a similar approach, the Global Lakes

and Wetland Database (GLWD) and the Monthly Irri-

gated and Rainfed Crop Areas (MIRCA2000) products

were used to build an alternative product to P10 that is

more comparable with model simulations. The GLWD

data (Lehner and Döll 2004) gives the global distribution

of 12 types of surface water bodies, including lakes, wet-

land, and floodplains at 30-arc-second resolution (;1 km

at the equator), and the MIRCA2000 product (Portmann

et al. 2010) provides the classification of 26 irrigated crops

for each month of a year around the year 2000 at 5-arc-

minute resolution (;9.2 km at the equator). In this study,

both products are resized to fit the 0.258 model grid.

Decharme et al. (2012)’s technique consists of subtract-

ing the GLWD lakes and bogs, fen, and mire areas

(LGLWD), as well as theMIRCA2000 annual cycle Imth,

from P10 where the GLWD rivers, floodplains, and in-

termittent lake/floodplain areas (FGLWD) exist:

FLDobs(t)5 d3max[0, P10(t)2LGLWD 2 Imth]
 

 d5 1 " FGLWD. 0
d5 0 " FGLWD5 0

, (19)

where FLDobs stands for the new final product and t the

time step in months.

4. Results and discussion

a. Evaluation of water discharges

About 50% of the stations have drainage areas bigger

than 30 000 km2. This large dataset provides the unique

opportunity for thoroughly evaluating a flow routing

scheme over the Amazon basin. Based on observations

at eight stations (gauging stations 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 9, 11, and

13), one can notice in Fig. 5 a changing water discharge

regime along the Solimões–Amazon main stream. In

the upper part of the Solimões River, a large gradient

(resulting owing to the relatively close proximity to the

Andes) causes the noisy annual cycles with abrupt changes,

as seen at stations 13 (Tabatinga), 11 (Teresina), 9 (São

Paulo de Olivença), and 7 (Santo Antonio do Iça). In the

lower part, high and smoothwater discharges at stations 4

(Itapeua), 3 (Manacapuru), 2 (Jatuarana1Careiro), and

1 (Óbidos) are a result of both the diffusive effect of a low

gradient in lowlands and water storage in floodplains and
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FIG. 5. Hydrographs at 16 gauging stations. Drainage areas and performance coefficients for daily water discharge (NS, DI, and RE) are also provided for selected stations.

Values of DI are in days. Model outputs are in dashed gray lines and in situ observations in black. Water discharge units are in 103 m3 s21. The locations of selected stations are

indicated in Fig. 7.
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the massive contribution of important tributaries such as

the Purus, Madeira, and Negro Rivers.

Daily water discharges have been quantitatively eval-

uated by means of three performance coefficients: the

delay index (DI) (days), the Nash–Sutcliffe coefficient

(NS), and the volume error of streamflows (DV). The

delay index (DI) (days) is used to measure errors related

to time delay between simulated and observed hydro-

graphs. The DI is computed using the cross-correlation

function Rxy (m) from simulated (x) and observed (y)

time series, where DI equals the value of the time

lagmwhere Rxy (m) is maximum (Paiva et al. 2012). The

quantities NS and DV are represented by the following

equations:

NS5 12

�
nt

t51

(yt 2 xt)
2

�
nt

t51

(y
t
2 y)2

and (20)

DV5

�
nt

t51

x
t
2 �

nt

t51

y
t

�
nt

t51

yt

, (21)

where t is the time step; nt the total number of days with

observed data; x and y are, respectively, the simulated

and target (observed) signals at time step t; and y is the

mean value of the target signals for the entire period.

The NS ranges from2‘ to 1, where 1 is the optimal case

and 0 is when simulations represent observed signals as

well as the mean value. One can obtain RE values in

percentage by multiplying by 100.

Results show that HyMAP can satisfactorily re-

produce water discharges along the Solimões–Amazon

main stream, representing well the aforementioned

discharge characteristics. At Óbidos, the gauging sta-

tion representing most of the Amazon basin outflow,

located about 800 km upstream from the river mouth,

discharges are very well simulated with NS5 0.89. This

result shows improvements in comparison with previous

daily water discharge simulations at Óbidos, where NS

values reached 0.78 and 0.83 with kinematic and diffusive

wave equations, respectively (Yamazaki et al. 2011).

Simulations with ISBA–TRIP resulted in NS values of

0.69 in offline mode (i.e., without floodplains) and 0.83 in

online mode (i.e., with floodplains accounting for soil

moisture and evaporation fromopenwaters). The slightly

improved performance with this model can be partially

explained by the fact that both of the aforementioned

models are simpler than HyMAP with respect to the

horizontal water flow parameterization such as a limited

representation of physical processes, global-scale param-

eter estimation, and, in the case of ISBA–TRIP, coarser

spatial resolution. Simulated wave peaks are in phase

with observations with a mean delay of only two days (DI

5 2). Mean simulated water discharge overestimates the

observations by about 5%. This error is easily perceptible

during peaks and can be mainly attributed to forcing

uncertainties over the basin. HyMAP also performed

very well at stations 2, 3, and 4, all of which are located

along the lower Solimões–Amazon main stream, with NS

values varying from 0.74 to 0.84 and relative errors (RE)

from26% to 2%.On average, simulated discharge peaks

occur 3–7 days before observations at these stations.

Except for station 2, all of these gauging stations experi-

ence slightly overestimated peaks, as shown in Fig. 5.

Simulated discharges at gauging stations 7, 9, 11, and

13 have NS coefficients between 0.21 (station 13) and

0.36 (station 7). Simulations represent well dry seasons

but underestimate peaks systematically, resulting in

negative volume errors RE ranging from213% (station

13) to 222% (station 11). Overall, HyMAP has very

good discharge simulations at the basinwide scale. Better

results are obtained in larger rivers while smaller tri-

butaries had medium or poor performances. This is ex-

pected and fairly typical of such large-scale models

since the precipitation and basin parameter errors are

larger at small scales. As shown in Fig. 6, among all

stream gauges used in the evaluation process, 39 (or

23% of the total) have NS higher than 0.50 and 117 (or

68%) have values above zero. About 28% of the sta-

tions have volume errors lower than 15% and they are

located mostly in the western and central parts of the

basin. As shown in Fig. 7, the overestimated mean dis-

charges in most rivers draining over the southern part of

the basin are probably a result of errors in the forcings.

For instance, the mean discharges in the Madeira River

are overestimated in about 32% at Fazenda Vista Alegre

(station 5). Similar results are obtained for the Purus

(RE5 32% at Gavião—station 29), Tapajós (RE5 35%

at Itaituba—station 15), and Xingu (RE 5 82% at Alta-

mira—station 16). At these same stations, DI values are

of 23, 22, and 13 days, respectively, and NS values of 0.43,

0.13, and20.21. Good results are obtained for the Negro

River at Serrinha (station 21), withNS5 0.67,DI5 2 days,

and RE 5 2%. High delay indexes can be explained by

both the use of a single Tb value for the whole basin and

the kinematic wave assumption in flat water surfaces.

b. Evaluation of water levels

The water level evaluation at 294 Envisat virtual sta-

tions gives a wide overview of model performance at the

basin scale. Three performance coefficients have been

used to evaluate simulated water levels: the correlation
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coefficient (r), the tangent derived from a linear regres-

sion between simulated and observed signals (a), and

the NS coefficient of unbiased water levels (NSA). The

quantity NSA is defined as follows:

NSA5 12

�
nt

t51

[(y
t
2 y)2 (x

t
2 x)]2

�
nt

t51

(yt 2 y)2
, (22)

where x stands for themean value of the simulated signals

for the entire period. Similarly to NS, NSA ranges from

2‘ to 1, where 1 is the optimal case. The following cor-

rection has been applied to a:

a if a# 1

a21 if a. 1
. (23)

In this sense, the optimal a value is one and any other

result below unity means that the amplitude of one of

the signals is overestimated or underestimated.

As shown in Fig. 8, good correlations between simu-

lated and observed water levels are found in most of the

main rivers. This indicates that the model can properly

represent the water level interannual variations. The

averaged r of 18 VS along the central and low Solimões–

Amazonas Rivers is 0.91, ranging from 0.83 (VS-36) to

0.96 (VS-24). These results present improvements in

comparison to previous model evaluations with radar

altimetry data over the Amazon River (Coe et al. 2008),

where the averaged correlation between Ocean Topog-

raphy Experiment (TOPEX)/Poseidon and water level

simulations at eight VS along the same river reach is 0.70.

About 54% of VS have r values greater than or equal

to 0.75 and 58% have NSA values higher than or equal

to 0.50. Most of these stations are located over main

rivers with large drainage areas. As shown in Fig. 8, vir-

tual stations located in headwater catchments and on

the western side of the basin, such as the Japurá River,

the upper reaches of rivers draining the Andes and the

lower Negro River, perform worse. The spatial distri-

bution of coefficient a indicates that the amplitudes

between simulated and observed water levels are in

agreement in theMadeira and Branco Rivers and along

the central Solimões and Negro Rivers. However, a

significant discrepancy can be seen in other areas of the

basin.

Water level errors in headwater catchments can be

explained using arguments similar to those used for

discharge error: mainly owing to meteorological forcing

uncertainties at refined scales and simplified model

physics. In other places, the degraded model perfor-

mance (indicated by the low a coefficients) is also due

to the application of a unique equation defining river

geometry. Indeed, river width can have a great impact

on water level amplitudes, as demonstrated in Getirana

et al. (2012). In some specific cases, such as the lower

Amazon River, low a values do not prevent the model

from obtaining very good performances in terms of dis-

charge. For example, even if the virtual station VS-10

had a5 0.48 (see Fig. 8), the simulated water discharge

at Óbidos station (located a few kilometers away) re-

sulted in NS5 0.89. The 1-month delay observed in the

water discharge time series at the Caracaraı́ station is

also evident in the simulated water levels at virtual

FIG. 6. The histogram of the normalized frequency of (left) the Nash–Sutcliffe coefficient (NS) and

(right) absolute values of relative error (RE) of daily water discharges at 172 gauging stations. The range

is from 0 to 1 with a bin size of 0.1. The best overall simulations are skewed themost to the right. Negative

NS values are included in values between zero and 0.1.
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stations along the Branco River (e.g., VS-227). This in-

dicates that the hydrological regime of this basinmight be

controlled by surface water rather than groundwater,

implying that a high volume of baseflow stored in the

baseflow reservoir can cause a significant flood wave

delay.

c. Evaluation of flow velocities

Previous regional and global flow routing schemes

compute flow velocity assuming a time-independent y

parameterized as a function of one or more river phys-

ical characteristics, including slope and mean discharge

(e.g., Vörösmarty et al. 1989; Miller et al. 1994; Sausen

et al. 1994; Hagemann and Dümenil 1998). Other ap-

proaches have used traditional equations such as the

Manning formula (e.g., Arora et al. 1999; Decharme

et al. 2012; Yamazaki et al. 2011) and adaptations of the

Chezy formula (e.g., Coe et al. 2008). These models

simulate water flow only in river banks, while floodplains

(if represented) are considered as static reservoirs.

HyMAP calculates flow velocities in both rivers and

floodplains by usingManning’s formula with roughness

coefficients adapted to the land cover type. Results

show that flow velocities along the Solimões–Amazon

main stream vary from 0.8 to 1.6 m s21, with lower

values occurring between September and November

and high values betweenMarch andMay. These results

are in agreement with other models based on similar

formulations (e.g., Decharme et al. 2012; Yamazaki

et al. 2011).

However, observations at gauging stations reveal that

y values are higher than those given by the model. Ac-

cording to Fig. 9, simulated velocities are underestimated

in large rivers, where the mean error e, computed as the

ratio betweenmean simulated ysim and observed yobs flow

velocities (e5 ysim/yobs) is less than 1. In some regions,

such as the southern Amazon basin, mean simulated y

values are overestimated (e. 1). These differences are

mainly due to (i) the simplified representation of river

geometry and (ii) errors in the forcing data. Water

depth h is the only time-dependent variable in the

Manning’s formula, while the roughness coefficient n

and river slope ir are constant. This means that changes

in y is directly proportional to h. At each time step and

grid cell, h is computed as a function of the river width

W, length L, and water storage Sriv [Eqs. (4) and (5)].

Overestimated runoff and baseflow may result in

higher water storage and, as a consequence, a higher h

value. This explains the overestimation of both water

discharge (RE . 0) and flow velocities (e . 1) at most

gauging stations located in the southern Amazon basin

(including Xingu, Tapajós, and Madeira River basins),

as one can see in Fig. 9. F
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FIG. 8. Evaluation of simulated water levels against Envisat altimetric data. (top) Correlation (r), Nash–Sutcliffe coefficient of anomalies (NSA), and tangent (a) of simulated water

levels at 294 virtual stations. (bottom) Water level time series at VS-10, VS-24, VS-36, and VS-227. Water level units are in meters and the abscissas in Envisat cycles available in the

2002–06 period. Model outputs are in dashed red lines and satellite observations in black.
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d. Evaluation of floodplain extent

Figure 10 compares the spatial distribution of flood-

plains over the entire Amazonian basin from the model

with the satellite-derived estimates for two distinct

time periods: the dry (October 1995) and humid (June

1996) seasons. The simulated floodplain extent agrees

with satellite-based estimates along the major river

channels such as the Solimões, Amazon, Negro, Purus,

and Madeira Rivers. However, differences are present

in the Northern Negro and Branco River basins and

southern Xingu River basin. Also, simulations show

a very dispersed floodplain spatial distribution, which is

not observed in the satellite-based estimates. These in-

consistencies might be due to the model parameteriza-

tions and algorithms used to process satellite data, as

discussed later in this section.

Note that the visual comparison of flooded areas is not

straightforward because of the discrepancy between the

satellite product’s rectangular grid and the model’s unit

catchment (as shown in Fig. 2b). This means that, in some

cases, a single unit catchment can represent surface areas

corresponding to several satellite rectangular grid cells.

This situation is most frequent in the main rivers, where

large satellite-derived floodplain extents (e.g., Solimões–

Amazon Rivers in the central Amazon area) are repre-

sented by a few unit catchments. For these reasons, a

comparison of time series of averaged flood extent at the

basin scale is more suited for an evaluation purpose.

The simulated time series compared well with obser-

vations at the basin scale during the 1993–2004 period

with NS 5 0.57, r 5 0.89, and RE 5 7%. In particular,

the extreme events observed in 1997 and 1998, associ-

ated with El Niño and La Niña events, respectively

(Fig. 11), are extremely well reproduced. However, note

that the yearly maximum in simulated total flooded area

is slightly overestimated when compared to observa-

tions, with larger discrepancies for 1999–2001. More-

over, model performance also varies regionally. For a

more quantitative comparison, five other subregions are

considered in order to evaluate the monthly averaged

flooded areas over the 1993–2004 period: the central

Amazonian floodplains (defined as the rectangle from

08S–548Wto 88S–728W), and theNegro,Madeira, Xingu,

and upper Solimões River basins. Among the five sub-

regions defined within the Amazon basin, the best results

were found for theNegroRiver basin, with relatively high

correlation (0.85) and Nash–Sutcliffe coefficients (0.58),

and low relative error (RE 5 211%). In the central

Amazon basin—which includes the Amazon River and

parts of the Solimões, Negro, and lower Madeira River

basins—the seasonality is well represented (r5 0.85), but

the simulated flooded area is underestimated, on
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average, by 21%. The underestimation found in the cen-

tral Amazon and Negro River basins are compensated

by an overestimation in other areas such as the upper

Solimões and tributary river basins located in the lower

Amazon basin, such as Xingu. In the upper Solimões

River basin, seasonal variation is well represented (r 5

0.84), although HyMAP overestimates flood extent in

both wet and dry seasons (RE 5 59%). Peaks are sig-

nificantly overestimated in this region during the years

1993/94 and 1999–2001, leading to high peaks during the

same periods at the basinwide scale. In the case of the

XinguRiver basin, modeled floodplain extent agreeswith

the satellite product during the dry seasons, but it is

overestimated during thewet seasons, with a relative error

(RE 5 83%). Both Xingu and upper Solimões over-

estimate the amplitude and flooding during the wet sea-

sons, explaining the low NS values.

To evaluate the interannual variability, anomalies of

the floodplain extent averaged over the six regions are

shown in Fig. 12. The correlation r and root-mean-square

error (rmse) for each of the time series are also presented.

Simulated monthly anomalies over the entire basin had

r 5 0.45 and rmse 5 0.34, which demonstrate a reason-

able improvement in comparison with Decharme et al.

(2012) using ISBA–TRIP (r 5 0.28 and rmse 5 0.40).

Regionally, r values vary from 0.37 (upper Solimões) to

0.69 (Madeira) and rmse from 0.33 (Xingu) to 0.84

(Madeira). The best overall simulation of monthly

anomalies of floodplain extent is obtained again in the

Negro River basin, with r 5 0.58 and rmse 5 0.50.

Differences between simulations and remote sensing–

derived estimates may be due to different sources of

uncertainty. First, uncertainties in the model parameter-

ization might explain a large part of the differences.

FIG. 10. Floodplain extent in the Amazon basin for (top) October 1995 and (bottom) June 1996. (left) Multisatellite observations (Papa et al.

2010) and (right)HyMAPoutputs. Six regions considered to evaluatemodel outputs are contoured: the entireAmazonbasin, centralAmazonian

floodplains (08–88S, 548–728W), and the Negro, Madeira, Xingu, and upper Solimões River basins. Units are in %.
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Previous evaluations of global-scale flow routing schemes

have shown that the floodplain extent is very sensitive to

changes in river geometry and roughness coefficient

(Decharme et al. 2012; Yamazaki et al. 2011). Slightly

reducing river depth and width can result in drastic in-

creases in flooded areas, and vice versa. Inaccurate runoff

and baseflow are other important sources of error in the

flood extent simulation, over- or underestimating water

stored in the river channels and, as a consequence,

changing the floodplain dynamics. In addition, surface

elevation errors, which are frequently found in current

DEMs, can alter the relation (floodplain area 3 water

level3water storage). The kinematic wave assumption

can also impact the performance of simulated flood

extent since it does not represent the backwater effects

often present in certain locations of the Amazon basin.

FIG. 11.Monthly averaged flooded extent over the 1993–2004 period for the six areas defined in Fig. 1.Model outputs are in dashed gray lines

and satellite observations in black. The correlation (r), Nash–Sutcliffe coefficient (NS), and relative error (RE) are given for each series.

FIG. 12. As in Fig. 11, but for the monthly flooded area anomalies (mean seasonal cycle removed) and with the correlation (r) and the

root-mean-square error (rmse) given for each series.
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However, Yamazaki et al. (2011) show little difference

in the basin-scale flood extent when kinematic and dif-

fusive wave approaches are compared, suggesting that

the kinematic wave assumption might have only a second

order influence on floodplain dynamics. On the other

hand, the satellite-derived products can also be sources of

uncertainties. Prigent et al. (2007) and Papa et al. (2010)

showed that the algorithm developed to retrieve flood-

plain extent from satellites still has difficulties in detecting

inland water bodies covering less than;80 km2 of 25-km

equal-area grid cells and it still has the tendency to un-

derestimate small surface water-covered areas with less

than 10% fractional coverage. The actual floodplain areas

can be larger than those used as the reference.

e. Analysis of the water storage components

The understanding of the spatiotemporal distribution

of water storage is essential to improved water resource

management. HyMAP can provide useful insights of

water storage in the different surface reservoirs within

grid cells (runoff and baseflow time delays and river and

floodplain reservoirs). According to the model outputs, as

shown in Fig. 13, water is mainly stored in the runoff and

baseflow (R1B) reservoirs at the basin scale, with a mean

volume storage of 678 km3. This means that 46% of the

total runoff and baseflow derived from ISBA is flowing

within grid cells before reaching the main river network.

The water storage in R1B reservoirs has a high ampli-

tude, varying from about 260 up to 1220 km3. The rivers

store the second largest water volume in the Amazon

basin, with about 41% (or 605 km3) of the total runoff and

baseflow. Finally, the average water storage in floodplains

is about 13% (185 km3). Water partitioning can be dif-

ferent in other regions within theAmazon basin according

to physical characteristics of catchments and rivers.

Water stored in the central Amazon basin corre-

sponds to 52% (765 km3) of the total storage of the

Amazon basin. This large volume is mainly stored in

rivers, containing more than half (407 km3) of the total

water of this region. This is due to the large dimensions

of the Amazon River and its tributaries within the se-

lected area. In all other selected areas, R1B reservoirs

store the main water volume.

In the Negro River basin, water storage in rivers has

a low amplitude compared to the water stored in the

floodplain reservoir. This means that, once water rea-

ches the river network, floodplain water storage is highly

sensitive to the wet seasons. However, the R1B reser-

voirs still represent the main water storage, with 57%

(106 km3) of the total runoff and baseflow produced in

the basin. Floodplain water storage in theMadeira River

basin is also sensitive to the wet seasons, with amplitudes

higher than water storage in the rivers.

It must be highlighted that the water storage repre-

sented here corresponds to horizontal water fluxes only

(i.e., runoff and baseflow). Other water reservoirs in-

clude soil moisture and precipitation intercepted by the

vegetation canopy and are not discussed in this study. In

addition, it should be noted that the values found here

can vary significantly according to the parameter setting

for river geometry.

f. Water discharge in floodplains

Figure 14 shows the annual cycles of simulated absolute

water discharges in floodplains (Qfld) and floodplain–

river discharge fractions (Qfrc) averaged over the entire

Amazon basin and the other five regions previously de-

fined in Fig. 10. The Qfld peaks vary from one region to

another, according to the hydrological regime. The Ma-

deira and Xingu River basins, located in the Southern

Hemisphere, have Qfld peaks in March–April. The Ma-

deira River basin has the highest mean floodplain–river

discharge fraction (Qfrc 5 7.8%), with peaks above 15%

representing more than 400 m3 s21, while the Negro

River basin, located in the NorthernHemisphere, has the

highest water discharge in floodplains in July–August

(;450 m3 s21) and has the second highest Qfrc, with a

mean value of 7%, and peaks as high as 14%. The upper

Solimões River basin is spatially distributed in both

Hemispheres, resulting in peaks occurring in April–June.

The presence of meaningful nonflooded areas in this re-

gion (according to model outputs, on average, only;3%

is covered with water) contribute to a low mean Qfld of

about 83 m3 s21, corresponding to Qfrc 5 2.2%. Results

are similar in the entire Amazon basin, with low mean

Qfld and Qfrc of ;128 m3 s21 and 3%, respectively. Dur-

ing wet seasons, Qfld averaged over the entire Amazon

basin is 280 m3 s21, representing about 6% of the total

water discharge, and in the dry seasons,Qfld is reduced to

values as low as 25 m3 s21, or ;1% of the total water

discharge. The highest Qfld values occur in the central

Amazon basin, where most floodplains are located. The

mean Qfld value in this region is 228.5 m3 s21 and peaks

reach values above 500 m3 s21. It must be highlighted

that these values are averages for the entire regions and

that Qfld can be much higher in grid cells representing

the main rivers. For example, the mean Qfld values

along the Solimões–Amazon main stream can be as

high as 2750 m3 s21 (not shown). However, this dis-

charge is negligible compared to the total water flow in

the same reach (171 200 m3 s21), resulting in a lowQfrc

value of 1.6%. In contrast, a previous study based on

the Muskingum method (Richey et al. 1989) estimated

that up to 30% of the discharge of the Amazon River is

routed through the floodplains. However, to the knowl-

edge of the authors, no observed floodplain discharge is
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FIG. 13. Monthly water storage in the river, floodplain, and surface R1B reservoirs in the Amazon basin and other five regions.
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currently available, and thus it is not feasible to confirm

these estimates.

g. Evaporation from open waters

The total evapotranspiration from ISBA averaged

over the entire Amazon basin is about 2.8 mm day21

while the potential evaporation fromopenwaters, derived

from the modified Penman–Monteith equation without

surface resistance [Eq. (17)], is 3.4 mm day21. Following

Eq. (18), the remaining energy for evaporation from open

waters Ew is 0.8 mm day21. This rate is valid for the case

where the basin surface area is completely covered with

water during the entire study period. However, as dis-

cussed before, open waters in the basin represent 2%–5%

of the total surface area, resulting in low mean Ew values

across the basin. As shown in Fig. 15, maximum and

minimum Ew values simulated by HyMAP and averaged

for the Amazon basin occur in April (;0.034 mm day21)

and July–August (;0.013 mm day21), respectively.

Mean rates can be much higher in some locations,

corresponding to an open water surface area. Monthly

Ew values can be as high as 1.2 mm day21 in some lo-

cations of the southernMadeira River basin in both dry

and wet seasons. Other areas in the central Amazon

basin can also have monthly rates above 1 mm day21

during the wet seasons. Considering the differential

evaporation from open waters has a relatively low effect

on the water discharge at the scale of the entire Amazon

basin (the mean Ew rate simulated by HyMAP is

;0.02 mm day21, representing ;1600 m3 s21 or about

0.8% of the total water discharge produced in the basin).

However, even if evaporation from open waters may not

be significant compared to the water discharge in the

Amazon basin, it has been shown thatEw has a significant

impact in the water balance in arid regions such as the

Niger River basin (e.g., Decharme et al. 2012).

h. Effects of floodplain dynamics on water discharge

To evaluate the effects of floodplain dynamics onwater

discharge, two experiments have been proposed: (i) no

dynamics in flooded areas (NODYN) [yf 5 0 in Eq. (11)]

(i.e., floodplains are merely considered as river overflow

reservoirs, following the same approaches as those in

current versions of ISBA–TRIP and CaMa–Flood) and

(ii) floodplains are completely removed from the system

(NOFLD) (i.e., water flows only through rivers). The

previously presented model output is considered as the

reference simulation (SIM). An evaluation is performed

at four gauging stations along the Solimões–Amazon

River (Óbidos, Jaturana1Careiro, Manacapuru, and

Tabatinga), as shown in Fig. 16.

At Óbidos, NS coefficients provided by NODYN

(NS 5 0.84) and NOFLD (NS 5 0.78) are lower than

those resulting from SIM. Flood waves are delayed by

about 20 days at Óbidos when water flow in floodplains

is not considered. This is caused by the increased water

storage in floodplain reservoirs, which smooths and de-

lays the hydrographs. Increases in water storage in

floodplains slightly increases Ew rates and reduces vol-

ume errors (DV 5 4.9%) in comparison with SIM

FIG. 14. Annual cycles of simulated floodplain water fluxes averaged for the Amazon basin and other five regions. Solid lines represent

absolute water discharge discharges (Qfld) in m3 s21 and dashed lines floodplain–river discharge fraction (Qfrc) in %.
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(DV 5 5.1%). The opposite effect is seen for NOFLD.

Neglecting floodplains results in an 18-day advance of

the flood wave provoked by a significant augmentation

of water storage in rivers and therefore of water depths

h and flow velocity y (as discussed in section 4d, the flow

velocity y is directly proportional to h). Since open

waters are significantly reduced, an increasing of vol-

ume error (DV5 5.8%) is seen for NOFLD. Results at

Jatuarana1Careiro are similar, with reduced NS values

for both NODYN (0.81) and NOFLD (0.75), differ-

ences in time lags (DI values equal to 11 and219 days,

respectively), and volume errors (DV values equal to

26.3% and 25.7%, respectively). A slight increase of

NS values is observed at Manacapuru with the experi-

ment NODYN (NS 5 0.82), probably caused by the

change of time delay (DI 5 9 days). NOFLD at Man-

acapuru has the same characteristics which were found

at the other gauging stations with reduced NS (0.66),

negative DI (220 days), and higher DV (25.2%). At

Tabatinga station, the noise introduced by neglecting

floodplain storage does not prevent obtaining a better

NS (0.48) value with NOFLD. This is explained by the

reduced time lag obtained in this experiment (DI 5 16

days). Poor results are obtained with NODYN with NS

close to zero and DI 5 49 days.

5. Conclusions

This paper presents the Hydrological Modeling and

Analysis Platform (HyMAP), a new parameterization of

horizontal water flow over continental surfaces capable

of routing surface runoff R and baseflow B provided by

LSMs in offline mode. The model is a result of the in-

tegration and improvement of known approaches de-

scribed by previous state-of-the-art global FRS and new

features suggested in this paper, which include the rep-

resentation of time delays for both R and B, the use of

the kinematic wave equation to route water in rivers and

floodplains separately, and the evaporation from open

waters.

HyMAP was run for the Amazon basin at the daily

time step and a 0.258 spatial resolution. A full evalua-

tion of main variables such as water discharge and

level, floodplain extent, and flow velocity is performed

against a large dataset of in situ observations and sat-

ellite-derived products. In addition, water discharge in

floodplains, evaporation from open waters, storage in res-

ervoirs, and impact of floodplain dynamics on simulated

water discharges are presented and discussed.

Results show that the model simulates well the dis-

charge andwater levels in themain rivers of theAmazon

basin, with an overall performance better than previous

modeling attempts. Nevertheless, as discussed in thisF
IG
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FIG. 16. Hydrographs at four gauging stations along the Solimões–AmazonRiver (Óbidos, Jaturana1Careiro,Manacapuru, and Tabatinga) resulting from experiments evaluating effects

of floodplain dynamics on water discharges.
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paper, smaller catchments present problems mainly re-

lated to scale issues and forcing errors. This happens

because, as a general rule, the larger the studied domain,

the coarser the spatial resolution and the more the

processes must be simplified. Moreover, the lack of ad-

equate global datasets prevents a better parameteriza-

tion of the baseflow time delay (Tb) and river geometry

(i.e., river width W and length L). These parameters

account for most of the surface water stored in the basin,

thus representing the major reservoirs.

For the first time, simulated flow velocity was evalu-

ated against observations over the entire Amazon basin.

Even though HyMAP and previous modeling attempts

are similar, it has been shown that simulated y presents

significant errors, possibly owing to uncertainties in the

river geometry and simplifications of physical processes.

Other sources of error are the kinematic wave assump-

tion, which is not capable of simulating hysteresis caused

by backwater effects in flat water surfaces. This limita-

tion can also explain uncertainties in water levels and, to

a lesser degree, in the floodplain extent. On the other

hand, the use of a diffusive wave approach requires a

much finer temporal resolution in order to avoid nu-

merical instabilities. A choice for the kinematic wave

equation was made in this study. However, further anal-

yses must be performed to fully evaluate the limitations

of each approach.

Satellite-derived and simulated interannual variabil-

ity of floodplain extent matches well at the basin scale.

However, significant differences can be noticed locally.

Indeed, open water surfaces are closely dependent on

river geometry and topography. The geometry defines

whether river overflow may occur and the topography,

which prescribes floodplain surface profile within a grid

cell, determines the flooded area given an overflowed

water volume. But both of them present limitations

owing to problems with the needed input data.

Current satellite-based DEMs are not adequate to pro-

vide accurate floodplain elevation profiles. The SRTM30

DEM used to represent the topography and processed

with FLOW to provide hydrological information has

large uncertainties. For example, SRTM30 DEM data

over South America have a mean absolute height accu-

racy of 1.7 m,with 90%of the errors being less than 7.5 m

(Rodriguez et al. 2005, 2006). A few attempts have been

proposed in the literature to reduce the SRTM30 un-

certainty by degrading the spatial resolution (e.g., Wilson

et al. 2007) and using land cover maps to identify the

presence of forests (e.g., Coe et al. 2008). However, DEM

errors remain as one of the main sources of uncertainty in

modeling the interactions between rivers and floodplains.

Another issue that plays an important role in flooded

areas is the model spatial resolution. Even relatively

higher spatial resolutions may not adequately represent

wide floodplains with only one grid cell, and as a conse-

quence, open water extents are underestimated. For such

cases, two-dimensional approaches capable of simulating

floodplain water flow among neighboring grid cells might

be necessary. These techniques have been largely used

at smaller scales (e.g., Estrela and Quintas 1994; Horritt

and Bates 2002) and must be adapted for use in global

models in the future. Another solution is the use of DEM

processing approaches called ‘‘burningmethods’’ to change

floodplain flow directions to correspond to the closest river

stream. In particular, the floodplain burning approach,

which takes into account river and floodplain maps, can be

an efficient way to gradually change high-resolution DEM

pixel elevations in flooded areas (Getirana et al. 2009a,b).

This would concentrate the whole floodplain extent of

a given river reach in only one grid cell.

It has been shown that about 3% of the water found

the river network in the Amazon basin flow through the

floodplains. This is the first estimate at the basin scale

since other large-scale flow routing schemes do not take

into account water dynamics in floodplains. Also, dis-

charge estimates through floodplains are highly sensitive

and limited by numerous aspects related to model pa-

rameters representing river geometry, flow dynamics,

and DEM errors, and these results must be considered

as first estimates.

However, as DEM precision and model physics im-

prove, this value may change. In addition, the assimila-

tion of two-dimensional water surface dynamics provided

by SWOT will significantly refine floodplain water flow

simulations. Briefly, when compared to previous global

flow routing schemes, HyMAP shows visible improve-

ments in simulating horizontal water flow over the con-

tinents and its use in general water resources studies and

flood hazards is recommended.

This study has been developed as part of the SWOT

(Alsdorf et al. 2007) Virtual Mission and the choices of

the dynamics and processes included in HyMAP have

been made, in some measure, to be able to use SWOT

data. Current developments in the framework of this

study include the use of an optimization scheme con-

sidering different data sources, such as radar altimetry,

to improve the modeling, understanding, and stream-

flow forecasts in poorly gauged or ungauged basins

(Getirana et al. 2012). Future applications include the

development of a water height change assimilation

approach using data provided by the SWOT mission

(Mouffe et al. 2011). Also, the model is currently being

implemented in the Land Information System (LIS)

(Kumar et al. 2006). This effort is the first step to have

HyMAP running in online mode with a variety of LSMs

and climate models.
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Abstract. During the last few decades, satellite measure-

ments have been widely used to study the continental water

cycle, especially in regions where in situ measurements are

not readily available. The future Surface Water and Ocean

Topography (SWOT) satellite mission will deliver maps of

water surface elevation (WSE) with an unprecedented reso-

lution and provide observation of rivers wider than 100m and

water surface areas greater than approximately 250× 250m

over continental surfaces between 78◦ S and 78◦ N. This

study aims to investigate the potential of SWOT data for

parameter optimization for large-scale river routing mod-

els. The method consists in applying a data assimilation ap-

proach, the extended Kalman �lter (EKF) algorithm, to cor-

rect the Manning roughness coef�cients of the ISBA (In-

teractions between Soil, Biosphere, and Atmosphere)-TRIP

(Total Runoff Integrating Pathways) continental hydrologic

system. Parameters such as the Manning coef�cient, used

within such models to describe water basin characteristics,

are generally derived from geomorphological relationships,

which leads to signi�cant errors at reach and large scales. The

current study focuses on the Niger Basin, a transboundary

river. Since the SWOT observations are not available yet and

also to assess the proposed assimilation method, the study

is carried out under the framework of an observing system

simulation experiment (OSSE). It is assumed that modeling

errors are only due to uncertainties in the Manning coef�-

cient. The true Manning coef�cients are then supposed to be

known and are used to generate synthetic SWOT observa-

tions over the period 2002–2003. The impact of the assimi-

lation system on the Niger Basin hydrological cycle is then

quanti�ed. The optimization of the Manning coef�cient us-

ing the EKF (extended Kalman �lter) algorithm over an 18-

month period led to a signi�cant improvement of the river

water levels. The relative bias of the water level is globally

improved (a 30% reduction). The relative bias of the Man-

ning coef�cient is also reduced (40% reduction) and it con-

verges towards an optimal value. Discharge is also improved

by the assimilation, but to a lesser extent than for the wa-

ter levels (7%). Moreover, the method allows for a better

simulation of the occurrence and intensity of flood events in

the inner delta and shows skill in simulating the maxima and

minima of water storage anomalies, especially in the ground-

water and the aquifer reservoirs. The application of the as-

similation method in the framework of an observing system

simulation experiment allows evaluating the skill of the EKF

algorithm to improve hydrological model parameters and to

demonstrate SWOT’s promising potential for global hydrol-

ogy issues. However, further studies (e.g., considering mul-

tiple error sources and the difference between synthetic and

real observations) are needed to achieve the evaluation of the

method.

1 Introduction

The impact of climate variability on land water storage is

becoming an increasingly crucial issue for the development

of future water resource management strategies. In order

to investigate this impact, continental hydrologic systems

(CHSs) can be used to simulate water dynamics above and
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below the land surface as a response to environmental forc-

ing. CHSs are generally made of a land surface model (LSM)

which computes the water and energy budget at the surface–

atmosphere interface, coupled with a river routing model

(RRM) which distributes the runoff to the river and the soil

storage components. At regional or global scales, the real-

istic representation of m���� surface hydrologic and hydro-

dynamic processes is very challenging and requires the use

of computationally efficient, easily parameterized, compar-

atively simple and physically based routing methodologies.

However, land surface hydrologic processes are highly het-

erogeneous in space and time and are therefore difficult to pa-

rameterize given the huge dimensions of atmospheric general

circulation model (AGCM) grid areas. Observational data de-

scribing the water dynamics and storage variations are re-

quired to evaluate CHS-simulated diagnostics, and to cali-

brate these models. In situ data have been extensively used,

but they are limited by their temporal and spatial coverage.

In addition to the information provided by in situ measure-

ments, satellite remote sensing instruments have been devel-

oped and are continually improved. These instruments gen-

erally provide a large spatial coverage which is more appro-

priate for global applications, especially in areas where in

situ data are scarce. Such areas are generally sparsely inhab-

ited, with reduced infrastructures and possible geopolitical

issues, such as large portions of the African continent or part

of the Arctic (Alsdorf et al., 2007). Applications using satel-

lite remote sensing techniques lead to many promising per-

spectives for improving the observation of land surface and

hydrological variables and processes.

Hydrological models require information about continen-

tal water dynamics and storage variations above and below

the surface for calibration and evaluation of the simulated

water budget. To this end, diverse types of monitoring data

are needed. In situ discharge data, for example, give infor-

mation of 1 spatial dimension, which quantifies water fluxes

in a specific river channel, but do not give any direct in-

formation about runoff or lateral inflow. Yet, hydrologically

complex areas, such as wetlands and floodplains which are

processes of three spatial dimensions, cannot be adequately

resolved using observations of 1 spatial dimension (Alsdorf

et al., 2007). Spatially distributed observations are required,

such as those provided by satellites which give 2-dimensional

information about surface water dynamics. Recently, efforts

have been made to build global maps of floodplain variability

and extent, providing an additional metric for CHS evalua-

tion (Papa et al., 2010). Nadir altimetry has also constituted a

valuable progress for the monitoring of surface water dynam-

ics and elevation (TOPEX/Poseidon, Envisat, Jason 1 and 2;

Baup et al., 2007; Santos Da Silva et al., 2012).

Although useful, current satellite altimetry spatial res-

olution does not resolve small-scale land water dynamics

thereby limiting our understanding of large-scale hydrologic

and hydrodynamic processes. The future NASA–CNES–

CSA Surface Water and Ocean Topography (SWOT) satel-

lite mission will be launched in 2020 and will deliver maps

of water surface elevation (WSE), slope and extent with an

unprecedented resolution of 100m.

For continental hydrology, the SWOT mission has the po-

tential to help deal with critical issues, such as monitoring

transboundary basins and the development of management

strategies in a changing world. It is necessary to determine

how the SWOT data can be used to improve hydrological

simulations and to better predict continental water storage.

Data assimilation (DA) has been shown to be a promis-

ing technique for improving river modeling (Andreadis et al.,

2007; Durand et al., 2010; Biancamaria et al., 2011; Yoon

et al., 2012). Commonly used in operational meteorology

and oceanography, DA combines data coming from various

sources, such as numerical models or observations, while

taking into account measurement errors and model uncer-

tainties for a better description and prediction of the system.

However, these methods are not yet extensively used in hy-

drology and related works are rare, especially for large-scale

applications. Drusch et al. (2009) used observations of 2m

air temperature and soil moisture to evaluate a Kalman filter-

based soil moisture analysis system and its impact on the

operational ECMWF (European Centre for Medium-Range

Weather Forecasts)-integrated forecast system. They showed

that the impact of EKF on the forecast skill of the operational

weather forecast model was neutral in terms of forecast score

but gave the promising possibility to better constrain the soil

water content with more accurate soil moisture estimates.

Pereira-Cardenal et al. (2011) investigated the potential of

using Envisat water levels observations in a real time or near-

real time by applying an ensemble Kalman filter in order

to update semidistributed hydrological model state variables.

The method was applied to the Syr Darya River basin, a com-

plex mountainous region covering approximately 7000 km2.

They showed that data assimilation allowed for a better real-

time estimation of reservoir levels over the region. However,

because of the state updating procedure used in this study,

which consisted in adding or abstracting water from reser-

voirs, the method is limited to medium-range forecasting. It

is not suitable for long-term water resources scenario calcu-

lations, where mass balance has to be maintained. More re-

cently, Michailovsky et al. (2013) used radar altimetry data

from the Envisat mission for updating the storage of a routing

model of the main reach of the Brahmaputra River driven by

the outputs of a calibrated rainfall–runoff model showing the

potential for the use of altimetric data in combination with

hydrological models for flow modeling in large rivers.

However, in situ flow data were required for the calibra-

tion of the rainfall–runoff model which may still be a limi-

tation in some areas with poor data availability such as the

Niger River. Salamon and Feyen (2009) used the residual re-

sampling particle filter to assess parameter, precipitation and

predictive uncertainty in the distributed rainfall–runoff hy-

drological model LISFLOOD for the Meuse catchment us-

ing discharge measurements. They showed that the equifi-
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Figure 1. The Niger River basin. The spatial resolution is

0��◦ × 0��◦. The red contour marks the boundary of the Niger

Basin. The squares correspond to the following l��	
���� (1) Ba-

nankoro, (2) Koulikoro, (3) Ke Macina, (�� Niamey, (�� Ansongo,

(�� K	��	���� (7) Malanville and (�� Lok��	� Terrain elevations

come from ETOPO2 (m).

nality hypothesis (several different parameter sets can lead to

a good estimation of the discharge) was a limitation to the

correction of a distributed hydrological parameter even in a

physically based hydrologic model. Moreover, they empha-

s���� the strong effect of rainfall uncertainties on the analy-

sis. Finally, the results showed that accounting for parame-

ter uncertainty only during a calibration phase was not suf-

�cient to properly predict uncertainty, limiting the applica-

tion of the method for hydrologic forecasting over longer

time periods. The aforementioned applications of DA in hy-

drological modeling have shown the potential of using re-

mote sensing data in order to improve the model states or

the parameters. However, they also showed the limitations

due to the generally low spatial and temporal resolutions of

these data sets. Hydrological model uncertainties can come

from several sources, such as model structure, input param-

eters or input data (mostly precipitation), leading to the de-

velopment of different DA methodologies. Depending on the

study, DA either aims at o��������� the model input parame-

ters or at directly correcting the model state (generally done

in operational forecast applications for example). The cur-

rent study investigates bene�ts of assimilating SWOT virtual

water levels in order to improve input parameters of a large-

scale hydrological model within the context of a prelaunch

study. The domain study area is the transboundary Niger

Basin (Fig. 1) which crosses a large part of the Sahel and

is a critical source of water in this semiarid region. The West

African region is also c !"!c��"���� by an increasing popula-

tion, putting larger pressure on the already limited freshwa-

ter resources. The hydrology of this basin is modulated by

the West African monsoon (WAM) seasonal and interannual

variability which is c !"!c��"���� by extreme events such as

droughts and #oods which can have dramatic impacts on so-

ciety and the regional economy. However, the lack of �eld

measurements limits the understanding of the salient hydro-

logical processes in the Niger Basin. For these reasons, it is

an ideal test bed for studying global hydrological issues. In

a previous study, a Niger Basin hydrological model applica-

tion was set up using the ISBA (Interaction Sol-Atmosphere-

Biosphere)-TRIP (Total Runoff Integrating Pathways) dis-

tributed hydrological model. Along with river routing, this

model includes a #ooding scheme and a linear uncon�ned

aquifer reservoir (Pedinotti et al., 2012). The model param-

eters were estimated using geomorphologic relationships to

c !"!c��"��� the river characteristics. The modeling evalua-

tion showed that the model was able to reasonably repro-

duce the�!$o" hydrologic and hydrodynamic processes. The

model outputs were compared to in situ discharge as well as

satellite-derived #ood extent, total continental water storage

changes and river height changes. The importance of #ood-

plains was also demonstrated, since they have a considerable

impact on discharge downstream of the inland Niger Delta.

The con�ned aquifer improves the recession law, i.e., the

curve of the decreasing #ow and the simulation of low #ows.

However, some model de�ciencies remain which can be due

to forcing or model uncertainties; among these sources of

error are the uncertainties of TRIP hydrological parameters.

Indeed, these distributed parameters are de�ned by empirical

relationships using available observations which are adapted

towards obtaining the best results over the entire globe. How-

ever, such relationships might not give the best results locally

(for a particular basin). Studies showed that empirical equa-

tion does not work well even within one basin and signi�cant

errors can be found at subbasin or reach scales (e.g., Miller

et al., 2%&') Y!�!�!a� et al., 2%&'*+ These relationships thus

lead to nonnegligible errors which could be reduced using

satellite data. Such data can potentially be used to estimate

spatial parameters for each particular basin and then con-

tribute to the development of a global database describing

�!$o" river characteristics. Pedinotti et al. (2012) performed

sensitivity tests to determine the main sources of uncertainty

among the TRIP parameters. These tests have shown that the

model was sensitive to modi�cations of some key river pa-

rameters (river height and depth as well as Manning coef-

�cient) and that a good estimation of those parameters was

required to o������� the simulation errors. The aim of the

current study is to investigate how SWOT water level prod-

ucts can be used to o������� the Manning coef�cient. U�,�ae

river depth and width, which can be estimated through di-

rect measurements, the Manning coef�cient can be estimated

only indirectly, using bathymetry and #ow velocity measure-

ments. Several studies have discussed the importance and

dif�culty of estimating the Manning coef�cient (Chow et

al., &1-1) Bates and de Roo, 2000). The sensitivity of the

Manning equation to several river parameters including the

roughness coef�cient was investigated by Pistocchi and Pen-
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Figure 2. The TRIP model con;guration in ISBA.

nington <=>>?@B In addition to the concern about accurately

estimating the Manning coefCcient value, they highlighted

the importance of considering its spatial distribution instead

of a unique value as it is done in some hydrological models

(Arora and Boer, 1999). Moreover, the Manning coefCcient

is often used as an DEFGHIJLMI variable for model calibration

which can lead to additional errors (e.g., Biancamaria et al.,

2009). Hunter et al. (2007) indicated that very frequently in

models errors on topography and roughness dominate errors

from equation approximation. The estimation of the Man-

ning coefCcient is thus considered in the literature as one

of the JDFNQ issues limiting the performance of hydrologi-

cal models and, to the authors knowledge, there have been

very few attempts to evaluate the potential of satellite data

to correct it. Therefore, it was chosen as the main parame-

ter to be investigated in the DA study presented in this study.

Since SWOT observations are not yet available and to assess

the usefulness of data assimilation, this study is carried out

within the framework of an OSSE (observing system simula-

tion experiment) using the TRIP model for the simulation of

the Niger hydrodynamics. SWOT virtual measurements are

produced using a reference ISBA-TRIP simulation. Here, it

is assumed that modeling errors are only due to one key pa-

rameter which cannot be directly estimated via observational

EDIDd the Manning roughness coefCcient (the other sources

of modeling errors are not considered here, and the reasons

will be explained in Sect. RBS@B The impact of the assimilation

system on the Niger River model is then quantiCed. First, a

brief presentation of the study domain and the model is made

in Sect. 2. In this section, the Manning coefCcient is also de-

Cned and its spatial distribution used for the true simulation

is shown. Then, the production of the SWOT virtual water

level is described in Sect. 3. The methodology used to build

the assimilation scheme is explained, and the main variables

of the assimilation problem are described in Sect. RB Finally,

the impact of the assimilation on the main hydrological vari-

ables of the Niger Basin is discussed in Sect. VB

2 Study W97.6: and79WX/ WX5YZ6[869:

2.1 T\X ]6^XZ _6ver b.56:

Originating in the `GeMLDM highlands within the fgh

per `GeMLD (Haute `GeMiL@ and Forested `GeMLD <`GeMiL

FNQLHIejQL@ regions located in the Fouta kFDnnNM mountain

range, the Niger River is the third longest river in Africa

<R=>> km), after the Nile and the Congo. Its outlet is located

in Nigeria, discharging through a massive delta into the `Gnp

of `GeMLDB On its way through Mali, it crosses a vast qood-

plain region called the inland delta. The inland delta has an

average surface area of 73 000 km2, and it dissipates a sig-

niCcant proportion of the qow of the river through absorp-

tion and evaporation (it is estimated that about R>r of water

is lost through the inland delta by evaporation and/or inCl-

tration; Andersen et al., =>>V@B From the headwaters to the

Niger Delta (taking into account the hydrologically active

area), the basin has an average area of about SBVmillion km2.

The Niger River is shared by nine countries and is the main

source of water for about 100 million people living princi-

pally from agriculture and farming. During the 1970s and

Stu>Hw West Africa faced extreme climate variations with

extended drought conditions followed by qoods; therefore,

there is a need to better understand the functioning of this

basin for water management purposes. The complexity of

modeling the Niger Basin is mainly due to the fact that it

crosses very different climatic zNMLHw from the tropical hu-

mid `GeMLDM coast where it generally rains every month of

the year, to the desertic Saharan region. The main source of

water over the basin is due to the WAM which is charac-

ILQezLE by a marked annual cycle and signiCcant interannual

variability, leading to the succession of extreme events such

as droughts and qoods. In addition to modeling issues due

to rainfall uncertainties, the representation of processes such

as inCltration and evaporation from qoodplains is also very

important in modeling the Niger River.

Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci., 18, 4485–4507, 2014 www.hydrol-earth-syst-sci.net/18/4485/2014/
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Figure �� The spatial distribution of river depth (m) ���, Manning

coef�cient ���, and river width (m) ��� parameters in ISBA-TRIP.

2.2 ���|�� of the ���y����x }���~

ISBA is a state-of-the-art land surface model which calcu-

lates the time evolution of the surface energy and water

budgets (Noilhan and Planton, 1989). It represents the nat-

ural land surface component of the �������� ¡¢�£¤�¥¦§�¨

©���ª ¡« coupling platform at ¬¢®�ª£�¤�� (Masson et

al., 2013). In the current study, we use the three-layer force-

restore soil hydrology option (Boone et al., 1999). The op-

tions are also activated for a comprehensive representation

of subgrid hydrology in order to account for the heterogene-

ity of precipitation, topography and vegetation in each grid

cell. A TOPMODEL approach (Beven and Kirkby, 1979)

has been used to simulate a saturated fraction, fsat, over

which precipitation is entirely converted into surface runoff

(Decharme et al., ¯°°±«² In³ltration is computed via two

subgrid exponential distributions of rainfall intensity and

soil maximum in³ltration capacity (Decharme and Douville,

¯°°±«² The TRIP original RRM was developed by Oki and

Sud (1998) at�¤¦versity of Tokyo. It was ³rst used at¬¢®�

France to convert the model simulated runoff into river dis-

charge using a global river channel network at a 1◦ res-

olution. More recently, a °²´
◦ resolution global river net-

work has been developed which is used for this study. The

TRIP schematic concept is presented in Fig. 2 and more

details can be found in Pedinotti et al. (2012). The ISBA-

TRIP CHS was recently improved to take into account a

simple groundwater reservoir, which can be seen as a sim-

ple soil-water storage, and a variable stream µow velocity

computed via the Manning equation (Decharme et al., 2010).

In addition, ISBA-TRIP includes a two-way µood scheme in

which a µooded fraction of the grid cell can be determined

(Decharme et al., 2008, 2011). The µood dynamics are de-

scribed through the daily coupling between the ISBA land

surface model and TRIP RRM, including a prognostic µood

reservoir. This reservoir ³lls when the river height exceeds

the critical river bank full height (Fig. 3a), hc (m). The µood

interacts with the soil hydrology through in³ltration, with the

overlying atmosphere through precipitation interception and

through free-water-surface evaporation. For the Niger appli-

cation, Pedinotti et al. (2012) added a simple, linear, con³ned

aquifer reservoir to account for the long-term water storage

in deep and more or less con³ned aquifers. This reservoir

was built on the example of the groundwater reservoir, but

with a signi³cantly longer time-delay factor. The con³ned

aquifer is supplied by a fraction (1−α) of the drainage from

ISBA, the remaining fraction (α) going to the groundwater

reservoir.

¶·¸ ���x {¹�º|fic ¹�»�}���»{

The Manning coef³cient �¼�£��¢�£¦§�½ the roughness so that

it modulates the surface water velocity and thus water levels

and discharge, via the Manning formula. However, it is dif-

³cult to estimate via in situ measurements or remote sensing

techniques. In ISBA-TRIP, the Manning friction coef³cient,

nriv, varies linearly and proportionally to the river width, W

(m), from °²°¾ near the river mouth to 0.1 (Decharme et al.,

2011) in the upstream grid cells (Fig. ¿À«Á

nriv = nmin+ (nmax− nmin)

(

Wmouth− W

Wmouth− Wmin

)

, (1)

where nriv represents the grid cell average Manning coef³-

cient, nmax and nmin the maximum and minimum values of

the Manning friction coef³cient (equal to 0.1 and °²°¾Â re-

www.hydrol-earth-syst-sci.net/18/4485/2014/ Hydrol. Earth Syst. Sci., 18, 4485–4507, 2014
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spectively), Wmin (m) the minimum river width value and

Wmouth (m) is the width of the mouth in each basin of the

TRIP network (Wmouth = 2000 for the Niger Basin).W is an

important parameter because it controls both the river Ñow

speed and the Ñoodplain dynamics. It is computed over the

entire TRIP network via an empirical mathematical formu-

lation that describes a simple geomorphological relationship

betweenW and the mean annual discharge at each river cross

section (Knighton, 1998; Arora and Boer, 1999; Decharme et

al., ÒÓÔÔÕÖ

W =max
(

30,β ×Q
1/2
yr

)

, (2)

whereQyr (m
3 s−1) is the annual mean discharge in each grid

cell estimated using the global runoff database from Cog-

ley (1979). As discussed in Decharme et al. (2011), the β co-

ef×cient can vary drastically from one basin to another. β is

equal to 20 for the branch of the river going from the river

mouth ØÙ
◦ N) to 12◦ N and is ×xed to 10 for the remaining

river branch. The spatial distribution of the river width is

shown in Fig. 3c. Another critical parameter is the riverbank-

full critical height, hc, which is computed according to the

river width via a simple power function (Decharme et al.,

ÒÓÔÔÕÖ

hc = W 1/3. (3)

The spatial distribution of hc is shown in Fig. 3a. These re-

lationships are found to work well at the global scale but can

lead to signi×cant errors for a speci×c basin at the regional

scale (see the sensitivity tests in Pedinotti et al., 2012). In-

deed, the assumption that the river width is proportional to

the annual mean discharge can lead to signi×cant errors in

Ñooded areas where the river bed enlarges but the discharge

is reduced through the Ñooding process. Moreover, it is as-

sumed that the Manning coef×cient is only dependent on the

river width while other factors should be considered, such

as the presence of vegetation, debris, soil type, etc. Finally,

these parameters are de×ned as constant in time, which is a

signi×cant assumption, especially in a region with a marked

seasonal climate variability such as the Niger Basin. Remote

sensing opens the possibility of estimating the river width by

direct measurements and the critical bank-full height by in-

direct algorithms (Pavelski and Smith, 2008; YÚÛÚÜÚÝÞ et al.,

ÒÓÔßàDurand et al., 2008). However, theManning coef×cient

will still be dif×cult to estimate even using remote sensing.

This study focuses on ×nding a methodology to estimate this

critical parameter via DA.

á Satellite ÎâÈãäåations

The aim of this work is to estimate the potential bene×ts of

using SWOT satellite measurements to provide spatially dis-

tributed estimates of the Manning coef×cient over the Niger

River basin. This section describes this future satellite mis-

sion and how virtual SWOT observations have been gener-

ated in this study.

áæç Ðèã SWOÐ ÊÉÈÈÉÎÏ

SWOT will provide high-resolution images of water surface

elevations over the oceans and continental surface water bod-

ies. It will therefore observe continental surface waters at an

unprecedented resolution, providing information for a better

understanding of surface water dynamics and storage varia-

tions. The mission is currently planned to be launched around

2020.

The satellite main payload will be the Ka-band Radar In-

terferometer (KaRIN), a wide swath SAR (synthetic aperture

radar) interferometer. KaRIN will have two antennas sepa-

rated by a 10m boom, which will observe two ground swaths

of éÓ km on each side of the satellite nadir, separated by a

20 km gap. The intrinsic pixel resolution will vary from éÓ

(near range) to 10m (far range) across track and will be at

best around Ùm along track (however, this value is also de-

pendent upon decorrelation time). Yet, for these intrinsic pix-

els, water elevation measurements have metric errors, which

increase along the swath (depending on the look angle). To

increase vertical accuracy, pixels have to be aggregÚêëìÖ over

a 1 km2 area inside the river mask, water elevation has a

10 cm or lower error ØíîìïðñòëÜó 2012). River slopes will be

measured with a 1 cmkm−1 resolution, after processing ele-

vations over 10 km river reaches ØíîìïðñòëÜó 2012). SWOT

will be able to observe rivers wider than 100m (mission re-

quirement) and should be able to observe rivers wider than

ÙÓm (goal). The chosen orbit will be a low earth orbit with

a 78◦ inclination, in order to observe almost all of the conti-

nental surfaces ØíîìïðñòëÜó 2012).

áæô õâÈãäåÉÏö È÷ÈÍãÊ ÈÉÊøËÌÍÉÎÏ ãùúãäÉÊãÏÍ ûõüüýþ

and åÉäÍøÌË SWOÐ data

The OSSE framework consists in simulating data that would

be observed by the future measurement platform using a nu-

merical model, in order to use it as virtual observations for

DA experiments. The main îÿoë�êÞve of an OSSE is to vali-

date the DA method by using ideal conditions. It is assumed

that the state of the system and the error statistics of the

model and observations are known and correctly described,

which is not the case in real conditions. This method is useful

within the framework of the SWOT satellite mission prepa-

ration, since it allows a quanti×cation of the satellite data

contribution to improve large-scale river modeling (such as

for the Niger Basin) before the launch of the satellite. First,

a realistic modeling of the studied basin is needed for the

OSSE. The model must be able to simulate theÛÚoîï hydro-

dynamic processes of the basin so that the simulated obser-

vations will reasonably represent the reality. The ISBA-TRIP

setup evaluated in Pedinotti et al. (2012), with the inclusion
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Figure 4. Distribution of the ����� Manning coef�cient over the

river. This distribution of Manning coef�cients was used as an input

parameter to run the reference ISBA-TRIP model.

of the �ooding scheme and aquifer reservoir, is used to rep-

resent the true state of the hydrological system, also referred

to as the reference simulation. For this so-called �������� the

model and its parameters are assumed to be perfect. An error

is then added to this true state to build virtual observations.

The background simulation results from the integration of

the same model in a different con�guration, for instance with

a different set of parameters (also called perturbed or back-

ground parameters). It gives an a priori description of the

system that is an approximation of the truth. In the present

study focussed on parameter estimation, the purpose of the

DA algorithm is to retrieve an optimal set of model param-

eters starting with the background parameters, by assimilat-

ing the virtual observations. It is important to note that in

the present study, the error between the ������ Manning co-

ef�cients and the background Manning coef�cients does not

vary in time.

Within the framework of this SWOT-dedicated study, the

true simulation is used to generate the SWOT observations,

with the help of a relatively simple simulator developed by

Biancamaria et al. (2011). Based on the prescribed orbit and

swath, the simulator provides an ensemble of SWOT tracks

and related dates. The SWOT tracks are provided for the or-

bital period and then repeated over the years 2002 and 2003

(assuming the satellite started its �rst orbit on 1 January

2002). The virtual data are the sum of the ISBA-TRIP wa-

ter levels at the corresponding grid points and an instrumen-

tal error which is added to partially account for the SWOT

observation errors (see Sect. ����� for details). A river mask

for the Niger comprising grid cells with a river width above

200m is de�ned as illustrated in Fig. �� which displays the

Manning coef�cient for the unmasked 110 pixels. It should

be noted that the SWOT satellite will not measure water

depth but free-surface-water elevation. For DA applications

in real conditions, the direct comparison between SWOT and

ISBA-TRIP water levels will not be straightforward and will

need further investigation. Indeed, the SWOT satellite mea-

sures free-surface-water elevation, which cannot be directly

compared to the ISBA-TRIP outputs which are stream-water

absolute depths in the river channel. The assimilation then re-

quires �nding a way to compare these two different variables

in order to perform the DA. For example, they can be com-

pared in terms of anomalies relative to a mean value over a

long period of time instead of absolute water elevations. This

method allows removing the bias due to different reference

values of the level where the water elevation is z���� How-

ever, in the framework of an OSSE, the same model is used

to generate the a priori and observed water levels and this

issue can be evaded.

The 22-day repeat orbit and the ��1 km swath used in this

simulator allowed for a global coverage of the study domain

within 22 days. Among the available orbits, two orbits have

been preselected by the NASA–CNES p�� �!� team, for var-

ious scienti�c and technical reasons (mainly to seek a com-

promise between both the hydrological and oceanographic

scienti�c communities). These two orbits have the same re-

peat period, but different altitudes, meaning different sub-

cycles. The repeat period corresponds to the minimum time

taken by the satellite to �y over exactly the same ground loca-

tion. G"ven the orbit parameters and �e���#s rotational speed,

it requires a �xed number of satellite revolutions. For all of

these revolutions, the part of the orbit that goes from north

to south corresponds to the descending track and the one that

goes from south to north corresponds to the ascending track.

These ascending and descending tracks cross the Equator at

different times during one repeat period. The difference be-

tween these crossing times for two ea e!�$� ascending (or

descending) tracks during a repeat period is the orbit subcy-

cle. The 970 km altitude orbit has a 3-day subcycle, whereas

the 873 km altitude orbit has a 1-day subcycle. These two or-

bits both have global coverage but with a different time and

spatial spread of the satellite tracks during one repeat period.

The 1-day subcycle orbit has two ea e!�$� swaths every day,

meaning that each river basin will be well sampled in few

days, but then there will be no observations for several days

(Fig. 5% with the risk of missing short-term events. The 3-

day subcycle orbit has two ea e!�$� swaths every 3 days, on

average, meaning ground tracks will be more regularly dis-

tributed in space and time. Yet, there will be no tracks close in

time at any point during the cycle (Fig. 6%� Thus, due to their

spatial and temporal coverage over the domain, these two or-

bits present speci�c advantages and disadvantages that will

be investigated within of the DA framework. The OSSE is

run over 2 years starting from the beginning of the monsoon

season, on 1 June 2002. During each SWOT 22-day repeat,

there are about 5& satellite overpasses on the Niger Basin for

the 3-day subcycle orbit and 51 for the 1-day subcycle orbit.
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Figure 5. The 22-day repeat, 871 km altitude, 1-day subcycle orbit coverage, data issued from the SWOT data simulator.

4 D020 0,,-.-/02-37 ,s9:.:,

4.1 C93-s: of the control v0;-0</:

The goal of using assimilation in this study is to correct the

TRIP routing input parameters which are associated with

uncertainties. The contribution of such corrections is esti-

mated by comparing model outputs (water level, discharge,

water storage, etc.) with and without DA. Sensitivity tests in

Pedinotti et al. (2012) determined the most sensitive TRIP

parameters which impact the m=>?@ hydrological processes

of the Niger Basin. It was shown that a modiBcation of nriv

has a signiBcant impact on the simulated hydrological vari-

ables over the Niger Basin which can be expected since the

Manning coefBcient is used for Eow calculations in the river

stream, via the Manning formula. Due to its close relation-

ship with water levels and discharge, it is one of the most

important empirical parameters in the Beld of hydrology and

hydraulics. Thus, a good estimation of this coefBcient in

the river bed leads to a better reproduction of surface wa-

ter dynamics. There is a tendency to regard the selection of

the Manning coefBcient as an arbitrary or intuitive process.

Hydrodynamic modelers usually determine the value of the

Manning coefBcient manually, often using estimations based

on visual interpretation of the land cover. The roughness can

also be described by geomorphologic relationships, which

are related to another parameter for which more information

is known (river width for example). In ISBA-TRIP, nriv is

assumed to vary linearly with W , from FHFI near the river

mouth to 0.10 in the upstream grid cells (Eq. 1). These geo-
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Figure Z[ As in Fig. \] except for a 22-day repeat, 970 km altitude, 3-day subcycle orbit average.

morphologic relationships are used to obtain the spatially dis-

tributed Manning coef^cient which provides a _`bcdfbg ^t or

best estimate. However, the accuracy of these relations can be

very uncertain due to the signi^cant heterogeneity of the river

and land properties, especially in uncalibrated models. Both

approaches can lead to signi^cant errors over a large com-

putational domain which is hifjfhkljnqlr by multiple land

use/cover classes. Although progress in remote sensing will

probably improve our estimates of the Manning coef^cient

(using the two aforementioned approaches), this parameter

will not be estimated directly via remote sensing and there-

fore will remain dependent on the physical relevance of the

geomorphologic relationships. Thus, DA appears to be an ap-

pealing option for estimating the Manning coef^cient using

remote sensing data. In reality, the temporal variability of

the error on the Manning coef^cient is related to the tow

dynamics as the river bed morphology can be signi^cantly

modi^ed by tood events. Even though this temporal vari-

ability is not accounted for in our OSSE framework, the DA

analysis is performed sequentially over a 2-day time window

which allows for a high variability of the correction on the

Manning coef^cient. It should be noted that in a real case

study where sources of uncertainty are multiple (contrary to

our OSSE framework where errors are only due to Manning

coef^cient perturbations), correcting the Manning coef^cient

could be interpreted as a way to account for other uncertain-

ties (which are possibly hifjfhkljnqlr by errors with a higher

temporal variability than that of the Manning coef^cient).
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Figure 7. Schematic of the assimilation scheme used in this study. The black line represents the a priori or background ���������� and the

blue line is the posterior ���������� after data assimilation. After the DA step, the a priori ���������� is represented by a dashed line to compare

with the new ����������.

The choice of the time window length could be revisited in

further studies. However, a longer assimilation window also

requires a bigger disc storage capacity and this must be con-

sidered when selecting the length of the assimilation window.

In the following section, along-track virtual SWOT data

over 2 days are assimilated to correct the Manning coef�-

cient for the unmasked nt = 110 ISBA-TRIP grid points. For

each analysis at time t (also called cycle), the control vec-

tor is thus a vector of 110 elements noted xt . The frame-

work of the OSSE does not guarantee the physical represen-

tativeness of the modeled values, speci�cally because of the

lack of monitoring data. Here, the values have therefore sim-

ply been bounded to be within a reasonable range (based on

rivers similar to the Niger and the scale of TRIP).

4.2 ��� �������� ��~}�� filter �����

The assimilation algorithm used for the calculation of the

analysis is the EKF, which is presented in this section within

the framework of parameter ������������� The true Manning

coef�cients (known in the framework on an OSSE but un-

known in reality) are gathered in the vector xtruet of  ��¡ nt .

The vector of the a priori parameters xbt for the hydrolog-

ical models is prescribed by geomorphologic relationships

which induce an error ǫbt = xtruet − xbt of which statistics are

described in the background error covariance matrix¢. Here,

these statistics are assumed to be constant over the assimila-

tion cycles and to follow a £�¤  ��� distribution, centered on

0 with a standard deviation, σ bt , of 20¥ of the average value

of the Manning coef�cient over the river.

The observation vector y0t of dimension pt contains all

the SWOT observations collected during the 2-day assimila-

tion window. The observation operatorH �¦�§¡¨�  the control

vector onto the observation space. This operator is nonlinear

as it is the composition of the hydrological model M and

of a selection operator S that simply extracts or interpolates

the simulated water levels (over the whole gridded domain)

at the observation points. Here H = SoM , where S repre-

sents the SWOT simulator and M is the integration of the

hydrological model over the assimilation window. The rela-

tion yt = H(xt ) allows describing the true water level vec-

tor ytruet at the observation points when xtruet is used and the

background hydrological water level vector ybt at the obser-

vation points when xbt is used. In OSSE, an observation error

ǫ
0
t is added to ytruet to account for instrumental and repre-

sentativeness errors. The observation errors are assumed to

be decorrelated in space and time, and the observation error

standard deviation (σ 0t )2 is set equal to (σ bt )2. The observa-

tion error covariance matrix ©t is thus assumed to be diago-

nal. Further work should focus on a complete estimation of

the observation error statistics in order to allow for along-

track correlation of the instrumental errors (Lion, 2012).

The EKF analysis vector xat is de�ned as a correction to

the background vector, where the the innovation vector d t =

y0t −Ht (x
b
t ) is multiplied by the gain matrix�t ª

xat = xbt +�td t , «¬

where �t reads

�t = ¢tH
T
t (Ht¢tHt

T + ©t )
−1, «®

where Ht is the tangent linear of H with respect to xt .

The statistics of the analysis error ǫ
a
t are determined by the
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½¾¿ÀÁ 1. Principal variables, vectors and matrices used in the data

assimilation of SWOT water levels (WL). The assimilation window

length is N days. The number p of observed water levels during the

assimilation window changes for each cycle.

Symbol Âariable Dimensions

y
0
t Observation vector, containing p (different for each

the SWOT WL observations during assimilation cycle)

the N day assimilation window

x
b
t Background vector, containing the n = 110

corrupted Manning coefÃcient

over the river mask

x
a
t Analysis vector, containing the n = 110

corrected values of the Manning

coefÃcient over the river mask

Mt ISBA-TRIP (nonlinear)

Ht(x
b
t ) ISBA-TRIP simulated water levels, p

using x
b
t as an input parameter

Ät Observation error covariance matrix p ×p

(related to water levels)

Åt Background error covariance matrix n × n

(related to the Manning coefÃcient)

At Analysis error covariance matrix n× n

Ht Jacobian matrix of H (sensitivity of n × p

ISBA-TRIP water levels

to the Manning coefÃcient)

Æt ÇÈÉÊ matrix

analysis covariance matrix At =(Ë−ÌtHt )Ít (Bouttier and

Courtier, 1999). The analysis vectors provide the corrected

Manning coefÎcient values, which can then can be used to

integrate the hydrological model and simulate the ÏÐÏÑÒÓÔÕ

water levels over the whole domain. A schematic diagram of

the assimilation process is shown in Fig. 7, and the key vari-

ables are represented in Eqs. Ö×Ø and ÖÙØ and listed in Table 1.

ºÚÛ ÜµÝ·Þ²µ¸ ³µ¶ß²à calculation

The EKF algorithm relies on the computation of a local ap-

proximation of the tangent linear of the observation opera-

tor that describes the relationship between the control vector

and the observation space, with respect to the control vec-

tor. As the áâÓÔ of the control space is limited in this study, a

Înite difference scheme can be used to perform this approx-

imation, in the vicinity of the background vector. Since the

observation operator H includes the model propagation, the

calculation of the Jacobian matrix Ht requires the computa-

tion of nt independent integrations of the hydrological model

with a perturbed element for each component of xt .

Figure 8. The Manning coefãcient relative error averaged over the

river versus time with a 1-day subcycle (green) and a 3-day subcy-

cle (blue) orbit SWOT assimilation. The related error is calculated

as the ratio |nrivwith/without assi − nrivtruth |/nrivtruth , where nriv is the

Manning coefãcient.

Ht,ij =
∂H

∂x |t,ij

=
H(xt + �x)−H(xt − �x)i

�xt,j

ÖäØ

=
�y

+
t,i − �y

−

t,i

�x
+
t,j + �x

−

t,j

In Eq. ÖäØå H translates the variations of water levels at

the observation points induced by the variation of Manning

coefÎcients. �y
+
t,i and �y

−

t,i represent the water level varia-

tions at the gridded pixel æâç related to variations �x
+
t,j and

�x
−

t,j of the Manning coefÎcient at the gridded pixel æèçé

A centered Înite difference scheme was favored over a one-

sided scheme as it reduces noise on the evaluation of the local

derivative. The computation of Ht thus requires 2× nt inte-

grations of ISBA-TRIP over the assimilation window using

elementary perturbed Manning coefÎcients at the unmasked

observation point. The computational cost of H could be

êëìâíâÓÔÕ as only perturbations on Manning coefÎcients at

the grid points located upstream of each observation point

have an impact on water level at the observation point. In

the present work, the 2× nt integrations of ISBA-TRIP are

achieved sequentially.

5 îï±ð´¶±

The impact of DA on the hydrological processes is ÏÐÏÑÒÓÔÕ

using the relative error. For any variable v, the relative error

is expressed as

errv =

∣

∣

∣

∣

v − vtruth

vtruth

∣

∣

∣

∣

, (7)

where vtruth refers to the variable v as described in the true

simulation.
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Figure ÿ9 The Manning coef�cient distribution (�� for the truth, (�� the background, (�� the 1-day subcycle assimilation at the end of the

assimilation period (after 289 assimilation cycles in December 2003) and (�� the 3-day subcycle assimilation at the end of the assimilation

period (after 289 assimilation cycles in December 2003).

5.1 Iø�ú�û of úöö÷ø÷ùúû÷üý onMúýý÷ý� coefficient

The truth simulation is made using Manning coef	cients

which are constant in time, meaning that there is no tem-

poral variation of the error on the model parameters; thus, it

is expected that the DA analysis leads to a constant value of

the corrected Manning close to the �
��� values.

However, since the Manning coef	cient is spatially dis-

tributed, several spatial combinations of these parameters

might resolve the assimilation problem which is generally

referred to as the equi	nality hypothesis. Figure 8 shows the

Manning coef	cient relative error (averaged over the river)

time series for the two orbits. The average relative error

of the Manning coef	cient is signi	cantly improved during

the assimilation period and tends to converge to a stable

value (about 0.19 for the 1-day subcycle orbit and 0.17 for

the 3-day subcycle orbit), since the error is not signi	cantly

changed from January 2003 until the end of the assimilation

experiment. The convergence towards the minimum value of

the spatially averaged relative error to the true averagedMan-

ning coef	cient is slightly faster for the 3-day subcycle orbit

than for the 1-day subcycle.

Figure 9 displays the spatial distribution of the Manning

coef	cient (a) for the truth, (b) the background simulation,

(c) the 1-day subcycle assimilation at the end of the study pe-

riod and (d) the 3-day assimilation at the end of the study pe-

riod. The general patterns of the Manning coef	cient distri-

bution are recovered through the DA; especially, the extreme

values of the background distribution are corrected. Also, we

notice that the values downstream are better corrected than

those upstream of the river, which can be expected since the

downstream grid cells take advantage of the cumulated cor-

rections upstream.

The Manning coef	cient temporal evolution at the eight

gage locations is shown in Fig. 10. It should be noted that

in some places and for both subcycles, the ����� Manning

coef	cient value is only approached and not found through

the assimilation cycles, which can be related to the equi	-

nality problem. The 1-day subcycle and 3-day subcycle orbit

assimilations converge to the same value in 	ve locations out

of eight. In Banankoro, K������� and Malanville, however,

the coef	cient values for the two orbits converge to different

values. Banankoro is located upstream of the river, so this

difference can be explained by the lack of data upstream of

this location for obtaining a robust estimate of the Manning

coef	cient at this site. Also, the impact of the Manning coef-

	cient on the simulation depends on the rain amount over the

observed locations. According to the considered subcycle,

the satellite will see different z��� and a different number

of observations corresponding to different rain events which

can lead to the different values obtained for the optimal Man-

ning coef	cient in some locations. Also, a ������ with a fre-

quency of about 20 days is observed in every location and for

the two subcycles and might be related to the orbit repetitiv-

ity.
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Figure 10.Manning coef#cient versus assimilation cycle at eight locations (Fig. 1) for the 3-day subcycle (blue) and 1-day subcycle (green)

orbits. The value of the true coef#cient is in red.

$a%&' 2. Water level relative error averaged over the river and at the location of the eight gages along the river (each gage is de#ned by its

number speci#ed inside the orange rectangles in Fig. 1). The relative error is calculated as the ratio (hwith/without assi−htruth)/htruth, where

h is the water level (m); )**+, assimilation, 3 and 1 d *s-, 3- and 1-day subcycles.

Location River

no. mean 1 2 3 . 5 6 7 8

No assi 0/.5 0/15 0.17 0/16 0/55 0/26 0/63 0/67 1.10

3 d sbc 0.12 0.09 0/85 0.11 0.17 0.12 0.12 0.10 0.09

1 d sbc 0.12 0.19 0.10 0.11 0.12 0.13 0.07 0.12 0.18
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Figure 11.Water level relative error averaged over the river versus

time with no assimilation (black), with 1-day subcycle (green) and

3-day subcycle (blue) orbit SWOT assimilations. The relative error

is calculated as the ratio |hwith/without assi−htruth|/htruth, where h

is the water level (m).

5.2 JBLDNE of D??@B@CDE@FG on water levels

Table 2 gives the water level mean relative error computed

with respect to the true water levels, Orst averaged over the

entire river for the 2-year period and then at each of the eight

observing stations shown in Fig. 1. Figures 11 and 12 dis-

play the water level relative error averaged over the river and

at the eight observing stations as a function of time when (i)

there is no assimilation (black curve), (ii) after a 1-day sub-

cycle orbit SWOT-observation assimilation (green curve) and

(iii) the 3-day subcycle orbit SWOT-observation assimilation

(blue curve).

These results show that the DA analysis leads to a signiO-

cant reduction of the water level relative error over the whole

river (the averaged relative error is reduced by more than a

factor of 3 with DA) and at the eight gages. In most of the

eight locations, there is an improvement of several meters

reaching up to 9m at LokoQR (for an 8m averaged river depth

along the river). As for the Manning coefOcient, a noise with

a repeat period of 20 days is observed and can be directly re-

lated to the noise observed on the Manning coefOcient. Also,

even in the locations where the RSRUVWXYManning coefOcient

differs for both subcycles, the same water levels are retrieved

for both subcycles, which conOrms the equiOnality hypothe-

sis.

A great improvement in the water level is achieved with

the Orst assimilation cycles since the background Manning

parameters and thus the background water levels initially dif-

fer signiOcantly from the true parameter values and water

levels. For the following cycles, as the background param-

eters are set equal to the analysis parameters, the sequen-

tial correction results in a convergence towards the optimal

Manning coefOcients leading to water levels that are coher-

ent with the true water levels. The improvement is larger for

stations that are located downstream of the river, possibly

because of the cumulated corrections upstream of these sta-

tions. Moreover, the hypothesis of a linear relation between

width and roughness means that the 20Z standard deviation

will lead to a larger absolute error on the roughness for wider

rivers. These results are similar for both orbits as illustrated

in Fig. 13, which shows the spatially distributed relative er-

ror of water levels averaged over the period from June 2002

to December 2003 for the run with (a) no assimilation, (b)

a 3-day subcycle assimilation and (c) a 1-day subcycle as-

similation. Without assimilation, the relative error over the

river ranges between 0 and 1.2. With assimilation, more than

90Z of the river pixels have a relative error smaller than 0.2

for both subcycles, and no pixel has a relative error higher

than [\]\

^_` JBLDNE of D??@B@CDE@FG on river discharge

Table 3 presents the discharge mean relative error computed

with respect to the true discharge, Orst averaged over the en-

tire river for the 2-year period and then at each of the eight

observing stations shown in Fig. 1. Figures bc and b] display

the discharge relative error averaged over the river and the

discharge evolution at the eight observing stations as a func-

tion of time when (i) there is no assimilation (black curve),

(ii) after a 1-day subcycle orbit SWOT-observation assimila-

tion (green curve) and (iii) the 3-day subcycle orbit SWOT-

observation assimilation (blue curve). The assimilation con-

tributes to an improvement of the river discharge over the

whole basin and at the eight locations, although this improve-

ment is smaller than for water levels which can be expected

since the Manning roughness is updated through level mea-

surements. Discharge improvement, even if less signiOcant

than for water levels, can represent several hundreds of cubic

meters per second globally and up to 3000m3 s−1 in LokoQR\

Discharge obtained after assimilation is somewhat dSoefVg

(as observed for water level) for both orbits during the wet

season. This is likely due to a higher discharge sensitivity to

Manning coefOcient change during this period. Discharge is

improved, in particular, at LokoQRh i.e., the location situated

furthest downstream of the river, which is a promising result

for coupled land–ocean applications since it shows that the

RRM can provide a reasonable estimation of discharge at the

river mouth. Similar to what was found for water levels, there

is almost no discharge sensitivity to the considered orbit.

Figure bi shows the spatially distributed relative error of

discharge averaged over the period June 2002–December

2003 for the run without assimilation (a), 3-day subcycle as-

similation (b) and 1-day subcycle assimilation (c). The dis-

charge relative error is globally improved with better results

over the inner delta for the 1-day subcycle orbit. Otherwise,

there is no signiOcant difference in results between the two

orbits. Without assimilation, the relative error range over the

river goes from 0 to [\c\ With assimilation, all pixels have

a relative error smaller than 0.2, with 80Z of them having

errors of less than 0.1.
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Figure 12. Time evolution of water levels at the eight locations shown in Fig. 1 for the {|}~|�� (red curves), with no assimilation (black

curves) and with assimilation of SWOT 1-day subcycle (green) and 3-day subcycle (blue) orbit observations.
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����� �� Discharge relative error averaged over the river and at the location of the eight gages along the river (each gage is de�ned by its

number speci�ed inside the orange rectangles in Fig. 1). The relative error is calculated as the ratio (qwith/without assi− qtruth)/qtruth, where

q is the discharge (m3 s−1).

Location River

no. mean 1 2 3 � 5 � 7 8

No assi ���� ���� 0.10 0.18 0.22 0.20 0.20 0.15 ����

3 d sbc 0.08 ���� ���� 0.11 ���� ���� ���� 0.09 ����

1 d sbc 0.07 0.03 0.03 0.09 0.13 0.13 0.11 0.08 ����

Figure ��� Relative error of water levels averaged over the period

of assimilation.

Figure 14. Discharge relative error averaged over the river versus

time with no assimilation (black), with 1-day subcycle (orange) and

3-day subcycle (blue) orbit SWOT assimilations. The relative error

is calculated as the ratio (|qwith/without assi−qtruth|/qtruth, where q

is the water level (m3 s−1).

To better understand the relationship between the water

levels and the discharge, the �ooded fraction time series at

two locations (Ke Macina and Lok���� is shown in Fig. 17.

In Ke Macina, there was no �ooded fraction before the as-

similation, while there was about 15–20  for the “truth”. At

this location, DA leads to a water level increase that gener-

ates �ooding for both orbits, in agreement with the true run.

The amplitude of the �ooded fraction simulated with the as-

similation for a 3-day subcycle is close to that of the true run

while the �ooded fraction simulated with assimilation for a

1-day cycle is overestimated. This results because the water

level and discharge results slightly overestimate the results

from the true run for the 1-day orbit.

Another interesting case is observed in Lokoja, where the

model simulates �ooding in 25% of the grid area with no as-

similation, which is not observed for the “truth”. Here again,

by reducing water levels, the assimilation considerably re-

duces the �ooded fraction for the 1-day subcycle orbit and

even prevents it from occurring for the 3-day subcycle or-

bit. No �oods are modeled at the other sites for the truth,

the run with no assimilation or the runs with assimilation, so

these sites are not shown in Fig. 17. These results are valu-

able since they show that the use of DA corrects the �ood
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Figure 15. Time evolution of discharge at the location of the eight locations (Fig. 1) for the “truth” ¬®¯ curv®°±² with no assimilation ¬³´µ¶·

curv®°± and with assimilation of ¸¹OT 1-day subcycle ¬º®®»± and 3-day subcycle ¬³´¼®± orbit observations.
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Figure ÈÉÊ Relative error of discharge averaged over the period of

assimilation.

prediction for two ËÌÍÎÏ sites of the Niger Basin. Indeed, Ke

Macina is located ÍÐÑÒ upstream to the entrance of the inner-

delta region, while LokÎÍÌ is the last in situ station upstream

of the river outlet. It should be noted that the discharge re-

sponse to water level modiÓcation depends on whether or

not there are Ôoods. For example, at Ke Macina, during the

monsoon period, the water level is increased via assimila-

tion, which results in a better Ót with the truth simulation and

in a discharge decrease. This is coherent with the results of

Pedinotti et al. (2012), in which the introduction of Ôood-

Figure 17. Flooded fraction versus time at Ke Macina and LokÕÖ×Ø

for the truth (red), with no assimilation (black), with assimilation

for 3-day subcycles (blue) and 1-day subcycles (green). Note that in

LokÕÖ×Ø there is no Ùooded fraction represented for the truth and for

the run with assimilation with a 3-day subcycle.

plains leads to a reduction of the discharge. However, in re-

gions without Ôoodplains, a water level increase leads to a

discharge increase (see ÚÌÛÜÌÜÍÝ for example).

The frequency of events as a function of the Ôooded frac-

tion value (ratio of Ôooded area over pixel area) is shown

in Fig. 18 for the truth (a), without assimilation (b), a 1-

day subcycle assimilation (c) and a 3-day subcycle assim-

ilation (d). Only the pixels with a Ôooded fraction greater

than 10Þ (0.1 on the ßÎÏÝàÎÛÒÌá axis) are considered. It is

shown that without assimilation, the model does not simu-

late Ôooded fractions above 0.5, which represents about 8Þ

of the Ôood events for the truth simulation. Moreover, with-

out assimilation, the model tends to overestimate the occur-

rence of smaller events. This is corrected by the assimilation,

with a slight tendency to over-estimate Ôood intensity for the

assimilation with the 3-day subcycle orbit, while the 1-day

subcycle orbits leads to an excessive occurrence of Ôooded

fractions contained in the âãäåæãäçè range. According to these

results, DA allows for a better simulation of the water stor-

age variations and leads to better estimation of Ôood event

occurrence and intensity in the inner-delta area.
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Figure 18. Frequency of øood events over the delta classiùed by intensity (øooded fraction). Only the pixels with a øooded fraction higher

than 10ú are considered for the calculation.

5.4 Water storage ûariations

Ideally, for water resource management applications and for

making reliable future water resource üýþÿp���þ��� global hy-

drologic models should be able to reasonably simulate water

storage variations in regional to large-scale continental reser-

voirs including rivers, groundwater, aquifers and �oodplains.

It is then of interest to see if DA can improve the simula-

tion of these water variations. Figure 19 shows the relative

water storage variations in four continental reservoirs (river,

�oodplains, aquifers and soil) for the truth (red), without as-

similation (black), 1-day subcycle (blue) and 3-day subcycle

assimilations (green). For each reservoir, the 20-day running

average water storage variations are divided by the averaged

water storage over the period of assimilation. The maximum

relative water storage variation ranges from 6% in the river

reservoir to about 30% in the �oodplain reservoir, which is

not negligible. In the four reservoirs, the simulations with as-

similation better represent the amplitude and the phase of the

water storage variations. The assimilation seems to be useful

for better representing anomalies in continental reservoirs,

which are �s�ÿp�� to many uncertainties. However, it should

be noted that the physical representativeness of these storage

values is not guaranteed due to the lack of monitoring data.

� Dìë	
ëëìñò

Oü�������þ� of the Manning coef�cient using a DAmethod-

ology leads to a signi�cant improvement of the water lev-

els over the Niger River, and also at the eight locations with

gages. The relative error of the Manning coef�cient is re-

duced (��% reduction) and it globally converges towards an

optimal value despite potential problems related to equi�nal-

ity. The relative error of the water level is globally improved

(a 30% reduction) and the amplitude of the water level is

closer to the truth with assimilation than without assimila-

tion. Discharge is also improved by the assimilation, but to

a lesser extent than for the water levels (7%�� Moreover, the

proposed methodology results in a better prediction of �ood

event occurrence and intensity in the inner delta and better

simulates water storage anomaly maxima and minima in sev-

eral reservoirs, especially the groundwater and the aquifer

reservoirs, for which the temporal evolution is dif�cult to ob-

serve. This study is promising since, to our knowledge, no

large-scale assimilation applications exist for the þü�����o

tion of spatially distributed hydrological parameters. It shows

SWOT observations would be useful for the improvement of

CHSs. This method could lead to a better representation of

the water cycle in climate prediction applications, but could

also be used for large-scale water resource management ap-

plications. Finally, there is no clear advantage difference be-

tween the two subcycle orbits used for this study; each has

better skill for certain situations.
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Figure 1�� Relative water storage variations in the river, the �oodplains, the aquifer and the soil reservoirs for the truth (red), no assimilation

(black), 1-day orbit subcycle (green) and 3-day subcycle assimilations (blue). For each reservoir, the 20-day running average water variations

are divided by the averaged water storage over the period of assimilation (from June 2002 to December 2003).

This study has some limitations and several assumptions

should be noted. The assumption of the white noise error for

SWOT observations is probably too optimistic. Furthermore,

no correlation of the measurement errors along the swath has

been assumed. Estimating satellite observation error sources

has been the �� !"#$ of several studies at the French space

agency (CNES) in recent years. Initially, a white noise was

introduced within the SWOT water level along track altimet-

ric estimate in order to represent the error due to satellite ob-

servations (Biancamaria et al., 2011). Lion (2012) presents

methods to simulate, in a more realistic manner, different

sources of SWOT satellite observation errors. These errors

are generally due to several factors such as satellite attitude,

baseline error, phase unwrapping errors, etc. These errors

are not always G&���'&) and do not always have a mean

value of 0. A perspective for improvement of the assimila-

tion methodology proposed in this study is to introduce these

errors into the assimilation system in order to get a more re-

alistic estimation of SWOT observation errors and of the er-

ror covariance matrix R. However, their introduction in the

system is not obvious and requires the use of a different as-

similation *lter due to the aforementioned G&���'&) issue.

Indeed, the G&���'&) error distribution along SWOT tracks

does not ensure that the error of the observation vector, y0, is

G&���'&)+ Yet, the G&���'&) nature of the observation error is

a strong assumption of the EKF and possible solutions to get

around this limitation exist, such as the use of an ensemble

Kalman *lter or a particle *lter.

The hypothesis that the Manning coef*cient uncertainties

are the only source of model errors is obviously a rather sim-

ple assumption since other errors, such as those related to

precipitation forcing uncertainties, riverbank-full depth error

or the relatively simple ISBA-TRIP physics, can also be the

sources of signi*cant modeling errors. It could be potentially

interesting to perform the assimilation on an ensemble of per-

turbed runs in order to take into account several uncertainty

scenarios and the estimation of the backgroundmodeling ma-

trix could be done using an ensemble method (Evensen et al.,

2,,-.+ Within the framework of a real-data experiment, ac-

counting for various sources of errors via Manning control

will lead to improved Manning values that should not be in-

terpreted as physical values. Modeling assumptions also put

a limitation on the DA performance in the context of real-

data experiments. For example, it is assumed in the TRIP

model that geomorphological parameters such as the Man-

ning coef*cient are constant in time, which is a signi*cant

assumption, especially in a region with a strong seasonal cli-

mate variability, such as the Niger Basin. Hopefully, SWOT
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observations will help to correct this problem, for example,

using this method to build seasonal climatologies of key pa-

rameters. To exploit this possibility, a further OSSE study

could be done, in which the “true”M=>>?>@ coefBcient varies

seasonally.

Additionally, this study was done within the contexC of

EFFHI in which the truth was issued from a reference

JFKLNQSJU simulation. This allowed for an evaluation of

the methodology but makes the improvements on rough-

ness, level, Vow and storage highly correlated. MWXYWver,

the EFFH does not guarantee the physical representativeness

of the corrected values of the M=>>?>@ coefBcient since the

background and the observations are issued from the same

model. For these reasons, the performance of the DA will

need to be re-evaluated with real observations. J> the study

presented here, the truth and the perturbation are based on

the same physical Z=X=[YCYX?\=C?W>]^ this is not true when

real data are used. Therefore, the assimilation should be ap-

plied using either real observations of water level, or water

level issued from a different model, such as a hydrodynamic

model. J> further studies, longer assimilation windows could

be exZ_W?CY` but also XYra?XY a bigger storage capacity which

must be considered for the choice of the assimilation window

size.

Finally, this method must be applied to other JFKLNQSJU

parameters and for other large-scale basins to evaluate its

global application capability. JC is not guaranteed that a

methodology, which works for a speciBc basin, could be used

for all other major basins (with different climates, geology,

etc.). Ongoing work is focused on applying the methodology

herein to other basins. These proposed improvements aim at

ensuring that the assimilation methodology will be applica-

ble when real FbOT data area be available.

7 c:;d7e34:;3

This study presents a simple method for assimilating FbOT

virtual water level into a large-scale coupled land-surface hy-

drology model fQSJUNJFKA) in order to improve estimates of

the XYra?XY` global hydrological model input parameters. J>

this case, the assimilation is used for the correction of a sin-

gle parameter which is the M=>>?>@ coefBcient. To accom-

plish this, an EFFH was performed, using virtual FbOT ob-

servations of water levels. Two orbits, with different subcy-

cles but with the same 22-day repeat period, have been con-

sidered to generate the observations (1-day and 3-day sub-

cycles), each one providing a speciBc spatial and temporal

coverage of the domain. g>hYXC=?>C?Y] on the estimation of

the M=>>?>@ coefBcient are assumed to be the only sources

of modeling errors. The Hij algorithm was applied every 2

days (the length of the assimilation window) to compute an

optimal M=>>?>@ coefBcient (analysis). The M=>>?>@ coef-

Bcient globally converged for both orbital subcycles to the

same average value, the convergence being faster for the 3-

day subcycle orbit. The method leads to a global reduction

of kl% of the M=>>?>@ coefBcient error over the river. This

correction signiBcantly improved the water levels (the error

has been reduced by ml% for the river) and, to a lesser exN

tent, discharge (7% of reduction of the error which can be

signiBcant for the Niger S?ver in terms of water resources

considering that its mean annual discharge is nlllm3 s−1).

MWXYWver, the biggest improvements were observed down-

stream of the river (Lokoja), which is a valuable result for cli-

mate applications which XYra?XY estimation of the discharge

at large river mouths.

This method gives a promising perspective for global-

scale applications, and it could be exCY>`Y` to other large

basins. However, several relatively simple hypotheses have

been made, and these should be addressed and reBned in fu-

ture studies. The contexC of the EFFH allows for the evalua-

tion of the model but does not guarantee the physical repre-

sentativeness of the corrected values obtained in this study.

MWXYWver, other sources of uncertainties should be assumed

for the assimilation, such as rainfall errors =>`qWX riverbank-

full depth.MW`Y_?>@ errors such as those from the JFKA land

surface parameterization should be considered, such as that

pertaining to runoff. JC was also considered in this work that

observation and modeling errors were not correlated in space

and time, which might not be realistic. The use of more real-

istic errors simulated by Lion ftlutv in the framework of the

FbOT mission prelaunch investigations will be considered

in future studies.

Another perspective consists in the application of this

method to other QSJU parameters, or several parameters at a

time. wWXXYhC?W> of JFKA parameters, such as those control-

ling subgrid runoff for ex=[Z_YI is also planned but must be

considered carefully as the impact on the river is less direct.

Before the satellite launch, the L?XFbOT airborne campaign

will provide FbOT-like data sets of water level, which will

enable studies using a more realistic FbOT DA application,

instead of the observing simulation system exZYX?[Y>C pre-

sented here. Hyen if this airborne campaign does not cover

the Niger Basin, it will potentially provide a better observa-

tion error model. zet, using more complex observations and

model errors might XYra?XY a modiBcation of the assimilation

scheme to overcome exCXY[Y_{ stringent Hij Blter assump-

tions of|=a]]?=> unbiased errors. Possible assimilation tech-

>?raY] to test are the ensemble i=_[=> Blter or the particle

Blter.
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